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Switching between a state of fear and safety is a critical aspect of adaptive behavior. Aversive 
and non-aversive associations must be formed quickly and reliably but remain malleable as these 
associations change dynamically. When these associations become biased towards aversive 
associations by traumatic and stressful circumstances, as in PTSD, fear generalization and 
impaired fear extinction arise. These changes are associated with reduced activity in the medial 
prefrontal cortex (mPFC) and enhanced activity in the basolateral amygdala (BLA). It has been 
hypothesized that the mPFC mediates top-down control of the BLA to signal safety. It has 
previously been demonstrated that synchronous activity within the mPFC-BLA circuit is strongly 
engaged during fear conditioning, but it is unknown how activity in this circuit changes to 
mediate aversive discrimination.  We investigated how the mPFC and BLA cooperate to mediate 
successful discrimination between aversive and non-aversive stimuli both for learned and 
innately-valent associations. Extracellular elecrophysiological recordings were obtained 
simultaneously form the mPFC and BLA in mice during innate anxiety, fear discrimination, and 
fear extinction. Local field potentials were recorded in both structures along with single unit 
recordings from the BLA. We discovered that fear was associated with enhanced theta-frequency 
synchrony and theta-gamma coupling within the mPFC-BLA circuit. On the other hand, safety 
was associated with predominant mPFC-to-BLA directionality of synchronous information flow 
and enhanced fast gamma frequency activity in both structures. Interestingly, gamma oscillations 
in the BLA were strongly coupled to theta frequency activity arising in the mPFC. This data is 
consistent with entrainment of inhibitory circuits in the BLA by mPFC input to mediate safety. 
  
We used to optogenetic techniques to test this hypothesis. Silencing mPFC-to-BLA input 
induced fear generalization, while activating mPFC-to-BLA input enhanced discrimination. We 
provide evidence that the mPFC directly projects to both parvalbumin-positive (PV+) and 
somatostatin-positive (SOM+) interneurons. Silencing SOM+ but not PV+ interneurons also 
induced fear generalization. Likewise, silencing SOM+ interneurons impaired fear extinction. 
This data is consistent with downstream activation of SOM+ interneurons by prefrontal inputs to 
mediate successful discrimination between aversive and non-aversive stimuli. Future 
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Fear is an evolutionarily conserved and adaptive mechanism necessary for avoiding 
potential danger but when triggered indiscriminately can interfere with one’s quality of life. Post-
traumatic stress disorder, an inappropriate and exaggerated response to a traumatic event, is a 
common psychiatric diagnosis with an estimated lifetime prevalence of 7.8% (Kessler et al., 
1995). Post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) is suggested to be caused by the inability to 
properly suppress fear responses (Jovanovic and Ressler, 2010), leading to an inability to 
extinguish fear memories (Wessa and Flor, 2007) and the generalization of fear to inappropriate 
stimuli (Grillon and Morgan, 1999). 
Thus, it is hypothesized that the circuits that mediate discrimination between aversive and 
non-aversive stimuli are also responsible for the extinction of previously formed fear 
associations. Fear generalization and the ability to extinguish fear memories could then be 
understood as a dysfunction in the regulation of these circuits in patients with PTSD. Thus, in 
order to understand the neurophysiological changes underlying the development of PTSD, it is 
necessary to identify the circuits which mediate 
the appropriate suppression of fear responses. 
Human imaging studies have sought to 
investigate the brain structures that have altered 
levels of activity in PTSD patients. Patients with 
PSTD have been demonstrated to have 
hypoactivity of the medial prefrontal cortex 
Figure 1. Brains areas hyper- and hypo-active in PTSD 
Based on a quantitative meta-analysis of fMRI data in 
PTSD and controls, brain areas of hyperactivation in 
PTSD are shown in yellow, while areas of hypoactivation 
are shown in blue. Adapted from Hayes et al., 2012. 
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(mPFC) and hyperactivity of the amygdala based on imaging studies (Figure 1; Bremner et al., 
1999; Hayes et al., 2012; Shin et al., 1997; Shin et al., 2005). This is consistent with a body of 
literature implicating the amygdala in initiating fear responses and the prefrontal cortex in 
mediating top-down control to suppress fear circuits (Maren and Quirk, 2004; Pape and Pare, 
2010). In animal models, perturbation of inhibitory GABAergic signaling in the amygdala causes 
both fear generalization and impairments in fear extinction (Ehrlich et al., 2009; Heldt et al., 
2012; Pare and Duvarci, 2012; Shaban et al., 2006). Perturbing these circuits also disrupts 
amygdalar-prefrontal connectivity (Bergado-Acosta et al., 2008; Sangha et al., 2009). It is thus 
likely that both prefrontal inputs and inhibitory microcircuits in the amygdala are critical 
mediators of fear suppression. 
 In order to formulate our understanding of fear suppression, I will review our knowledge 
of the amygdala, amygdala-prefrontal interactions during fear and safety signaling, and the role 
of inhibitory circuits of the amygdala in mediating fear suppression. 
 
The amygdala is a key brain structure mediating states of fear 
 
The view that the amygdala is essential for emotional processing is longstanding; 
bilateral lesions of the amygdala are sufficient to induce emotional changes as part of Kluver-
Bucy Syndrome (Weiskrantz, 1956). It has been particularly studied for its role in mediating fear 
responses to dangerous stimuli, and among the effects of amygdala lesions is docility, including 
a diminished fear response.  In animal models, fear is primarily studied with the fear 
conditioning paradigm in which a previously neutral stimulus (the conditioned stimulus; e.g. a 
tone) becomes associated with an aversive event (the unconditioned stimulus, US; e.g. a shock). 
Later exposures to the conditioned stimulus (CS) lead to defensive behavior (e.g. freezing) due to 
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its previous pairing to the US, even in the 
absence of the US. With repeated repetitions of 
the CS presentation without reinforcement, the 
fear association will eventually extinguish and 
the CS will return to being non-aversive. Thus, 
in this paradigm, there are thus three potential 
stages of operant fear conditioning: acquisition, 
recall, and extinction. Successful acquisition 
and extinction both require a period of 
consolidation for long-term maintenance and 
then again for extinction of these learned fear 
associations. Extinction can also be reversed in a process called renewal, in which re-exposure to 
the US leads to spontaneously recovery of the aversive association.  
All of these processes—acquisition, recall, extinction, renewal, fear consolidation, and 
extinction consolidation—are believed to require plasticity within the amygdala. The major site 
of information flow into the amygdala complex is the basolateral complex [which includes the 
lateral nuclei (LA), basolateral nuclei (BLA), and basomedial nucleus (BMA)] and is particularly 
implicated as the key site for fear learning (Figure 2; Sah et al., 2003). Damage to the BLA 
interferes with fear conditioning (Campeau and Davis, 1995). In particular, the LA has strong 
inputs from sensory processing regions, notably the auditory cortex and thalamus (Sah et al., 
2003), and it has been suggested to be the site of plasticity for associating an auditory CS with 
the US (Schafe et al., 2001). Plasticity induced by fear conditioning occurs in the LA before the 




Figure 2. Anatomy of the rodent amygdala 
Cartoon representation of a portion of the rat amygdala 
(homologous to mice). The basolateral complex of 
nuclei is illustrated in green, with three major 
subdivisions: the lateral nuclei (LA), the basolateral 
nuclei (BL), and the basomedial nuclei (BM). The 
central nucleus is illustrated in orange with its two 
major subdivisions, medial and lateral (CEm and CEl). 
Adapted from Knapska et al., 2007. 
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1997; Repa et al., 2001), supporting the notion that plasticity in the LA is necessary for learned 
fear associations. The necessity of this plasticity for the maintenance of fear memories was 
demonstrated by a recent study which showed that optogenetic depression of sensory afferents to 
the LA was sufficient to reversibly abolish conditioned fear responses (Nabavi et al., 2014). 
 
Intra-amygdala connectivity underlying fear expression 
 
Information from the lateral nuclei must ultimately reach the central nucleus (CE), the 
major output center of the amygdala (Figure 2). Damage to the CE disrupts the acquisition and 
expression of fear (Nader et al., 2001; Zimmerman et al., 2007). The CE has two major 
subdivisions: lateral (CEl) and medial (CEm). The CEm projects to the periaqueductal gray 
(Rizvi et al., 1991), leading to the initiation of defensive behaviors (Carrive, 1993; Carrive et al., 
1999) including freezing (Fanselow, 1991), as well as the hypothalamus, controlling parameters 
such as respiration rate, blood pressure, heart rate, and cortisol levels (Gross and Canteras, 
2012). The CEl projects to the CEm and 
regulates its output. Thus, the LA serves as 
an important processing station, integrating 
inputs from throughout the brain and 
indirectly outputs to the CEm, which 
mediates the physiological response to 
stress. However, there are no direct 
projections from LA to CEm, meaning that 
information must be routed via one of three 
Figure 3. Intrinsic connectivity of the rodent amygdala 
Cartoon illustrating the interconnectivity within and between 
the basolateral complex and central nucleus. LA, lateral 
nuclei; BL, basolateral nuclei; BM, basomedial nuclei; ITC, 
intercalated clusters; CeL, lateral subdivision of the central 
nucleus; CeM, medial subdivision of the central nucleus. 
Adapted from Pape and Pare, 2010. 
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possible routes (Figure 3): the CEl, the basal nuclei, or intercalated clusters (ITCs), which line 
both sides of the BLA. Pre-training lesions of the basal nuclei do not prevent fear conditioning to 
a tone; only lesions of the LA and CE are sufficient to impair fear acquisition (Nader et al., 
2001). This suggests that LA to CEl projections are the minimum required circuitry for fear 
conditioning. However, post-training lesions of basal nuceli (BA) abolish established 
conditioned fear responses (Anglada-Figueroa and Quirk, 2005), suggesting that these nuclei are 
normally engaged and required for fear learning. 
That the BA is normally involved in fear conditioning but is not necessary for fear 
learning raises the question of what role it plays. The LA and BA both have been demonstrated 
to form distinct memory engrams—a population of cells that is selectively reactive to the CS. 
Artificial re-activation of memory engrams in either the LA or the BA is sufficient to elicit fear 
after paired but not unpaired CS-US training (Gore et al., 2015; Yiu et al., 2014), suggesting that 
plasticity in these cells is the neural substrate of CS-US associations. This is also true when 
pairing is done with a US of positive valence, suggesting this is a general mechanism for 
Pavlovian conditioning to aversive or appetitive stimuli (Gore et al., 2015; Hsiang et al., 2014). 
Thus, the LA and BA seem to have similar functions in encoding emotional memories, however 
since multimodal sensory information is primarily conveyed to the LA and not the BA, it is 
likely that this information is normally conveyed from LA to BA and then to the CE.  
 
Interactions between the basolateral amygdala, hippocampus, and prefrontal cortex during 
fear and safety 
 
The importance of the BA is likely found in that it receives inputs from brain structures 
mediating cognitive processes. Notable among these are the medial prefrontal cortex and 
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hippocampus (HPC), which when inactivated after training affect fear expression and extinction 
(Sierra-Mercado et al., 2011). These structures have no projections to the LA, and the PFC has 
only a modest projection to the CE compared to its BA projection. This suggests that the PFC 
and HPC inputs to the BA are normally required for the maintenance and expression of fear 
memories. Likewise, projections from the BA and HPC to the PFC are also engaged during fear 
expression, suggesting that the entire BLA-HPC-PFC network is normally engaged in this 
process (Sotres-Bayon et al., 2012). 
The HPC is likely engaged during contextual fear conditioning, in which the CS is an 
environment, but not necessarily tone fear conditioning. The dorsal HPC (dHPC) is notable for 
cells which map the spatial environment, and it is believed to encode spatial contexts in 
ensembles of these cells.  Lesions of the dHPC have been shown to impair contextual fear 
conditioning but not cued tone fear conditioning, though lesions of the amygdala disrupt both 
forms of fear conditioning (Phillips and LeDoux, 1992). Ventral HPC (vHPC) is also known to 
be involved in contextual fear conditioning (Hobin et al., 2006), but whether it plays a critical 
role in tone fear conditioning is not yet understood (Bocchio and Capogna, 2014). 
The prefrontal cortex is however known to be involved in both contextual (Rozeske et al., 
2015) and cued (Sierra-Mercado et al., 2011) fear  conditioning and has strong bidirectional 
connectivity with the basolateral amygdala (Cho et al., 2013; Hoover and Vertes, 2007; Senn et 
al., 2014; Vertes, 2004), suggesting that these structures are coordinated during processing of 
fearful stimuli. Indeed, synchronized activity is observed between these two structures during 
both fear expression and extinction (Lesting et al., 2013; Lesting et al., 2011). The processes of 
fear expression and extinction are believed to be anatomically segregated within the prefrontal 
cortex. C-Fos studies have shown enhanced PL activity during fear expression and enhanced IL 
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activity following fear extinction (Knapska and Maren, 2009). Likewise, there is enhanced 
bursting activity in the IL following extinction (Burgos-Robles et al., 2007). Microstimulation of 
the PL and IL during fear training is sufficient to increase and decrease subsequent recall 
freezing levels (Vidal-Gonzalez et al., 2006). Inactivation of the prelimbic (PL) subdivision 
impairs fear expression, while inactivation of the infralimbic (IL) subdivision impairs fear 
extinction (Sierra-Mercado et al., 2011). These processes are functionally but not anatomically 
segregated within different principal cells of the BLA; these cells were termed fear and 
extinction cells based on their firing selectively to either fear conditioned or extinguished tones 
(Herry et al., 2008). These BLA neurons are distinguished based on their output to the PL and 
IL, respectively (Senn et al., 2014). Thus, distinct functional loops exist within the BLA-PFC 
network that signal for fear and extinction. 
 
Interneurons are critical for fear discrimination and extinction 
 
It has been hypothesized that the infralimbic cortex mediates extinction by projection 
onto inhibitory cells in the amygdala. Cho et al. (2013) showed that extinction altered feed-
forward excitatory-inhibitory balance for mPFC inputs to the BLA reducing  mPFC-evoked 
EPSPs in pyramidal cells but preserving excitatory drive onto BLA interneurons. Thus, the 
mPFC recruits local circuit interneurons, including intercalated cells (Amano et al., 2010), which 
then inhibit fear output. BLA interneurons have been repeatedly implicated in the suppression of 
fear responses (Duvarci and Pare, 2014; Ehrlich et al., 2009; Heldt et al., 2012; Pape and Pare, 
2010; Shaban et al., 2006) and it appears that a subset are selectively engaged by mPFC input 
during discrimination and extinction learning (Cho et al., 2013; Lesting et al., 2013; Likhtik et 
al., 2014; Phelps et al., 2004). Thus, dysfunction in inhibitory circuits of the amygdala, 
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controlled by mPFC input, could 
interfere with both discrimination 
between fearful and safe stimuli and 
extinction of fear memories. Consistent 
with this hypothesis, knockout mice for 
GAD65 (one of two isoforms of 
glutamate decarboxylase, which 
synthesizes GABA) demonstrate 
enhanced fear generalization, along 
with decreased mPFC-amygdala 
synchrony (Bergado-Acosta et al., 
2008; Sangha et al., 2009) and  knock-
down of GAD67 activity in the amygdala impairs extinction learning (Heldt et al., 2012). Thus, 
both fear discrimination and extinction rely on intact GABAergic circuits, possibly because 
inhibitory cells gate inputs into the amygdala (Shaban et al., 2006).  
On the other hand, the acquisition of fear memories is associated with a change in 
plasticity of direct sensory inputs onto medial ITCs (Asede et al., 2015). Fear learning leads to a 
depotentiation of sensory afferents from the auditory thalamus and cortex onto mITCs, while 
there is a potentiation of these same inputs onto BLA principal neurons. Interestingly, mITCs 
receive direct input from BA and play a role in feedback inhibition at the dendrites, where 
sensory inputs synapse onto principal cells; thus, fear learning is associated with decreased 
feedback inhibition and enhanced activation of BLA pyramidal cells, mediated through plasticity 
of thalamocortical inputs onto ITCs. These changes persisted after extinction, consistent with a 
Figure 4. Interfering with GABAergic signaling in the 
basolateral amygdala impairs fear extinction 
Mice were injected with a lentivirus carrying either a control 
construct (SCR) or small interfering RNA to knockdown GAD67 
expression (siGAD67). Mice were then fear conditioned tone and 
repeatedly presented with the conditioned tone without shock to 
induce extinction. Knockdown of GAD67 caused an impairment 
of fear extinction, such that mice required more tone presentations 




fundamental change in circuit connectivity following fear learning that is not reversed by 
extinction. 
Post-extinction lesions of the medial ITCs cause a reversal of extinction learning with an 
increase in freezing (Likhtik et al., 2008), suggesting that inhibition from these cells is necessary 
for the expression of extinction learning. However, recent evidence has demonstrated the IL does 
not directly project to the medial ITC, and it is believed that these cells are activated 
disynaptically through the BLA (Strobel et al., 2015). Consistent with this hypothesis, 
optogenetic silencing of IL projections to the BA impairs fear extinction (Bukalo et al., 2015). 
This would be consistent with the firing patterns of extinction cells in the BLA, however it is 
unknown if those cells have a preferential projection to the medial ITC. Thus, plasticity of the 
BA input onto ITCs to enhance feedback inhibition (Asede et al., 2015) and inhibition of the 
central amygdala (Amano et al., 2010) may be a causative mechanism in extinction learning that 
has yet to be investigated. 
The development of modern molecular techniques has made it possible to manipulate 
specific inhibitory circuits of the amygdala. A recent study utilized transgenic mice and 
optogenetic inhibition to investigate the role of the two main inhibitory cell populations of the 
basolateral amygdala: parvalbumin-positive (PV+) and somatostatin-positive (SOM+) (Wolff et 
al., 2014). Mice were conditioned to associate a tone (conditioned stimulus, CS) with an aversive 
shock (unconditioned stimulus, US). Interestingly, when PV+ interneurons were inhibited during 
CS presentations, fear learning was inhibited, while when SOM+ interneurons were inhibited, 
fear learning was enhanced. It was proposed that SOM+ interneurons, which target dendrites, 
gate sensory input onto BLA pyramidal cells; thus, inhibiting these cells enhances association of 
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the CS with the US. On the other hand, PV+ interneurons inhibit SOM+ interneurons, thus their 
inhibition has the opposite effect. 
Yet, PV+ interneurons also exert strong peri-somatic inhibition on pyramidal cells, 
inconsistent with this model. Likewise, throughout extinction learning, PV+ interneurons 
strongly inhibit pyramidal cells by increasing perisomatic inhibition (Trouche et al., 2013). Thus, 
PV+ interneurons can act to both enhance and suppress fear in different contexts. The role of 
SOM+ interneurons in extinction or other forms of safety learning remains unknown. Further 
understanding of the complex interaction between these two classes of interneurons will be 
critical for elucidating microcircuits of the amygdala underlying switches between fear and safe 
states. 
 
Theta oscillations in the amygdala during fear and anxiety 
 
A full understanding of safety signaling in the amygdala requires an understanding of 
circuits modulating anxiety.  Fear and anxiety have in common that they elicit defensive 
behaviors, a group of responses to perceived threats that are adapted to minimize harm (Steimer, 
2002). Fear and anxiety are often distinguished in that fear is an emotional response to a present 
danger while anxiety is a response to potential or uncertain threats (Blanchard, 2008). For this 
reason, when applied to humans, fear is often thought of as an adaptive response to imminent 
harm, while anxiety is often considered maladaptive, as it is a response to often ambiguous cues 
and its manifestations can include a persistent apprehension and worry. Nevertheless, the 
defensive behaviors elicited in states of both “fear” and “anxiety” can be thought of as on a 
continuum related to the relative proximity or certainty of a threat. For instance, when a predator 
is close to a mouse, it may choose to run away, hide, or freeze, while when a threat is more 
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uncertain, as in exploration of a bright open space, a mouse will undergo risk assessment, 
forgoing other activities like grooming to identify possible threats (Blanchard and Blanchard, 
1989). 
Thus, the neural circuits that contribute to fear and anxiety are believed to highly overlap. 
The amygdala has also been increasingly implicated in mediating anxiety (reviewed in (Phelps 
and LeDoux, 2005)). Both anxiety and fear have been shown to be affected following lesion of 
the amygdala or its functional disconnection from other brain structures (Blanchard and 
Blanchard, 1972; Kim et al., 2013; Sierra-Mercado et al., 2011; Tye et al., 2011), suggesting that 
the amygdala is intimately involved in the regulation of defensive behavior during both fear and 
anxiety. Likewise, fear and anxiety disorders are both believed to involve dysregulation of the 
amygdala. While PTSD is typified by the inappropriate generalization of a fear response to 
situations similar to a previous traumatic event, generalized anxiety disorder (GAD) is 
characterized by persistent and excessive worry about a wide range of situations. Thus, both 
PTSD and GAD are hypothesized to be caused by an inability to suppress circuits underlying 
defensive behavior. 
A distributed network of brain regions has been implicated in mediating anxiety, 
including the amygdala (Phelps and LeDoux, 2005), basal forebrain (Clody and Carlton, 1969; 
Degroot and Treit, 2003; Lamprea et al., 2010; Menard and Treit, 1996; Pesold and Treit, 1994), 
prefrontal cortex (Adhikari et al., 2010, 2011; Lesting et al., 2011; Quirk, 2011; Sotres-Bayon 
and Quirk, 2010; Sotres-Bayon et al., 2012), hippocampus (Narayanan et al., 2007a; Narayanan 
et al., 2007b; Sotres-Bayon et al., 2012) and brainstem (Johansen et al., 2011; LeDoux, 2000; 
Maren, 2001). During periods of fear or anxiety, communication between these brain regions is 
enhanced and coordinated by a common theta frequency (4-12 Hz) local field potential (LFP) 
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oscillation (Figure 5; 
Adhikari et al., 2010, 2011; 
Narayanan et al., 2007a; 
Narayanan et al., 2007b; 
Pape et al., 2005; Popa et al., 
2010; Seidenbecher et al., 
2003). Importantly, 
benzodiazepines, a 
successful treatment for 
acute anxiety, decrease theta 
power and anxiety-related behavior in animal models when provided systemically (Chilingarian 
and Bogdanov, 1998) or by local infusion into either the basal forebrain  or amygdala (Pesold 
and Treit, 1994), suggesting that decreasing theta frequency communication within this network 
may be anxiolytic. While theta oscillations have been extensively studied in the hippocampus in 
relationship to working memory(Buzsaki, 2005; Buzsaki and Moser, 2013; Jones and Wilson, 
2005; Robbe and Buzsaki, 2009; Siapas et al., 2005; Sigurdsson et al., 2010), spatial 
navigation(Buzsaki and Moser, 2013; Caplan et al., 2003; Itskov et al., 2008; Molter et al., 2012; 
Olvera-Cortes et al., 2002), and sensorimotor integration (Bland and Oddie, 2001; Caplan et al., 
2003; Chen et al., 2011; Dypvik and Bland, 2004; Oddie et al., 1996; Sinnamon, 2005; Whishaw 
and Vanderwolf, 1973), their role in anxiety and fear is not well understood(Pape and Pare, 
2010; Seidenbecher et al., 2003). 
The theta oscillation reflects phasic neural activity and is implicated in synchronizing the 
activity of connected brain structures to facilitate neural communication and plasticity (Buzsaki,  
Figure 5. Theta oscillations are pronounced in the BLA LFP during fear. 
Local field potentials were recorded from the rat basolateral amygdala (black 
trace) in animals that had been fear conditioned. When the fear conditioned 
stimulus (CS+) was played, the mice froze (indicated by “f” as opposed to “x”) 
and there was pronounced oscillatory activity in the 4-12 Hz range. On the 
bottom is a spectrogram, which indicates the strength of activity in different 
frequency ranges as a function of time. Adapted from Pape et al., 2005. 
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2002; Fell and Axmacher, 2011). During states of elevated anxiety, such as when a mouse 
receives an aversive stimulus, power of theta oscillations is substantially increased throughout 
the vHPC-BLA-mPFC circuit (Adhikari et al., 2010; Likhtik et al., 2011; Pare and Collins, 2000; 
Seidenbecher et al., 2003). During these anxious states, theta synchrony is elevated between the 
prefrontal cortex and ventral hippocampus (Adhikari et al., 2010, 2011), implicating the ventral 
hippocampus projection to the prefrontal cortex in mediating anxiety. This was shown in both 
the open field (OF) test and the elevated plus maze (EPM) paradigm. Anxiety was also shown to 
be enhanced or diminished by activation or inactivation, respectively, of the BLA projection to 
the ventral hippocampus (Felix-Ortiz et al., 2013) in these paradigms. Thus, coordinated theta 
frequency activity in the BLA-PFC-vHPC circuit is likely meaningful for communication in this 
circuit during fear and anxiety-related behavior. 
 
Circuits involved in generating synchronous theta frequency activity 
 
One known theta generating circuit is the septohippocampal network, which consists of 
the medial septum and diagonal band (MS/DBB) in the basal forebrain and hippocampal 
formation. The generation of a theta rhythm in this circuit is believed to arise first in the 
brainstem as high frequency, tonic inputs routed through the posterior hypothalamus to 
MS/DBB, where they are transformed into a phasic signal (Bland et al., 1994). The predominant 
MS/DBB projection neurons are GABAergic or cholinergic, and each population is believed to 
differentially modulate the theta oscillation based upon pharmacological manipulations of both 
neurotransmitter systems (Buzsaki, 2002). In hippocampus, the major output of the MS/DBB, the 
coordination of single cell firing by theta oscillations has been demonstrated (Buzsaki and 
Eidelberg, 1983). Theta has been shown to be abolished in the hippocampus following lesions of 
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the medial septal complex (Bland et al., 1996), and septal neurons fire at a theta frequency 
(Givens, 1996; Jackson and Bland, 2006), even after lesions of the fimbria-fornix, disconnecting 
it from the hippocampus (Andersen et al., 1979; Petsche et al., 1962). This suggests the septum 
to be the pacemaker of the theta oscillation, though the reciprocal connections from the 
hippocampus to septum may also play a modulatory role (Buzsaki, 2002; Hangya et al., 2009). 
Given the prominence of the hippocampal theta oscillation, the hippocampus has been 
investigated as a likely source of theta oscillations throughout the rest of the brain; recent work 
has attempted to understand how projections from the hippocampus to other brain regions, 
including the mPFC and BLA, might coordinate their neural activity (Bienvenu et al., 2012; 
Sirota et al., 2008). Specifically, groups have found neurons in these brain structures that fire 
preferentially on particular phases of the hippocampal theta oscillation, a phenomenon that is 
termed phase-locking (e.g. a cell may fire more on the peak of theta than other parts of the 
wave), which can be quantified by the Von Mises concentration parameter (Sirota et al., 2008) or 
mean resultant length (MRL) (Sigurdsson et al., 2010). 
Interestingly, however, a recent study demonstrated that theta oscillations in the PFC 
could be reset in phase by the activity of local parvalbumin-positive (PV+) interneurons, and this 
effect was not altered with muscimol inactivation of the medial septum, despite the fact that the 
hippocampal theta was completely ablated (Courtin et al., 2014). This data challenges the 
currently accepted model whereby theta oscillations are exclusively conveyed from HPC to the 
BLA and mPFC (Bienvenu et al., 2012; Sirota et al., 2008). Indeed, in vitro electrophysiology 
studies have demonstrated that neurons of the amygdala (Pape et al., 1998; Ryan et al., 2012) and 
prefrontal cortex (Blatow et al., 2003; Flint and Connors, 1996; Silva et al., 1991) have intrinsic 
theta frequency rhythmicity. Thus, it is likely that theta frequency synchrony within the mPFC-
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BLA network may be intrinsically generated, unrelated to the hippocampus, and thus may be 




The mPFC and BLA have been implicated in mediating fear and extinction learning, but 
it is unknown whether there are consistent changes in the mPFC-BLA network during different 
forms of fearful and safe associations. This work will investigate changes in oscillatory activity 
of the BLA and mPFC during safety signaling during learned fear, extinction, and innate anxiety. 
The microcircuit underpinnings of this oscillatory activity will be probed using optogenetic 
approaches. We provide evidence that successful discrimination between aversive and non-
aversive stimuli requires coordinated activity in the mPFC-BLA circuit. Safety is associated with 
directional information flow from the mPFC to the BLA. This directional information flow is 
associated with an enhancement in fast gamma (70-120 Hz) frequency activity. Silencing mPFC 
inputs to the BLA induces fear generalization, while stimulating these inputs enhanced 
discrimination. mPFC-dependent fear discrimination and extinction were both disrupted by 
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 In this chapter, changes in the mPFC-BLA-vHPC circuit that mediate discrimination 
between aversive and non-aversive stimuli are investigated. In particular, this work seeks to 
bridge a gap between literature on the expression of learned fear and the expression of innate 
anxiety. We provide evidence for a role for prefrontal input to the basolateral amygdala in safety 
signaling during both learned fear and innate anxiety. In future chapters, the role of this input in 






Successfully differentiating safety from danger is an essential skill for survival. While 
decreased activity in the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) is associated with fear generalization 
in animals and humans, the circuit level mechanisms used by the mPFC to discern safety are not 
clear. To answer this question, we recorded activity in the mPFC, basolateral amygdala (BLA), 
and dorsal (dHPC) and ventral hippocampus (vHPC) in mice during exposure to learned 
(differential fear conditioning) and innate (open field) anxiety. We found increased synchrony 
between the mPFC and BLA in the theta frequency range (4–12 Hz) only in animals that 
differentiate between averseness and safety. Moreover, during recognized safety across learned 
and innate paradigms, BLA firing becomes entrained to theta input from the mPFC. These data 
suggest that selective tuning of BLA firing to mPFC input provides a safety-signaling 




Discriminating between aversive and safe cues is a necessary skill for survival.  Fear 
generalization negatively impacts the ability to compete for resources in animals and is 
associated with a range of anxiety disorders in humans. Whereas some generalization of aversive 
stimuli occurs in humans as part of a normal threat assessment response 
1,2
, a tip in the balance 
toward fear generalization across a wide range of stimuli is a hallmark of learned and innate 
anxiety disorders, typified by post-traumatic-stress-disorder 
3
 (PTSD) and generalized anxiety 
disorder, respectively 
4,5
 (GAD).  Clarifying the neural mechanisims underlying fear 
discrimination and generalization is therefore key to understanding these disorders. 
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The mPFC has emerged as a principal candidate for top-down regulation of fear 
responses 
6
 and impulse control 
7
. Indeed, a decrement in fear is associated with increased 
activity in the mPFC as measured by cell firing 
8
, local field potentials 
9
, activation of immediate 
early genes
10,11
 , and blood oxygenation levels 
12
.   
Nevertheless, the mPFC is also recruited in states of high fear and anxiety.  For instance, 
the dense projection it receives from the BLA, a critical site for fear processing, likely activates 
the mPFC during fear expression. In keeping with this idea, it has been shown that mPFC cell 
firing to conditioned tones is significantly decreased after BLA inactivation
13
. The mPFC also 
receives a dense projection from the vHPC
14
, which is the likely source of mPFC recruitment 
during periods of increased innate anxiety 
15, 16, 17, 18, 19
. 
Thus the mPFC, via its widely distributed outputs to multiple levels of the fear and 
anxiety circuit 
20, 21, 22
, is in a unique position to gate fear discrimination and threat assessment 
during both fear expression and suppression
13
.  One mechanism the mPFC uses for long-range 
communication with its subcortical targets is the theta range (4–12 Hz) oscillation. Evidence 
shows that the mPFC, BLA and hippocampus use theta oscillations to communicate during and 
after fear conditioning 
23, 24
 as well as during extinction of conditioned fear 
9
 and during innate 
fear states
15
. These findings leave open the question how these structures dynamically interact as 
a network to differentiate anxiogenic and safe states.  
To address these issues, and to evaluate the function of this network during fear 
generalization and discrimination, we simultaneously recorded activity in the BLA, mPFC, 
vHPC and dHPC during the recall phase of a differential fear conditioning task, and in the open 
field test of innate anxiety. In support of previous findings 
9,2324
, theta-frequency power and 
synchrony in the mPFC-BLA circuit increased during high fear states. Intriguingly, synchrony in 
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this circuit was associated with discrimination between aversive and safe cues in both 
tasks.Indeed, changing dynamics within the mPFC-BLA circuit accompanied successful 
discrimination, as captured by the directionality of theta-frequency synchrony: safety stimuli 
induced BLA entrainment to theta inputs from the mPFC in both tasks. We conclude that mPFC 




Conditioned stimuli induce theta-frequency responses in BLA, mPFC 
To examine interactions between the BLA and mPFC in learned fear, animals were 
trained and tested in a fear discrimination task. Training consisted of three differential fear 
conditioning sessions. Auditory conditioning stimuli (CSs,each consisting of 30 pure-tone or 
white noise pips, 50 ms in duration, delivered at 1 Hz for 30 s) were paired with a mild (0.4 mA) 
shock to the paws (CS+) or explicitly unpaired (CS–). Five CS+ and five CS– were delivered in 
a pseudorandom order daily over three successive days (Fig. 1a). Recall of the conditioned 
responses was tested in a novel context on the fourth day. During recall, mice consistently froze 
to the CS+, but varied considerably in their freezing to the CS–. Some animals froze to the CS+ 
and CS– equally, indicating generalization of fear, whereas others froze more to the CS+ than the 
CS–, suggesting that they discriminated the fear-associated CS+ from the neutral CS–. We used 
both continuous and dichotomous measures to classify the extent to which animals differentiated 
the CS+ and CS–. To quantify relative freezing to the two stimuli on a continuous basis, we used 
a Discrimination Score (DS), subtracting percent freezing to the CS– from percent freezing to the 
CS+. In our sample animals that generalized across stimuli froze to the CS– up to 10% more than 
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(Supplementary Fig. 1a, grey area, DS=10) was also within the range of fear generalization. A 
DS of 10 also represents a reasonable midpoint between roughly two distribution peaks (Fig. 1c). 
Thus, to conduct a dichotomous analysis where required, those at DS ≤10 were classified as 
Generalizers (n=12), while animals at DS > 10 were classified as Discriminators (n=17, Fig. 
1b,c). Note that Generalizers learned the cue-shock association, showing the same levels of 
elevated freezing to both stimuli during the recall session (Fig. 1d, Generalizers CS+, 59 ± 
0.063%, CS–, 58 ± 0.06% freezing), while Discriminators froze significantly more to the CS+ 
(53.2 ± 0.05%) than the CS– (34.8 ± 0.04 % , Supplementary Fig.1).  To eliminate any artificial 
Figure 1. Individual variation in discrimination after differential fear conditioning. (a) Experimental protocol. 
Over three successive days, mice were exposed to five presentations each of a CS+ (red) or CS– (blue). Each 
stimulus consisted of 30 pips, 50 ms in duration, presented at 1 Hz. Each presentation of the CS+ was paired with a 
1 s shock. On the fourth day, freezing responses to five additional presentations each of the CS– and CS+ were 
assessed in the absence of shock. (b) Individual animals’ freezing to CS+ (red circles) and CS– (blue circles). (c) 
Histogram of discrimination scores in the sample; vertical line, cutoff for discrimination  (d) Freezing to CS+ and 
CS– for Generalizers (left) and Discriminators (right), (mean +/- s.e.m.). 
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differences introduced by grouping animals, we perform both dichotomous and continuous 
measure analyses. 
Local field potentials (LFPs) from the mPFC, BLA, dHPC and vHPC, as well as multi- 
and single-unit activity from the BLA were recorded during the recall test session on day 4 
(Supplementary Fig. 2). Each pip evoked a field potential response in all the recorded structures 
with prominent delta- (1–4 Hz) and theta-frequency (4–12 Hz) components (Fig. 2a,b). Previous 
work has shown an increase in theta power in the amygdala in anticipation of noxious stimuli 
25
, 
as well as in the amygdala during presentations of a tone CS+ 
23
, and during sleep following fear 
conditioning
24
. Consistent with these findings, we found strong pip-evoked (50–300 ms) changes 
in theta power during both CS+ and CS– in all regions, but only in the BLA and mPFC  of 
Discriminators were the pip-evoked increases in theta power larger during the CS+ than the CS– 
. In Generalizers, theta power increased in the BLA and mPFC equally during the CS+ and CS– 
(Fig. 2c-e, signrank, p>0.05). Given that stimulus-dependent theta modulation in fear 
discrimination was limited to the BLA and mPFC (Supplementary Fig. 3), further analyses 
concentrated on these two sites.  Theta power fluctuations were not purely due to differences in 
locomotion between groups because the same changes in theta power were found when the 
analysis was restricted to epochs of low speed (0–5 cm/sec, Supplementary Fig. 4). Additionally, 
analyses of theta BLA and mPFC theta power and coherence by speed did not yield any 
significant correlations (Supplementary Fig. 4).  On a continuous basis, differential (CS+ - CS–) 
pip-evoked theta correlated with DS across the entire sample in the BLA, and trended toward 
significance in the mPFC (Fig. 2f, BLA, n=23, R=0.56, p=<0.01; PFC, n=27, r=0.37, p=0.06, 
Spearman correlation), suggesting that these increases in theta power were behaviorally relevant. 
The higher theta power signal during the CS+ lasted for up to 200 ms after pip onset in the BLA 
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Figure 2. Pip-evoked responses in amygdala and mPFC are modulated by successful discrimination. (a) 
Example pip-evoked LFP in mPFC , BLA , vHPC  and dHPC . Mean of 145 pip presentations from a single animal. 
Dashed line, pip offset (b) Example spectrogram of BLA and mPFC pip responses. Dashed lines,pip onset. (c) 
Examples of averaged (faded) and theta-filtered average (solid) traces +/- sem (faded bands) of CS+  and CS–  pip-
evoked responses from Generalizers and Discriminators. Black line, 50ms pip presentation. (d) Pip-induced change 
in theta power by CS type and area for Generalizers (G) and Discriminators (D). Mean +/- s.e.m, Generalizers: 
BLA: n=8,CS+,1.14±.04, CS–, 1.17±.04, signrank, p>0.05; Discriminators: BLA, n=13, CS+, 1.14±.04, CS–, 
1.09±.04, signrank, p<0.05; Generalizers: mPFC, n=12, CS+,1.12±.04, CS–, 1.12±.03, signrank, p>0.05, 
Discriminators: mPFC, n=14, CS+, 1.26±.05, CS–, 1.20±.05, signrank, p<0.05 (e) Subtractive spectrograms of pip-
evoked power. The difference between power evoked by the CS+ and the CS– is shown as a function of frequency 
and time relative to each pip. Warm colors: CS+ > CS–. Cool colors, CS– > CS+. Significant (p < 0.05) power 
differences are circumscribed by white lines. 50 consecutive significant windows were required for significance. (f) 
Changes in pip-evoked theta power from the CS– to the CS+ are correlated with Discrimination Score (BLA, 




and up to 300 ms after pip onset in the mPFC (Fig. 2c,fd). Finally, pip-evoked increases in theta 
power in the BLA and mPFC were correlated with each other (Supplementary Fig. 4, r=0.7, 
p=2.8 x10
-4
), suggesting the possibility that these increases reflected an increase in functional 
connectivity between the two structures.  
 
Theta synchrony in the BLA-mPFC pathway and fear discrimination 
Given the importance of theta-frequency oscillations in long-range synchrony within the 
HPC/BLA/mPFC circuit during fear and anxiety 
9, 23,24
, we examined whether the pip-evoked 
increases in theta power were accompanied by increases in theta-frequency synchrony between 
the BLA and mPFC, and whether such synchrony was modulated by CS type. To this end, pip-
evoked coherence was calculated to evaluate the moment-by-moment synchrony across LFPs 
recorded from the BLA and mPFC. Together these results point to a dynamic, behaviorally-
relevant modulation of theta synchrony between the BLA and mPFC. 
Analyses of theta coherence within this circuit suggested a striking relationship between 
BLA-mPFC synchrony and the dynamic evaluation of threat. In Generalizers, theta-frequency 
coherence between the BLA and mPFC was not significantly affected by either CS (Fig. 3 a,b, 
n=9, CS+ median, –0.008,CS– median, 0.001, signrank, p>0.05). In Discriminators, both CSs 
increased theta coherence (Fig. 3b, n=13, signrank, p<0.05), and the CS+ pips elicited higher 
theta coherence than the CS– pips (Fig. 3b,c, CS+ median, 0.038, CS– median, 0.016, signrank, 
p<0.01,). This difference was not related to freezing per se because the Generalizers, a group that 
froze during the CS+ and CS–, did not show an increase in pip-evoked coherence above baseline 
for either stimulus type (Fig. 3b,c). Indeed, BLA-mPFC coherence increased as a function of 







































































































































































































CS+ – CS– subtraction 
CS–
CS+
coherence during the CS+ compared to the CS– in Discriminators for up to 300 ms after pip 
onset (Fig. 3c, signrank, p<0.05), similar to the time course of stimulus-evoked theta power 
changes (Fig. 2e). Intriguingly, these data demonstrate a pip-evoked increase in theta-frequency 
synchrony between the BLA and mPFC during both the CS+ and CS–, but only when animals 
successfully learn the distinction between the aversive CS+ and the neutral CS– (Supplementary, 
Fig. 5). These findings suggest that the BLA-mPFC circuit is engaged after successful 
acquisition of differential fear conditioning, and is involved in dynamically evaluating the 
behavioral significance of either conditioned stimulus.  
LFP recordings are susceptible to volume conduction, raising questions as to the origin of 
theta-frequency oscillations, particularly in the BLA, which is relatively close the hippocampus. 
Figure 3. Enhanced BLA-mPFC synchrony after successful fear discrimination. (a) Pip-evoked change in theta-
frequency coherence in an example Discriminator by stimulus type. Inset, same in example Generalizer. (b) 
Medians and distribution of pip-evoked changes in theta-frequency coherence for all Generalizers and 
Discriminators, by stimulus type. (c) Changes (CS– to CS+) in mPFC-BLA theta coherence are correlated with 
Discrimination Score (R=0.5229, p<.05) (d) Subtractive coherograms of pip-evoked coherence. Conventions as in 
Figure 2e.  
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To address this issue, we recorded multi-unit-activity (MUA) in the BLA. In keeping with the 
critical role the BLA plays in processing fear conditioned stimuli 
26
, pips evoked a firing rate 
increase during both the CS+ and CS– (Supplementary Fig. 5). As illustrated in figures 4a-b, 
BLA spikes tend to occur more frequently near the trough of the mPFC theta oscillation. The 
strength of this “phase-locking” was assessed using the mean resultant length (MRL) statistic, a 
measure of circular concentration (see Methods).  In Generalizers, phase-locking did not increase 
above pre-tone baseline during either stimulus (Fig. 4c). By contrast, Discriminators showed 
significantly higher BLA phase locking to mPFC theta during presentations of both CSs than at 
baseline (Fig. 4c). These findings are consistent with the coherence data, reinforcing the notion 
that the BLA and mPFC work together to dynamically evaluate threat signals.  
 
Neutral stimuli shift communication to mPFC control over the BLA 
Our results suggest that the BLA and mPFC use theta oscillations as a means of long-
range communication for successful threat evaluation. However, the highly reciprocal 
connectivity between these areas precludes any anatomical inferences about the direction of 
information transfer between them. We therefore examined the temporal relationship of BLA 
phase locking to mPFC theta in Generalizers and Discriminators during stimulus presentation. 
Directionality is inferred by determining the lag at which phase-locking of BLA MUA to mPFC 
theta tends to be maximal; if, for example, BLA activity is best phase-locked to the mPFC LFP 
of the past, we infer that the predominant directionality is from the mPFC to the BLA 
27,16
. In 
Generalizers, BLA MUA did not have a preferential temporal relationship with mPFC theta 
during either stimulus, suggesting equal influence in both directions (Supplementary Fig. 5). In 



























































































































































Figure 4.  The CS–  is associated with mPFC-to-BLA directionality in discriminators. (a) Example raw (grey) 
and theta-filtered (blue) mPFC LFP traces, along with simultaneously recorded multiunit activity recorded in the 
BLA . Grey bars are aligned on zero phase. (b) Distribution and mean (black arrow) of theta phases from this 
recording. (c) Fold increase in the strength of MUA phase-locking in Generalizers (G) and Discriminators by 
stimulus type. (Generalizers, CS+ (n=24), 0.96 ± 0.07, signrank, p>0.05; CS– (n=24), 1.00 ± 0.08, signrank, p>0.05, 
Discriminators, fold increase in MRL from pre-tone to CS+, n=29, 1.25±0.08, signrank, p=<0.01; CS– (n=29), 
1.19±0.06, signrank, p=<0.01) Mean +/- s.e.m. **, p < 0.01.  (d) Color plots are phase locking strength as a function 
of lag for all multiunit recordings from Discriminators, aligned by peak lag and grouped by significance of phase-
locking (cool colors, n.s.; warm colors, p < 0.05). Histograms below each plot are distributions of lags at which peak 
phase-locking occurred for significant units only. Red arrowhead indicates median lag that is significantly different 
from 0. **, p < 0.01 (e) Example raw and theta-filtered mPFC LFP and simultaneously recorded BLA single unit 
activity. Conventions as in Figure 4a. (f) Mean (solid lines) +/- s.e.m. (faded bands) phase locking strength averaged 
across all single units recorded from Discriminators, as a function of lag, grouped by stimulus type. Inset, same for 
all single units recorded from Generalizers. During the CS–, BLA single units of Discriminators (blue line, n=12), 
were significantly more phase locked to mPFC theta oscillations of the recent past than the near future (200-0ms 




directionality was found (n=24, signrank, p>0.05). During the neutral CS–, however, the BLA 
MUA had a statistically significant tendency to phase-lock best to the mPFC of the past (Fig. 4d, 
bottom panels, n=26, -27.5 ms, signrank, p<0.01), suggesting a predominant mPFC-to-BLA 
directionality. Importantly, Discriminators showed a significant shift (n=22, signrank, p=0.011) 
in directionality from the CS+ (no net directionality) to the CS– (mPFC lead), whereas 
Generalizers did not have such a switch (n=11, signrank, p=0.4).   
To confirm these findings from the BLA MUA, we examined directionality using well-
isolated BLA single units (n=25, 8 mice, see Methods for inclusion criteria). The firing of one 
such BLA unit and a simultaneously occurring mPFC theta oscillation is shown in figure 4e, 
showing a similar phase locking profile to mPFC theta as in the MUA recordings. Insufficient 
numbers of spikes were obtained to conduct a lag analysis on each of the 25 single units. 
However, since most of the single units tended to phase-lock best to similar theta phases (near 
the trough, or zero phase) we were able to pool the single units and conduct an aggregate 
directionality analysis (Fig. 4f). The aggregate analysis revealed the same temporal pattern of 
activity as did the MUA. During presentations of the CS– to the Discriminator group, BLA 
single units (n=12, 4 mice) were significantly more phase locked to mPFC theta of the recent 
past than to mPFC theta of the near future (Fig. 4f, blue line, –200–0ms, –.28±0.2, versus 0–200 
ms, 0.24±.02, signrank, p=.018). These same units, however, did not exhibit a significant 
difference in phase locking between past and future during presentations of the CS+ (Fig. 4f, red 
line, –200–0ms, –.25±0.01, versus 0–200 ms, 0.25±.02, signrank, p>0.05).  Single units (n=13, 4 
mice) recorded from Generalizers did not demonstrate a preferred lag during either stimulus type 
(Fig. 4f, inset, CS–, –200–0 ms, 0.27±.02, 0–200ms, 0.28±.03, signrank, p>0.05; CS+, –200–
0ms, 0.22±.01, 0–200ms, 0.23±.01, signrank, p>0.05). 
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To evaluate mPFC-BLA directionality on a continuous basis, we performed a trial by trial 
analysis of directionality
28
. Because unit data requires large numbers of spikes to estimate 
directionality, we instead calculated mean lag times from the cross-correlation of theta power 
between LFPs recorded from the BLA and mPFC (Fig 5a) Specifically, we analyzed the 
probability of an mPFC lead as a function of percent freezing on any given trial (Fig. 5b,c). This 
analysis showed that whereas for Discriminators the probability of an mPFC lead on a given trial 
was negatively correlated with percent freezing (Fig. 5d; multiple linear regression; CS+: R= –
0.57, p<0.001, CS–: R= –0.60, p<0.001), there was no such correlation for the Generalizers 
(Supplementary, Fig. 5; multiple linear regression; CS+ and CS–: p>0.05).   Indeed, on a 
continuous scale of discrimination, increased probability of an mPFC lead during the CS– (Fig. 
5b), was associated with better discrimination (Fig. 5e, R= –0.578, p<0.01). Together these data 
argue strongly for a direct relationship between a predominant mPFC-to-BLA directionality, and 
suppression of freezing behavior during successful fear discrimination. 
 
Innate anxiety: mPFC leads the BLA in safe zones 
Conditioned, anxiogenic stimuli functionally elevate and modulate the theta oscillation in 
the BLA-mPFC circuit. Neutral stimuli, when recognized as such, shift the directionality of 
mPFC-BLA communication toward an mPFC-to-BLA direction of information transfer. To test 
whether this shift in communication is task specific or a hallmark of a broader safety recognition 
mechanism, we turned to the open field (Supplementary Fig. 6), a classic test of innate anxiety
29
. 
In this task, we first exposed animals to a small, dark familiar environment for 10 minute 
sessions over four days. On the fourth day, we also placed the animals in a brightly lit (185 lux) 
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CS–: ***R = – 0.60
CS+: ***R = – 0.57
Figure 5.  Short time scale fluctuations in mPFC-lead are associated with Discrimination (a) Examples of BLA 
and mPFC theta filtered recordings illustrating the power cross-correlation lag analysis in the CS+ (top) and CS– 
(bottom). Arrows drawn from the leading area to the lagging area (b) Example of a discriminator showing that the 
proportion of time with an mPFC lead in the power correlation increases in CS– (average across 5 CS+ and 5 CS– 
trials). (c) Fine scale switches in power lead/lag correlations. Within trial example showing that an increased BLA 
lead is associated with freezing, whereas increased mPFC lead occurs during movement. (d) Discriminators show a 
negative correlation between the proportion of time the mPFC leads and percent freezing on a given trial. (CS+, R= -
0.57, p<.001; CS–, R= -0.6, p<.001). (e) Correlation between the change (CS+ - CS–) in the probability of an mPFC 





spaces displayed by rodents; the level of anxiety elicited by the open field is determined by the 
amount of time spent in the center of the field, with less center time indicating more anxiety. 
Supplementary figure 6a shows an example of an animal’s movement in the open field with 
periphery movement shown in blue and center movement shown in red. Notably, although the 
same animals were exposed to learned and innate anxiety tasks, there was no correlation between 
anxiety level in the open field and DS in fear conditioning (r=0.183, p>0.05). 
In agreement with the aversive conditioned stimulus data shown above, theta power in 
the BLA increased with innate anxiety in the open field. We have previously demonstrated 
similar changes in mPFC and vHPC theta power in this task
15
. The more anxious an animal 
tended to be, the more BLA theta increased on the open field, especially in the relative safety of 
the periphery (Fig. 6a, n=14, r= –0.42, p<0.05). We therefore reasoned that theta synchrony 
between the two regions might also increase in this task. Indeed, using theta power correlations, 
we found that BLA-mPFC theta power synchrony increased with anxiety in the periphery of the 
open field (n=14, r= –0.52, p<0.05, Fig. 6b). Notably, increased BLA-mPFC synchrony in the 
open field was not due to novelty. BLA-mPFC power correlations, similar to the mPFC-vHPC 
circuit
15
, were also significantly higher in the open field compared to the first familiar 
environment exposure (Supplementary, Fig.7).    
BLA theta modulation by innate anxiety led us to examine whether BLA firing within the 
open field also differs with anxiety. To this end animals were divided into two groups, Anxious 
(n=9, spending <10% of their time in the center, and Non-anxious (n=5), showing >10% center 
time in the open field, Supplementary, Fig. 6b). It should be noted that whereas “Non-anxious” 
refers to little evidence of anxiety, such that animals are not actively seeking the safety of the 
periphery, “Generalizers” in learned fear refers to generalized defensive behavior to both CSs. 
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Figure 6. BLA synchronizes with mPFC in the periphery and increases firing in the center of the open field  
(a) Fold increase in BLA theta power (compared to familiar environment) and (b) change in theta power correlation 
between BLA and mPFC as a function of center avoidance in the open field. *, p < 0.05, **, p < 0.01 for linear 
correlation (black line). (c) BLA firing rate as a function of Distance from the center on the open field for Anxious 
(black, R= – 0.6344, p<.001) and Non-Anxious animals (grey, R=– 0.3294, p>.05) (d) Fold change in BLA spike 
rate in center compared to periphery for multiunit recordings from Anxious (left) and Non-Anxious (right) animals. 
Firing rate increased by 7.55 ± 3.53 Hz (paired ttest, p<0.05) for the Anxious animals (left inset), whereas it did not 
change for the Non-Anxious animals (right inset, 1.33 ± 1.23 Hz increase, paired ttest, p >0.05) (e) In Anxious 
animals, normalized mean mPFC (black line) and BLA (blue line) theta power (f) increase as they travel from the 
center to the periphery of the open field.  (f) Anxious animals' normalized BLA spike- mPFC field (blue line, left 
axis) and BLA field- mPFC field (green line, right axis) coherence increase with the distance from the center (faded 




Notably, BLA firing rates of Anxious animals increased as they moved away from the 
periphery and into the center of the open field, whereas in the Non-anxious animals BLA firing 
rates did not change with radial distance (multiple linear regression, anxious: R= –0.6344, 
p<.001; non-anxious: R= –0.3294, p >0.05, Fig. 6c,d ). Intriguingly, in Anxious animals, as BLA 
firing decreased in the periphery of the open field, mPFC theta power and mPFC - BLA 
coherence increased (Fig. 6e,f). Thus, when the Anxious animals are in the periphery of the open 
field, BLA and mPFC theta power and synchrony increases whereas BLA neural firing 
decreases. 
To investigate these relationships further, we analyzed the transitions as animals shuttled 
between the periphery and the center. In Anxious animals, BLA firing rates increased only as 
they transitioned into the center from the periphery (Fig.7a). Indeed, as Anxious animals moved 
from the periphery into the center, BLA and mPFC theta power as well as BLA-mPFC field-field 
and spike-field coherence decreased (Fig. 7b,c) until they reentered the periphery, when mPFC 
power and mPFC-BLA synchrony went back up again (Fig. 7e,f). In Non-anxious animals these 
changes were not observed (Supplementary, Fig. 8a,b). These data indicate that an innate anxiety 
component contributes to BLA spiking as Anxious animals are going toward the center. On the 
contrary, when an Anxious animal is headed toward the relative safety of the periphery, the 
mPFC signal increases in power and synchrony with the BLA, and the BLA firing rate decreases.  
Finally, we examined the effect of the open field on directionality within the circuit using 
power correlation lag
28
 and phase-locking lag
16,27 
analyses. An analysis of BLA MUA phase 
locking to the mPFC LFP showed that, consistent with the findings in the fear conditioning task, 
when Anxious animals were in the safety of the periphery, spiking in the BLA was best phase 
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Figure 7. BLA-mPFC activity predicts center-periphery transitions of Anxious animals. (a, b, top panels), 
Animals’ position during the transitions from the periphery to the center (left) and center to the periphery (right) as a 
function of time (transition occurred at zero, 5 seconds of data on both sides of the transition are shown). Red area, 
center of the open field, blue area, periphery of the open field. (a,b, bottom panels) Mean +/- sem (faded bands) 
BLA firing rate for Anxious and Non-anxious animals as they transition into (left) and out of (right) the center. Only 
the Anxious animals show a significant increase in BLA firing as they are going towards the center. +/-2 sec around 
transition point were compared to 3 sec of baseline (–5 to –2s). Bonferoni-corrected (p<.00042 [p<0.05/120]) 
significant bins were identified (darker significance line). All time bins adjacent to the point-wise significant bins 
were tested for global significance (p<0.05, lighter significance lines), see Statistics. (c,d) Anxious animals: BLA-
mPFC coherograms as the animals are entering the center (c) or the periphery (d). Black line, average theta 
coherence during the transitions, white contours, ranksum p<0.05, comparing +/-2 sec around transition point to 
baseline (e,f) Anxious animals: mean theta power BLA  and mPFC  +/- sem (faded bands) during transitions into (e) 
and out of (f) the center. Darker significance lines show point-wise significance (signrank, p<.0039) for at least two 
consecutive bins, lighter significance lines, globally significant (signrank, p<.05) bins adjacent to the point-wise 




Notably, this relationship was absent when Anxious animals were in the anxiogenic center of the 
open field (Fig. 8a, n=30, signrank, p>0.05). BLA MUA from Non-anxious animals did not 
show any net directionality in either location (Supplementary Fig. 8c, signrank, p>0.05). These 
findings demonstrate a similar relationship between BLA spiking and the mPFC theta oscillation 
in conditioned and innate anxiety. Namely, when an animal evaluates a potentially anxiogenic 
situation and detects safety (be it a neutral CS or a safe zone in an aversive environment), BLA 
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We investigated the dynamic interactions of the mPFC-BLA-hippocampal network in 
learned fear and innate anxiety. While CS–evoked responses were found throughout the network, 
mPFC-BLA interactions were specifically enhanced during successful fear discrimination. 
Theta-frequency synchrony between the mPFC and BLA was enhanced by both CSs in animals 
that successfully discriminated between a CS+ and CS–; similarly, enhancements in mPFC-BLA 
Figure 8.  mPFC-to-BLA directionality in Anxious animals predicts safety in a test of innate anxiety.  Strength 
of phase-locking of BLA MUA to mPFC theta oscillations as a function of lag in the periphery (right) and center 




synchrony correlated with center-avoidance in the open field test. In both environments, safety 
was accompanied by a net mPFC-to-BLA directionality. These data demonstrate that the mPFC-
BLA circuit is dynamically engaged in fear discrimination, and suggest that the mPFC inputs to 
the BLA are involved in actively squelching behavioral responses to fear by entraining activity 
within the BLA to mPFC theta input.   
The mPFC is widely accepted as a critical site for inhibition of fear in human anxiety and 




. The amygdala is a hub of fear responding and a 
centralized site for the prefrontal cortex to control for fear decrement. The anxiolytic role for the 
mPFC has been most widely studied using extinction of conditioned fear in animals and humans, 
where findings converge to show that increased mPFC activity and cortical volume correspond 
with better and longer lasting extinction in experimental and clinical settings 
8, 31
. Indeed, 
extinction training is one of the most widely used techniques for overcoming fear in clinical 
practice 
32
.  Our findings are consistent with the notion that the mPFC-BLA circuit is a key 
player in diminishing fear and anxiety 
33, 34
, andextend the role of the mPFC and the mPFC-BLA 
circuit from fear extinction to fear discrimination showing that mPFC-BLA interactions partake 
in the appraisal of safety versus averseness.  
 
mPFC inputs and microcircuits of the amygdala  
Our data demonstrate a distinct mPFC-to-BLA directionality during fear discrimination. 
Our findings suggest that the mPFC relies on this projection to shape activity in the BLA during 
fear discrimination, possibly resulting in inhibition of amygdala output. The fact that during fear 
discrimination BLA cells are entrained to theta input from the mPFC is likely due to the interplay 
between this input and intrinsic currents of BLA neurons, which predispose them to oscillate in 
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the theta range 
35
. Anatomically, a robust mPFC-to-BLA projection has been described, with 
most mPFC axon terminals synapsing on dendritic spines of BLA projection neurons, and only a 
few terminating on putative interneurons
36
. How this predominantly excitatory-to-excitatory 
projection
37
 results in a fear decrement (which presumably requires inhibition of amygdala 
output), is unclear.  Given that GABAergic transmission in the BLA is key to reducing fear
38, 39, 
40, 41
, it may be that tuning into theta-encoded input from the mPFC allows for the activation of a 
subset of local inhibitory networks in the amygdala. Indeed, GAD65
–/–
 mice have been shown to 




To this end, discrimination might rely on similar mechanisms as fear extinction. Indeed, 
prefrontal theta has been shown to increase during extinction training 
9
 and there is mPFC-
dependent inhibition of fear output cells in the central nucleus of the amygdala
43
 (CE). This is 
associated with increased efficacy of the mPFC-to-BLA synapse, which in turn may activate CE-
projecting GABAergic cell clusters in the amygdala known as the intercalated (ITC) cell 
masses
43





Safety across paradigms 
Our findings show that BLA firing is tuned to mPFC input in recognized safety across 
fear discrimination and innate anxiety, suggesting that this is a widely used mechanism for safety 
detection. This idea supports previous work showing that BLA cells active after extinction are 
responsive to stimulation of the mPFC
34
. Critically, this mechanism was only engaged in animals 
that identified safety as either a cue (CS–) or a location (periphery of open field) in an otherwise 
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aversive setting. During CS+ presentations there was higher theta power and sharper theta reset 
(Supplementary, Fig. 9) seen in the BLA and mPFC, suggesting that there is an additional fear 
related input. During recognized safety, this common input is likely decreasing, diminishing 
theta power in these areas, and allowing for the mPFC to influence activity in the BLA. 
Importantly, this mechanism was not engaged in animals that generalized fear across the two 
stimuli or were not anxious in the open field.  
 A growing literature suggests that it is the infralimbic cortex (IL) rather than the more 
dorsal prelimbic cortex (PL) of the mPFC that plays a role in fear decrement 
12, 46, 47
.  Most of our 
recordings were performed in the PL, with some on the PL/IL border. We did not see any 
differences in our results based on electrode placement. However, given that we were recording 
LFPs in two contiguous areas, we cannot rule out that the relatively slow theta oscillation of the 
mPFC was volume conducted from one subregion of the mPFC to another. 
These data support a unified view of forebrain fear and anxiety circuitry in safety 
detection (Supplementary, Fig. 10). In the conditioned fear discrimination and innate anxiety, the 
mPFC and BLA appear to work together to evaluate behaviorally-relevant stimuli; for safe 
stimuli, the mPFC drives BLA activity, inhibiting fear. In this way the dynamics of cooperation 
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The procedures described here were conducted in accordance with National Institutes of 
Health regulations and approved by the Columbia University and New York State Psychiatric 
Institute Institutional Animal Care and Use Committees. 
 
Microdrive Construction 
Custom microdrives were constructed using interface boards (EIB-16, Neuralynx, 
Bozeman, MT) fastened to machine screws (SHCX-080-6, Small Parts, Inc, Miramar, FL). 
Stereotrodes (4–5 per animal) were constructed of 25 μM Formvar-coated tungsten micro wire 
(California Fine Wire, Grover Beach, CA), fastened to a cannula attached to the interface board, 
and implanted in the BLA. Single-wire, 76.2 μM tungsten electrodes were stereotactically placed 
into the dHPC, vHPC and mPFC and cemented directly to the skull during surgery. 
 
Surgery  
Three- to six-month-old male 129Sv/Ev wild-type mice (Taconic, Germantown, NY) 
were initially anaesthetized with ketamine/xylazine (160 and 5.5 mg/kg, in saline), placed in a 
stereotaxic frame (Kopf Instruments, Tujunga, CA) and maintained on inhaled isoflurane (0.5 – 
0.8%) in oxygen for the duration of the surgery. Temperature was monitored and maintained at 
36.6ºC with a feedback regulated heating pad. The skull was leveled using bregma and lambda 
landmarks and craniotomies were made using anterior-posterior (AP) coordinates from bregma, 
medo-lateral (ML) coordinates from the midline and dorso-ventral coordinates (DV) from brain 
surface. Stereotrodes were implanted in the BLA (–2.06 mm AP, 3.15 mm ML, –3.4 mm DV) 
and tungsten wires were placed into the dorsal CA1 of the hippocampus (dHPC: –1.85 mm AP, 
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1.25 mm ML and –1.15 mm DV), the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC: +1.65 mm AP, 0.3 mm 
ML, –1.6 mm DV) and the ventral hippocampus (vHPC, –3.16 mm AP, 3.0 mm ML, –3.7 mm 
DV). Skull screws overlying the cerebellum and frontal cortex served as ground and reference, 
respectively. All wires were connected to a 16-channel interface and the BLA electrodes were 
anchored to a microdrive that made it possible to advance them along the DV axis. 
Postoperatively, animals were given analgesics (Carpofen, 5 mg/kg, s.c.) and monitored for 
comfort and weight gain. Following surgery, animals were housed individually on a 12 hour 





  Animals recovered for at least one week or until regaining pre-surgery body weight. Mice 
were then food restricted to 85% body weight. During food restriction animals were familiarized 
to the recording setup and handled by being tethered to the head stage preamplifier in their home 
cages for two to three daily sessions of 15 min each. All behavioral experiments were performed 
between 2 and 5 pm. Upon reaching their target weight, mice (n=21) were exposed to a small 
rectangular box (“familiar arena,” 30 × 20 cm) in the dark in which they foraged for food once a 
day for three consecutive days (10 min per session). On the fourth day, to test innate anxiety the 
animals were again exposed to the familiar arena for 10 minutes and 1 hour later to a brightly lit 
(180 Lux) open field (25 cm radius, 40 cm high, Fig. 6A).  
 
Differential Fear Conditioning 
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  After three days of rest, the same animals were exposed to differential fear conditioning 
(1 session a day for three days) in a dimly lit (30 Lux) conditioning chamber with a grid floor of 
stainless steel bars for shock delivery (MedAssociates, St. Albans, VT). The animals were 
habituated to the context for 2–3 minutes prior to each training session and were then presented 
with 10 trials of tones (8 kHz, white noise, counterbalanced), 5 of which were the aversive 
conditioning stimulus (CS+) and co-terminated with a footshock to the paws (0.4 mA, 1 sec), 
and 5 of which were the neutral conditioning stimulus (CS–) and were not paired with anything. 
Therefore the animals received a total of 30 stimuli over three days, 15 CS+ and 15 CS–. The 
order of stimulus presentation was pseudorandom on all days of training and testing. Stimuli 
consisted of pure tone pips lasting 50 ms and delivered at 1Hz for 30 seconds (inter-trial-interval, 
60–180 sec). Stimuli were randomly assigned as the CS+ and CS– and were counterbalanced 
between animals (Fig. 1a). On the fourth day, the animals were placed in a new context (a 
wooden enclosure, 60 Lux) for testing how well they had learned the differential associations 
with the two stimuli. The animals were connected to the recording equipment and after 2–3 
minutes of habituation, presented with the same CS+ and CS– stimuli as during training.  An 
overhead video camera was used to monitor and record the behavior of the animals for offline 
analysis of freezing. Freezing was manually scored twice by a trained observer blind to the 
valence of the tone. The two scores had to be less than two seconds apart to be averaged for a 
final score. To increase the number of Discriminators and thereby the power of our tests, we also 
tested a second group of 8 animals in differential fear conditioning using 6 trials of CS+ and CS– 
each session over the same three day period as in the previous group. Therefore these animals 
received a total of 36 trials over three days, 18 CS+ and 18 CS–. Sample sizes were increased in 
order to have sufficient data for a continuous analysis as a function of discrimination and to have 
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sufficient power when analyzed as group data (Generalizers versus Discriminators). These 
animals were only used in the power and coherence analyses shown in figures 2 and 3, where the 
effects did not differ between the groups (p=0.921, ttest). 
 
Histology 
  At the end of all experiments, animals were deeply anesthetized with ketamine (180 
mg/kg) and current (50 μA, 10 s) was passed through the electrodes to lesion for track 
verification (Supplementary Fig. 2). Animals were then perfused, brains were cut on a cryostat 
(60 μm) and stained for Nissl bodies using cresyl violet. Only animals with proper electrode 
placement were included in the analysis. One animal was excluded from the analysis because of 
a thalamic tumor. 
 
Data Acquisition 
Recordings were obtained via a unitary gain head-stage preamplifier (Neuralynx, 
Bozeman, MT) attached to a fine wire cable. Multi- and single-units were obtained by lowering 
stereotrodes in the BLA until well isolated units (threshold of 38 μV) were obtained. Spikes were 
bandpass-filtered (600 – 6000 Hz) and recorded at 32 kHz. Electrodes were lowered between the 
innate and learned anxiety paradigms in order to get new cells in the BLA. LFP signals from all 
areas were recorded against the reference screw.  Field potential signals were amplified, 
bandpass filtered (1–1000 Hz), and acquired at 1894 Hz. Both LFP and multiunit data were 
acquired by a Lynx 8 programmable amplifier (Neuralynx, Bozeman, MT) on a personal 
computer running Cheetah data acquisition software (Neuralynx, Bozeman, MT). The animal's 
position was obtained by overhead video tracking of two light-emitting diodes affixed to the 
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head stage (sampled at 30 Hz). 
 
Data Analysis  
  Data was imported into Matlab (Natick, MA) for analysis. A combination of custom 
written scripts, and Chronux analysis package
48
 (http://chronux.org) were used for the analyses. 
To gauge activity within and synchrony across regions during CS+ and CS– presentations we 
first looked at spectrograms throughout the tone presentation period. Chronux scripts were used 
to obtain multi-taper spectrograms with a 375 ms (710 samples) moving window, a 5 ms overlap, 
a time-bandwidth product of 1.5 with 2 tapers, and 1024 FFTs. This analysis showed that in 
accordance with previous work using pips in tone fear conditioning
49
 the most pronounced 
physiological changes were occurring around the onset of the pips (Fig. 2a,b) and we therefore 
concentrated on pip-evoked changes from pretone for further investigation.  Pip-evoked changes 
in LFP power were then quantified using a multi-taper method after initial filtering of the field 
potential for the theta range using a zero-phase-delay filter (filter0, provided by K. Harris and G. 
Buzsaki) and the power envelope extracted from the Hilbert transform of the theta-filtered signal.  
To verify that our findings were not due to differences in freezing, a separate power analysis was 
performed on data that was speed filtered for 0–5 cm/sec from each 30 second CS presentation. 
This speed range was chosen to include moments when the animal was freezing but had small 
traveling head movements that sometimes accompany the freezing posture and which would be 
picked up as slow shifts in the LED tracking.  
To quantify the reliability of the theta phase reset, we extracted phase information from 
the Hilbert transform of the theta-filtered signal and generated histograms of the phase 
distributions. The half-width of these circular normal distributions was calculated from the 
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circular standard deviation. Coherence between the BLA and mPFC was calculated using 
multitaper coherence
48
 (http://chronux.org) using a 250 ms window, 1.5 time-bandwidth product 
(NW), 2 tapers, and 1024 FFTs.  
We also examined synchrony between areas by looking at whether BLA firing was 
modulated by, or phase locked to, the mPFC theta oscillation by using custom Matlab scripts 
along with the circular statistics toolbox. The phase of each theta-filtered sample was extracted 
from the Hilbert transform and each spike was assigned the phase of its contemporaneous field 
potential sample. Phase-locking was quantified as the circular concentration of the resulting 
phase distribution, which was defined as the mean resultant length (MRL) of the phase angles. 
The MRL is the sum of the unit vectors representing the phases at which each spike occurred, 
divided by the number of spikes. It therefore takes values between zero (no phase-locking) and 
one (perfect phase-locking).  Because the MRL statistic is sensitive to spike number, the number 
of spikes used for the analysis was fixed at 500, which is large enough to avoid overestimating 
phase locking due to small spike number. Thus, only multi-units with at least 500 spikes for each 
pretone and each CS type were included for analysis. The MRL statistic was calculated using 
500 randomly selected spikes, repeated 2000 times and the results averaged for each multi-unit. 
  To analyze the directionality of BLA multi-unit phase locking to mPFC theta, multi-units 
with at least 100 spikes in each 30 second CS period were included because the MRL statistic 
can be highly variable for small spike numbers. The spike times were lagged relative to the theta 
filtered signal from –100 ms to 100 ms, stepping by 5 ms, and the time of the peak MRL value 
was determined for each multi-unit. Multi-units were determined to be significantly phase-locked 
using a Bonferroni-corrected p-value for the Rayleigh z-test (p<.0012 or p<.05/41). The number 
of significantly phase-locked units did not significantly vary for different time windows or time 
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steps, and the directionality of the mPFC-BLA interaction was consistent across different 
calculation parameters. The median of the peak MRL times was compared to the null hypothesis 
of a zero time lag using sign rank and determined to be significant for p <.05.  
For single units, cells were clustered using Klustakwik (by Ken Harris, 
http://klustakwik.sourceforge.net/), using the first three principal components for cluster 
isolation. Clusters were kept for analysis if two independent signal-to-noise ratios ≥3 and their 
isolation distance was ≥ 10.MRL calculations with single units were performed only on units 
with a firing rate of at least .1 Hz. To analyze directionality of mPFC-BLA power-power 
correlations
28 
as a function of freezing, the raw LFP was filtered for theta (4–12 Hz, 400 sample 
FIR filter) and the power envelope was extracted with the Hilbert transform. Cross-correlation 
lag analysis was performed with 1 second windows, stepping by 5 ms. The probability of PFC, 
BLA, and no lead was quantified as the percentage of windows with a positive, negative, or zero 
lag at the peak, respectively. 
For the open field analyses, theta power was calculated with Welch’s power spectral 
density, using 1000 samples (528.262 ms), and stepping by 100 samples (52.82 ms). For the 
power correlations, first we calculated multi-taper theta frequency spectrograms (2.6 sec 
windows, NW of 2.5) across the 10 minute exposure to the familiar environment and the open 
field. The linear correlation coefficient between summed BLA and mPFC theta power was 
calculated separately for each animal and open field power fluctuations were normalized by the 
familiar environment. To evaluate circuit-level communication in the open field as a function of 
anxiety, we took animals that spent ≤10% in the center of the open field as the “Anxious” group 
(n=9) and all animals ≥10% center time as the “Not-anxious” group (n=6). To analyze the 
directionality of BLA MUA to mPFC theta, we took all significantly phase locked multi-units 
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with at least 1000 spikes for the entire session and then performed the same lag analysis as 
described for the fear conditioning test. For the transitions analyses, we identified the times at 
which an animal moved between a radius of >16.97 cm (95 pixels) to <14.29 cm (80 pixels) 
from the center. Theta coherence and power at the transitions was calculated using mutlitaper 
spectral analysis (1024 sample window size, 2048 FFTs, stepping by 60 samples, NW of 2, 3 
tapers). For the power-power correlations directionality analysis
35
, we used the same parameters 
as in the differential fear conditioning. 
 
Statistics 
Wilcoxon's signed rank test was used for comparisons involving measurements from the 
same animal across behavioral conditions, such as changes in theta power to the CS+ and the 
CS–. Wilcoxon’s ranksum (equivalent to the Mann-Whitney U-test) non-parametric tests were 
used for unpaired, independent observations. Two-tailed tests were used throughout. A paired 
ttest was used when we had a sufficiently large sample size to adequately estimate normality.  
To test for significance in firing rate around transition points (time 0) in the open field 
(Figs. 7a,d), we compared +/–2 seconds around the transition point to a 3 second baseline prior 
to the transition (–5 to –2 sec). To control for Type I error we first found only those time bins 
that were different from baseline at a significance level that was Bonferroni corrected for the 
number of bins used in the analysis – “point-wise” significance - (120 bins, 33 ms each, ttest, 
p<.00041 (0.05/120))
50
. The point-wise significance level is indicated by a darker line in Fig. 7a. 
We then tested only those bins that were contiguous with the “point-wise” significant bins for 
“global” significance (p<0.05)
50
. The “global significance” is indicated by a lighter line in Fig. 
7a. Therefore, the “globally significant” data only comes from data that is also “point-wise” 
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significant. Similarly, to test for significance in theta power changes around the transition point, 
the Wilcoxon signrank test was performed on the +/–2 seconds around the transition and 
compared to 3 seconds of baseline. “Point-wise” significance (Figs. 7c,f, darker significance 
line) was achieved only when two bins in a row were p<.0039 different from baseline (maximal 
signrank significance, n=9 [Anxious animals]). To assess “global” significance (Figs. 7c,f, 
lighter significance colors), we took bins with p<0.05 significance only if they were contiguous 
with bins that were “point-wise”  significant.  
We used non-parametric tests because we test ratios, which are not normally distributed; 
percentages, which have floor and ceiling effects; and circular statistics, such as the Rayleigh 
test, to assess significance of phase locking.  Analyses of means and/or medians ± standard 
errors of means (±SEMs) were calculated and plotted to show the accuracy of the estimation of 
the mean of the population. Degrees of freedom are n–1 throughout. For the continuous analyses, 
Pearson’s correlation statistics were used unless otherwise stated. For correlations with multiple 
data points per animal, multiple linear regression was performed in Matlab (regstats function), 
including categorical variables corresponding to animal identities to account for within-animal 
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Supplementary Figure 1. Freezing levels throughout the test session. (a) 
Distribution of the changes in percent freezing between the CS- and CS+. Animals 
showed generalized freezing to the CS- up to 10% more than the CS+. Thus, 10% 
more freezing to the CS+ than the CS- was judged to also be generalization (grey 
area). The threshold for discrimination was chosen as freezing to the CS+ at least 
10%  more than the CS- .(b) Percent freezing on each trial of the test session (Day 4) 
in Generalizers (b) and Discriminators (c). Note that minimal extinction occurs during 
the test session (percent freezing on the first versus last CS+ (n=17, 56.9+/- 5.61% vs
47.6 +/-4.7%, signrank, p>0.05) and CS- (first trial, 35+/- 4.98%, last trial, 26+/-5.11%, 































































Supplementary Figure 2. Electrode placements and obtained 
recordings. (a) Examples of electrode tracks in the BLA, mPFC, 
vHPC and dHPC. Arrows point to lesions at the end of electrode 
tracks. (b) An example of local field potentials recorded at all sites and 
a single unit recorded in the BLA during five pip presentations of the 












































Supplementary Figure 3. vHPC and dHPC pip-evoked theta power does not differ between 
stimuli for generalizers or discriminators. (a) Group data showing pip-induced theta power. vHPC: 
Generalizers (n=10), CS+,1.05±.07, CS-,1.03±.05, signrank, p>0.05, Discriminators: (n=9),CS+, 1.04±.05, CS-, 
1.02±.05, signrank, p>0.05; dHPC: Generalizres (n=8), CS+, 0.93±0.11, CS-, 0.89±0.05, signrank, p>0.05. 
Discriminators(n=7), CS+, 0.85±.03, CS-, 0.89±.02, signrank, p>0.05. (b) Change in BLA (multiple comparisons 
ANOVA, p<.01) and mPFC power (multiple comparisons ANOVA, p=.06) from CS- to CS+ is greater in 































































































































































































Supplementary Figure 4. Theta power is 
modulated by freezing, not velocity. (a,b)
Examples of BLA and mPFC power spectra in 
Generalizers (a) and discriminators (b) during 
immobility (upper) and mean power increases 
from pre-tone (lower) by animal for immobility. 
The same increase in modulation of CS+ theta 
power relative to CS- theta power is seen 
during immobility as throughout the session. * p 
< 0.05, paired signrank. Note that when the 
analysis is restricted to immobility, theta power 
modulation is most prominent at the lower 
frequencies of the theta band (4 – 8 Hz). (c-d) 
BLA and mPFC theta power (c) and coherence 
(d) do not change with speed. (e) mPFC and 
BLA theta power changes are correlated with 
each other (n=22, r=0.7, p=2.8x10-4, spearman 
correlation).


















































































































































































Supplementary Figure 5. BLA Activity During Differential Fear Conditioning. (a) CS+/CS–
differences in BLA-mPFC coherence are larger in Discriminators than in Generalizers (Wilcoxon 
ranskum, p<.01). (b) BLA firing rates increase with CS presentation (mean +/– s.e.m.; yellow 
bar, pip duration). (c) Generalizers have bidirectional information flow between the mPFC and 
BLA during stimulus presentation. Color plots are phase locking strength as a function of lag for 
all multiunit recordings from Generalizers  during the CS+ (left) and CS- (right) aligned by peak 
lag and grouped by significance of phase-locking (cool colors, n.s.; warm colors, p < 0.05). 
Histograms below each plot are distributions of lags at which peak phase-locking occurred for 
significant units only (CS+; n=19, signrank, p>0.05, CS-; n=14, signrank, p>0.05). (d) For 
Generalizers, an mPFC lead in theta power changes is not correlated with freezing levels on a 
given trial. 
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Supplementary Figure 6. Behavior and recordings during exposure to the open field. (a) 
Experimental procedure. Animals were exposed to a neutral familiar environment for 4 days. On 
the 4th day, the animals were also exposed to a novel, brightly lit open field.(b) Distribution of 
percent center time in our cohort. Vertical line (at 10% center time) shows where we separated the  
Anxious animals , concentrated to the left of the line, and the Non-anxious animals, to the right of 
the line. (c) LFP recordings (grey) from the BLA, mPFC, vHPC and dHPC were filtered for theta 












































































Supplementary Figure 7. BLA-mPFC synchrony increases in the open field relative to 
the first exposure of the familiar environment. Significant change in theta power
correlations from the first exposure to the Familiar Environment to the Open Field (left, R= – 0.592,
P< 0.05), quantification of average theta power correlation changes from Familiar Day 1 to the 
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Supplementary Figure 8. Non-anxious mice show no changes in BLA-mPFC synchrony during 
transitions and no net directionality in BLA firing relative to the mPFC. (a) BLA-mPFC
coheregrams around the transition points into (top) and out of (bottom) the center of the open field. 
Coherence +/-2sec around the transitions is normalized to 3 seconds of baseline (-5 to -2 pre-
transition). (b) Average BLA (blue, solid line) and mPFC (black, solid line) theta power +/- sem (faded 
bands) around the transitions into (top) and out of (bottom) the center, normalized to 3 seconds of 
baseline (-5 to -2 pre-transition). (c) Colorplots show strength of BLA multiunit phase locking to mPFC
theta in the periphery (left) and the center (right) of the open field as a function of lag for the Non-
anxious mice (n=13 stereotrodes from 6 mice, cool colors, n.s.; warm colors, p < 0.05). Histograms 
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Supplementary Figure 9. Theta phase reset is sharper during a stimulus 
recognized as aversive. (a) Individual (black lines) and averaged (beige line) 
theta-filtered BLA LFP responses to CS- (left) and CS+ (right) pips. (b) 
Distributions of theta phases at 20 ms after each pip in BLA and mPFC LFPs 
from an example Discriminator. (c) Mean +/- s.e.m. of theta-phase distribution 
peak half-width by stimulus type (red, CS+, blue, CS–). Higher half-width 
indicates wider distribution (weaker phase-reset). BLA: Generalizers, CS+ 
231.84 15.33, CS–, 225.92 16.88, paired signrank, p>0.05 ; Discriminators, 
CS+,228.48 11.32, CS–, 259.24 9.72, paired signrank, p<.01; mPFC: 
Generalizers, CS+, 209.57 16.37, CS–,214.24 12.85, paired signrank, p>0.05; 


























Learned fear: Discriminators - CS-
Innate fear: anxious animals -periphery 
Learned Fear: all animals - CS+
Innate Fear: anxious animals - center
DangerSafety
Supplementary Figure 10. Schematic for proposed BLA-mPFC interactions in learned 
fear and innate anxiety during Safety (left) and Danger (right). mPFC entrains BLA activity 
to its theta oscillations when Discriminators hear a CS- during learned fear and when Anxious 
animals are in the periphery during a test of innate anxiety (left panel). mPFC-BLA theta 
communication is bi-directional during recognized Danger (right panel) during learned fear 
(CS+ for all animals and CS- for Generalizers) and during innate anxiety (center of the open 





Chapter 3: Fear and safety engage competing patterns of theta-gamma coupling in the 
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 Chapter 2 (Likhtik et al., 2014) describes a directional information flow from the 
prefrontal cortex to the basolateral amygdala during response to a safe cue or in relative safety 
when a mouse is exposed to an anxiogenic context. We provided evidence that single unit 
activity in the BLA was entrained by a theta frequency (4-12 Hz) oscillation conveyed by inputs 
from the prefrontal cortex. While theta frequency synchronization is implicated as a mechanism 
for efficient transfer of information (Fell and Axmacher, 2011), the downstream effects of BLA 
entrainment by the mPFC remains unknown.  In this chapter, I investigated other forms of 
synchronous activity that accompany the theta rhythm recorded in the BLA. Correlations 
between theta and gamma frequency activity are investigated with an aim towards understanding 
the underlying local circuitry recruited by prefrontal input. This chapter also investigates 
electrophysiological changes that are consistent across fear discrimination, fear extinction, and 







Theta oscillations synchronize the basolateral amygdala (BLA) with the hippocampus 
(HPC) and medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) during fear expression. The role of gamma-
frequency oscillations in the BLA is less well characterized. We examined gamma- and theta-
frequency activity in recordings of neural activity from the BLA-HPC-mPFC circuit during fear 
conditioning, extinction, and exposure to an open field. In the BLA, slow (40-70 Hz) and fast 
(70-120 Hz) gamma oscillations were coupled to distinct phases of the theta cycle and reflected 
synchronous high frequency unit activity. During periods of fear, BLA theta-fast gamma 
coupling was enhanced, while fast gamma power was suppressed. Periods of relative safety were 
associated with enhanced BLA fast gamma power, mPFC-to-BLA directionality, and strong 
coupling of BLA gamma to mPFC theta. These findings suggest that switches between states of 





The initiation and expression of fear states involve synchronized activity in the 
basolateral amygdala (BLA), medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC), and hippocampus (HPC). 
Synchronous theta frequency (4-12 Hz) oscillations recorded in the local field potentials (LFPs) 
of these brain regions reflect synchronized neural firing, believed to facilitate communication 
between regions in response to aversive stimuli (Adhikari et al., 2010b; Lesting et al., 2011; Paz 
et al., 2008; Popa et al., 2010; Seidenbecher et al., 2003). Further, dynamic shifts in BLA-mPFC-
HPC theta synchrony have functional relevance to successful consolidation of conditioned fear 
during paradoxical sleep (Popa et al., 2010), extinction of conditioned fear (Lesting et al., 2013), 
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and discrimination between aversive and safe cues (Likhtik et al., 2014). Thus, synchronous 
activity in this circuit is highly relevant to the signaling of both fear and safety. 
Another oscillation that has been ubiquitously observed across cortical and subcortical 
structures is in the faster, gamma frequency range (30-120 Hz, Buzsáki and Wang, 2012). Due to 
their fast temporal dynamics, gamma oscillations provide the ideal mechanism to coordinate 
precise neural coding within and across structures (Buzsáki and Wang, 2012; Lisman and Jensen, 
2013). Indeed, gamma oscillations are prominent in circuits underlying sensory processing and 
cognitive functions (Fries, 2009) and their perturbation has been noted in schizophrenia (Cho et 
al., 2006), underscoring their importance for neural circuit function. In HPC, discrete bands of 
gamma oscillations are nested within the lower frequency theta oscillation (Belluscio et al., 
2012). Importantly, distinct gamma frequency bands have been implicated in differentially 
synchronizing CA1 with CA3 or medial entorhinal cortex (Colgin et al., 2009). These findings 
support the notion that theta-coupled gamma oscillations may be fundamental to synchronizing 
activity within and between regions. 
Recently, there has been some evidence for the functional importance of gamma 
oscillations in the amygdala as well. A 40 Hz gamma oscillation couples the activity of the 
amygdala, rhinal cortices, and striatum during an appetitive learning task (Bauer et al., 2007; 
Popescu et al., 2009). Moreover, fear-related gamma oscillations in the BLA have been recently 
demonstrated (Courtin et al., 2013). Thus, as in HPC, gamma frequency oscillations may be 
essential for information transfer to and from amygdala nuclei. Given the role of theta frequency 
oscillations in generating and maintaining fear states, and the strong relationship between theta 
and gamma in HPC (Belluscio et al., 2012), we hypothesized that BLA theta oscillations may 
coordinate gamma frequency activity in a behaviorally-relevant manner, and, as in the dorsal 
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CA1, gamma oscillations could provide windows for coupling BLA activity to hippocampal and 
prefrontal inputs. 
 To test this hypothesis, we recorded simultaneous LFPs in the BLA, mPFC, ventral HPC 
(vHPC), and dorsal HPC (dHPC), and unit activity in the BLA, during a discriminative fear 
conditioning paradigm. In the BLA, two distinct bands of gamma-frequency activity were 
coupled to local theta oscillations, and this theta-gamma modulation was enhanced during fear 
recall. Surprisingly, though local theta-gamma coupling was weaker during epochs of reduced 
freezing, power in the fast gamma band (70-120 Hz) was enhanced and reflected an increase in 
synchronized firing of BLA units. Fast gamma dynamically switched its coupling with behavior, 
coupling to BLA theta during fear expression (presentation of a CS+), and mPFC theta during 
safety (presentation of a CS-). We further explored this fast gamma frequency oscillation as a 
putative safety signal following fear extinction, and in the open field test of innate anxiety. 
Consistent with a role in safety, the power of this signal was enhanced and associated with a 
predominant mPFC-to-BLA directionality both following extinction training and in the periphery 
of the open field. This pattern reflects an enhanced mPFC theta lead over BLA activity, 





To examine gamma frequency activity elicited during fear, mice with chronically 
implanted stereotrodes in the BLA (Figure S1A-B) as well as microelectrodes in the mPFC, 
vHPC, and dHPC, were conditioned in a discriminative fear paradigm, as described previously 
(Likhtik et al., 2014). The mice were exposed to two different auditory stimuli (each presented as 
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one 50 ms pip per second for 30 seconds). One stimulus (CS+) was paired with a mild (0.4 mA) 
foot shock, while the other (CS-) was explicitly unpaired. On three consecutive training days, 
animals were presented with five CS+ and five CS- stimuli daily, in a pseudo-random order. On 
day four, the same stimuli were presented in a new environment without the accompanying 
shocks, while neural activity was recorded (Figure 1A). Freezing behavior to the CS+ was only 
weakly attenuated during this fear recall session, with a decrease in mean freezing of 6.4 +/- 
4.5% from trial 1 to trial 5 (Figure S1C; F30,1 = 3.74, p = .0554, repeated measures ANOVA); for 
this reason, data from all five CS+ trials were collectively analyzed.  
As previously reported, some mice discriminated appropriately between CS+ and CS- 
based on their freezing behavior (referred to as discriminators, defined by at least 10% more 
freezing to the CS+ than the CS-; cutoff determined as in Likhtik et al., 2014), while other mice 
displayed generalized freezing to both stimuli (generalizers, <10% difference between CS+ and 
CS- freezing rates). During the CS+, freezing behavior was equivalent between discriminators 
and generalizers (Figure S1D); thus, we analyzed BLA LFP activity across all animals (n=23) 
during CS+ presentations on Day 4 to evaluate fear-related activity. In contrast, the explicitly 
unpaired CS- reflects a potentially aversive stimulus that was successfully associated with safety 
in discriminators (n=14), allowing us to subsequently evaluate safety-related physiological 
changes. 
 
Distinct bands of theta-nested gamma in the BLA 
Both theta- and gamma-frequency activity was seen in the BLA during the CS+ (Figure 
1). We decomposed the signal with wavelets (Supplementary Experimental Procedures) to 
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frequencies of gamma oscillations (Figure 1B), which appeared as distinct peaks in the 
distribution of instantaneous gamma frequency (peaks at 55 and 90 Hz, respectively; Figure 
S2A). These bands, termed slow (40-70 Hz) and fast gamma (70-120 Hz), could also be 
separately extracted using bandpass filters (Figure 1B, bottom traces). 
In addition to ongoing gamma oscillations, we also observed a prominent sensory-evoked 
response in the 15-40 Hz range that was largely limited to 0-100 ms following pip onset (Figure 
Figure 1. Two types of BLA gamma frequency oscillations are coupled to theta during fear recall 
(A) Experimental protocol. See text for detailed description. 
(B) Wavelet transform (color plot) of BLA LFP (gray) recorded during recall session (Day 4). Lower traces, slow 
(40-70 Hz, green) and fast (70-120 Hz, blue) gamma events, occurring at distinct phases of the theta oscillation 
(black). Boxes indicate representative high-amplitude gamma events in each frequency band. 
(C) Phase-Amplitude comodugram of a representative BLA LFP recording demonstrating modulation of high 
frequency power (y-axis) by low frequency oscillation phase (x-axis). Warm colors indicate stronger modulation; 
note the prominent modulation of separate slow (40-70 Hz) and fast (70-120 Hz) gamma peaks. 
(D) Histograms for the occurrence of slow gamma troughs, fast gamma troughs and multi-unit spikes (top three 
panels) and the preferred phase of significantly phase-locked (p < .05, Rayleigh test) multi-units (n=48) and single 
units (n=38; bottom two panels) relative to phases of the theta (4-12 Hz) oscillation. Error bars, here and throughout, 




S2B). Activity in this pip-evoked band was distinct from slow and fast gamma on the basis of 
strong power-power correlations within bands but weak correlation between bands (Figure S2C). 
Likewise, neither slow nor fast gamma was as reliably phase-locked to the pip as the 15-40 Hz 
pip-evoked band (Figure S2B, D). Overall, these data suggests that there are at least three distinct 
bands of high frequency activity in the BLA: slow and fast gamma, and pip-evoked 15-40 Hz 
activity. 
In HPC and cortex, lower frequency activity organizes higher frequency oscillations. 
Given the prominent fear-evoked theta oscillation in the BLA, we investigated whether the 
observed BLA gamma oscillations were coupled to theta.  We examined both phase-amplitude 
coupling, where gamma power changes differentially with theta phase, and phase-phase 
coupling, where a fixed number of gamma cycles occur per theta cycle (Belluscio et al., 2012; 
Lisman and Buzsáki, 2008). Phase-amplitude coupling was examined using a comodugram to 
determine the extent by which high frequency (30-150 Hz) power was modulated by low 
frequency (0-30 Hz) phase (Tort et al., 2009), which we quantified with the mean resultant 
length (MRL), a measure of circular unimodality (higher MRL indicates that power peaks more 
reliably at a particular phase). We found that both slow and fast gamma bands were strongly 
coupled with oscillations in low theta frequencies (4-8 Hz; Figure 1C), consistent with theta 
evoked by fear recall, which peaks around 6 Hz (Figure 2A; Pape et al., 2005). Additionally, 
while slow gamma oscillations most often occurred on the trough or early ascending phase of the 
theta oscillation, fast gamma oscillations occurred closer to the peak or late ascending phase 
































































































































































































































































































































Figure 2. BLA theta-gamma coupling increases during conditioned fear 
(A) Example power spectrum of BLA LFP during pretone (black), an aversive CS+ (red), and a neutral CS- (blue). 
Presentation of an aversive CS+ elicits higher BLA theta power (peak at 6Hz).  
(B) Example comodugrams of theta–gamma coupling during pretone (left; 30s before tone), CS+ (right; during 
tone), and shift predictor of CS+ data (middle). 
(C) Mean theta-fast gamma coupling strength for CS+ (red) and shift predictor (gray) normalized to pre-tone 
(black line at 0, n=15). Significance lines (top):  CS+/pretone (black) and CS+/shift predictor (gray) differences (p 
< 0.05/21, Bonferroni-corrected, sign-rank). 
(D) Mean theta-fast gamma coupling strength as a function of instantaneous theta frequency (n=15). Significance 
lines (top): Gray (uncorrected, p < 0.05) and black (Bonferroni-corrected sign rank, p < 0.05/15). 
(E) Change in theta-gamma coupling strength from pretone to CS+ for fast gamma (blue) and slow gamma (green) 
as a function of instantaneous theta frequency (left) and averaged across the theta range (right). Significance lines 
(top): Differences from pre-tone for each gamma frequency band. Light blue (uncorrected) and dark blue 
(Bonferroni-corrected, sign-rank, p<0.5/15). 
(F) Theta phase-fast gamma amplitude coupling strength as a function of theta power, binned in multiples of SD 




locking compared to gamma (Figure 1D, bottom histograms), suggesting that slow and fast 
gamma activity could be distinguished from spike-related transients that can contaminate high 
frequency signals (Ray and Maunsell, 2011). To further explore the nature of theta/gamma 
relationship, phase-phase coupling was quantified as previously described (Belluscio et al., 
2012). Within the BLA, there was significant n:m phase-phase coupling of both slow and fast 
gamma oscillations to the theta oscillation (Figure S3A-C). This analysis predicts that 9 slow and 
15 fast gamma cycles occurred per full theta cycle (Figure S3B), consistent with coupling of a 
~55 Hz and ~90 Hz oscillation with a 6 Hz theta oscillation. This analysis strongly supports that 
both slow and fast gamma represent genuine oscillations, as it would be unlikely for non-
oscillatory signals to exhibit phase-phase coupling patterns. 
 
Theta-gamma coupling is enhanced by conditioned fear 
 Given fear-associated enhancements in amygdala theta power in response to conditioned 
stimuli (Figure 2A; Likhtik et al., 2014; Popa et al., 2010; Seidenbecher et al., 2003), we asked 
whether theta-gamma coupling in the BLA was also enhanced during fear. Indeed, we found a 
pronounced strengthening of theta-gamma coupling during CS+ presentations (Figure 2B) 
compared to pretone (30 seconds before tone presentation), for both slow and fast gamma 
oscillations as well as a small band between 15 and 20 Hz (p<.05/21, Bonferroni-corrected; 
Figure 2B). Phase-phase coupling was also significantly stronger during the CS+ than pretone 
(Figure S3C).. 
We questioned whether increased theta-gamma coupling was indeed due to enhanced 
organization of gamma frequency activity by theta or if this was spurious coupling due to 
independent changes in the theta and gamma range that were each phase-locked to the pip. . To 
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rule out this possibility, we performed two analyses. First, we compared our results to a shift 
predictor obtained by shifting the gamma power relative to the theta phase by x seconds (where x 
is an integer value between 1 and 30) so that pip onsets were still aligned. The shift predictor had 
no strong patterns of theta-gamma coupling (Figure 2B) and thus a significantly weaker strength 
of theta-gamma phase coupling than the CS+ (Figure 2C; p<.05/21, sign-rank). Second, pip-
evoked responses (0-300 ms from pip onset) were removed and theta-gamma coupling calculated 
without these segments; this did not diminish the strength of coupling for either gamma range 
(data not shown). Thus, the enhanced theta-gamma coupling during the CS+ is not an artifact of 
pip structure, but instead suggests a fundamental role for fear-related theta oscillations in 
organizing high frequency neuronal activity that outlasts the pip. 
 Theta-fast gamma coupling occurred most strongly when the instantaneous frequency of 
theta was 6 Hz (Figure 2D), consistent with the peak theta frequency observed during aversive 
tone presentations (Figure 2A). This 6 Hz coupling peak was absent during pretone. In contrast, 
slow gamma oscillations were maximally coupled with theta in the 9-10 Hz range, suggesting 
that slow gamma is relatively insensitive to the fear-evoked 6 Hz oscillation (Figure 2E).  There 
was also significantly greater enhancement in theta-fast gamma coupling from pretone to the 
CS+ (Figure 2E, right; p=.014, sign-rank), compared to that seen for slow gamma, although both 
increases were significantly different from pretone (fast gamma, p=1.57 x 10
-5
; slow gamma, 
p=.011). For both of these reasons, we focused on the fast gamma oscillation as it relates to fear 
learning for further analysis. 
We asked what property of the fear-evoked theta oscillation accounted for the 
enhancement in theta-gamma coupling during the CS+. We first tested whether enhanced theta 
power during the CS+ (p < 0.001, sign-rank; Figure S3D) explains the increased coupling. 
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Although there was a direct correlation between theta power and theta phase-gamma power 
coupling (Figure S3E), it did not exclusively explain the CS+ evoked enhancement in 
modulation. Considering epochs where theta power fell within equal ranges for both the pretone 
and CS+ (defined as standard deviations from the pretone mean), theta-fast gamma coupling was 
enhanced in the CS+ compared to pretone (Figure 2F). 
These data suggest that enhancements in both theta power and the strength of theta-
gamma coupling are neural signatures of elevated fear. If so, then coupling during the fear-
inducing CS+ should be greater than during the explicitly safe CS- in mice that successfully 
discriminated between the two stimuli. As expected, we observed enhanced theta-gamma 
coupling during the CS+ compared to the CS– (Figure S3F; p<.01, sign-rank) in discriminators. 
The CS- was, however, associated with significantly stronger theta-gamma coupling than the 
pretone (p<.001, sign-rank), falling between pretone and CS+, likely because freezing to the CS-, 
though diminished, was still above baseline levels (~20%; Figure S1D). Again, these effects 
were not entirely explained by theta power differences between CS+, CS-, and pretone (Figure 
S3F). Notably, the increase in theta-gamma coupling from CS- to CS+ was directly correlated 
with the increase in freezing from CS- to CS+ on an animal by animal basis (Figure S3G; r=.55, 
p =.007), substantiating enhanced theta-gamma coupling as a novel neural correlate of enhanced 
fear. 
  
Fast gamma power is reduced in conditioned fear states 
We expected that enhanced theta power and theta-gamma coupling during fear should be 
accompanied by an increase in the strength of gamma oscillations, as has been reported in the 
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Figure 3. BLA fast gamma power decreases during conditioned fear 
(A) Example multi-taper spectrograms of BLA LFP during a CS+ (top) and CS- (bottom) presentation. Power was 
normalized by z-scoring in each frequency range. Black lines, stimulus onset and offset. 
(B) Fast gamma power during CS+ (red) and CS- (blue) presentations for Discriminators (D) and Generalizers (G). ** 
p <.01, sign-rank. 
(C) The difference between CS- and CS+ fast gamma power plotted by animal, as a function of discrimination score 
(CS+ - CS- percent freezing), with Pearson’s r and p-value indicated. Grey box spanning panels (B) and (C) indicates 
data from the discriminator group. 
(D) Fast gamma power (top) and theta-fast gamma coupling strength (bottom) as a function of freezing on a trial-by-
trial basis for an example animal. Each symbol represents data from a single trial. Data are normalized to pretone 
values. 
(E) Population data showing fast gamma power (black) and theta-fast gamma coupling (purple) as a function of 




fast gamma power was lower during the CS+ than the CS- in discriminators (Figure 3A-B; 
n=14).  In generalizers, there was no significant difference (Figure 3B; n=9). This relationship 
between relative fear and gamma power also held true when considering discrimination on a 
continuous basis: the greater the discrimination between CS+ vs CS-, the greater the difference 
in fast gamma power (Figure 3C; r=0.48, p<.05). The power change was specific to the fast 
gamma oscillation, as there was no fear-related difference in power in the slow gamma range 
(Figure S4A; p>.05, sign-rank). There was also no difference in multi-unit firing rate (Figure 
S4B; p>.05, sign-rank) or power in higher frequency spectral components (150-800 Hz; p>.05, 
sign-rank), which followed firing rate changes closely (Figure S4C-D), suggesting that the 
change in fast gamma power did not reflect spike contamination. These data raise the possibility 
that activity in the fast gamma range may reflect a novel safety-related signature in the 
amygdala. 
To further test this hypothesis, we evaluated correlations between fast gamma power and 
defensive behavior within animals on a trial-by-trial basis. Consistent with fast gamma being a 
safety-signal, freezing rates on individual trials were inversely correlated with fast gamma 
power, while simultaneously being positively correlated with theta-gamma coupling strength 
(Figure 3D).  Both of these effects were significant across the population (Figure 3E; p<.001 and 
p<.05, respectively; multiple linear regression, MLR). There was no significant correlation 
between slow gamma power and trial-by-trial freezing rates, although there was trend towards a 
positive relationship (Figure S4E; r=.354; p=0.11, MLR). Overall, these data suggest that in the 
BLA, fear-associated theta simultaneously organizes fast gamma oscillations and decreases their 
power. This is reversed during safety, when local theta less effectively organizes fast gamma 
oscillations and fast gamma power is elevated. 
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 Using the motor response of the animal as a measure of fear confounds the internal state 
(sense of fear or safety) of the animal with its motor response to that state. To disambiguate 
whether changes in fast gamma power and coupling to theta were associated with either safety or 
motor response, we performed two additional analyses. First, fast gamma power and theta-
gamma coupling were calculated as a function of velocity in the same animals prior to fear 
conditioning, and second, these measures were calculated during periods of immobility (speed < 
5 cm/s), allowing for the comparison of responses to the CS+ and CS- when motor behavior was 
equivalent. No association was found between fast gamma power and speed (Figure S4G), while 
for theta-fast gamma coupling, there was an inverted-U relationship with a peak at 6 cm/s, which 
could not explain our results. Moreover, the effects of stimulus type were present even during 
immobility epochs alone (Figure S4H-I). Thus, gamma coupling and power appear to be related 
to behavioral state rather than motor activity. 
 
Fast gamma oscillations reflect BLA neuronal activity  
 Particularly in a non-laminar structure such as the BLA, the origins of signals recorded in 
the LFP can be unclear. To confirm that safety-related gamma oscillations reflect local activity, 
we examined the relationship between BLA gamma and simultaneously recorded multi-unit and 
single unit activity. All analyses compared unit and LFP activity recorded from nearby but 
different stereotrodes to eliminate spike contamination of the LFP as a source of error.  
We first analyzed recordings of BLA multi-unit activity, which are less subject to volume 
conduction than the LFP, although such recordings can be dominated by spikes from fast-spiking 
interneurons. One third of BLA multi-unit recordings (21/63) had statistically significant phase-



















































































































































































p<.001 relative to shift predictor, McNemar’s test). Spike-spike cross correlations 
(Supplementary Experimental Procedures) also revealed significant synchrony between 
simultaneously recorded multi-units during fast gamma oscillations (Figure S5; p<.001, sign-
rank, n=102 pairs). These findings suggest that gamma oscillations are associated with 
synchronous neuronal activation in at least a subset of BLA neurons. 
Figure 4. Increased fast gamma power during the CS- reflects synchronous neural firing 
(A) Left, histogram of the preferred fast gamma phases for significantly (dark blue) and non-significantly (light 
blue) phase-locked multi-unit recordings (p < .05, Rayleigh test). Black line is a cartoon depiction of fast gamma 
oscillation phases. 
(B)  Percentage of multi-units significantly phase-locked to the fast gamma oscillation, compared to shift predictor. 
*** p < .001, McNemar’s test. 
(C) Left, pie charts illustrating the percentage of recordings demonstrating significant phase-locking to fast gamma 
during the CS+ only (red), CS- only (blue), or both (magenta) in Discriminators (top) and Generalizers (bottom). 
Right, percentage of significantly phase-locked units to CS+ and CS-, including overlap. * p < .05, McNemar’s test.,  
(D) Change in multi-unit phase-locking strength to fast gamma from CS+ to CS- for discriminators (black, D) and 
for generalizers (grey, G). Mean change in discriminators is significantly different from 0 (** p < .01, sign-rank) and 




Given that discriminators demonstrated enhanced fast gamma power during the CS- 
compared to the CS+, we anticipated that they would show stronger local gamma-frequency 
synchrony during the CS- than the CS+. Indeed, we found that in discriminators, a higher 
percentage of multi-unit recordings were significantly phase-locked to fast gamma oscillations 
during the CS- than CS+ (Figure 4C; p<.05, McNemar’s test). Phase-locking to theta or slow 
gamma was not affected by stimulus type (Figure S4F; p > .05), suggesting that this safety-
related change is highly specific. We also evaluated the relationship between phase-locking 
differences and discrimination on a continuous scale (rather than relying on a significance 
threshold), quantifying phase locking strength, as measured by MRL, for every multi-unit 
recording. Multi-unit firing of discriminators was more strongly phase locked to fast gamma 
during the CS- than the CS+ (Figure 4D; p<.01, sign-rank). Importantly, for generalizers, the 
strength of phase-locking to fast gamma did not differ by CS (Figure 4C; p>.05, McNemar’s test; 
Figure 4D; p>.05, sign-rank). Taken together, these data demonstrate that neural activity in the 
BLA is synchronized during fast gamma oscillations, and this synchronization is enhanced 
during stimuli the animal treated as signaling safety.  
We next confirmed these findings in recordings of 83 well-isolated single units from the 
BLA. 18 (21%) of these units exhibited significant phase-locking to the fast gamma oscillation 
(p < .05, Rayleigh test). One such unit is shown in Figure 5A, exhibiting firing phase-locked to 
the trough of fast gamma oscillations. Likewise, all fast gamma phase-locked single units were 
coupled close to the trough of the oscillation (Figure 5B). The firing rates of phase-locked units 
were directly correlated with simultaneously recorded LFP fast gamma power (Figure 5C), 
suggesting they are involved in generating these oscillations. A signature of this population was 











































































































































































S6), consistent with models for achieving synchronous gamma frequency activity (Buzsáki and 
Wang, 2012).  
 If phase-locked cells are involved in generating the fast gamma oscillations associated 
with safety, then their activity should be inversely correlated with freezing on short-order time 
Figure 5. A subset of BLA single units synchronize with BLA fast gamma 
(A) Left, fast gamma trough-triggered firing rate of an example single unit. Blue line, trough-triggered LFP. Right, 
distribution of spikes by gamma phase for this unit. Blue arrow indicates preferred phase. 
(B) Histogram of the preferred fast gamma phases for significantly (blue) and non-significantly (gray) phase-locked 
single units (p < .05, Rayleigh test for both distributions). Oscillatory cycle is repeated for clarity. 
(C) Spike distribution as a function of fast gamma power for significantly phase-locked cells (blue) and all other cells 
(gray). Fast gamma power was positively correlated with spike rate of both phase-locked (r=0.5510, p=4.5 x 10
-6
, 
MLR) and other cells (r=0.2048, p=0.0011, MLR), but this relationship was significantly stronger for phase-locked 
units (inset: phase-locked, r=0.35+/-.09; others, r=0.18+/-.04; p=.0232, rank-sum). 
(D) Trial-by-trial firing rate as a function of freezing rate for an example fast gamma phase-locked unit (r=-.7729, ** 
p < .01). Gray arrow indicates mean pretone firing rate. 
(E) Pretone-normalized firing rate as a function of mean-normalized freezing level averaged across all phase-locked 
(blue) and other (gray) single units. A significant effect of freezing was seen only on phase-locked cells (p < .001, 
MLR). 
(F) Change in firing rate from low- to high-freezing trials for phase-locked (blue) and other (gray) single units. 
Decrease in rate for phase-locked units was significantly different from both 0 (p < .05, one-sample t-test) and from 




scales. Consistent with this idea, units that were phase locked to fast gamma showed higher 
firing rates during periods of decreased freezing. An example is shown in Figure 5D, depicting a 
unit that tended to fire more on trials when the freezing rate of the animal was lower. This 
relationship was significant for the sample of gamma phase-locked units (Figure 5E; p<.001, 
MLR), but not for non-phase-locked units (p>.05). Indeed, when we evenly divided trials into 
those when the animals froze the most versus those when animals froze the least, we saw a 
dramatic decrease in firing rate of fast gamma phase-locked units with increased freezing (Figure 
5F; p<.05, sign-rank). This change was significantly different (p<.05, rank-sum) from non-
phase-locked units, which were not significantly modulated by freezing (p>.05, sign-rank). 
Taken together, these data suggested that strongly phase-locked, doublet-firing units represent 
putative generators of the fast gamma oscillation. 
 
Gamma synchrony across the cortico-limbic system 
Encoding of fear and safety is also believed to engage circuits in the mPFC and HPC, 
which are highly interconnected and synchronized with the BLA (Lesting et al., 2011). A critical 
property of gamma oscillations is that they can be tightly synchronized between structures with 
near zero phase lag, even across long distances (Buzsáki and Wang, 2012). Such tight phase 
synchrony is suggested to allow for precise temporal coding despite long conduction delays 
(Buzsáki and Wang, 2012). 
Indeed, we observed highly synchronous slow and fast gamma oscillations in all three 
brain regions (Figure 6). During epochs of strong BLA gamma oscillations (>1.5 SD above mean 
power), we found that fast gamma oscillations were phase-synchronized across structures, as 
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Figure 6. Synchrony and directionality of fast gamma in mPFC-BLA-vHPC circuit. 
(A) Top, BLA fast gamma trough-triggered LFPs from mPFC (black), BLA (green) and vHPC (purple). Bottom, 
fast-gamma trough-triggered spectral coherence for specific region pairs. 
(B) Left, fast gamma power in the mPFC (top) and vHPC (bottom) during the CS+ (red) and CS- (blue) in 
discriminators (D) and generalizers (G). ** p < .01, sign-rank. Right, difference in fast gamma power between CS- 
and CS+ as a function of discrimination score for mPFC (top) and vHPC (bottom). 
(C) Left, probability (over time) of observing near zero phase synchrony in the fast gamma range by CS type, for 
discriminators and generalizers. Right, ratio of probability by CS type, as a function of discrimination score. Each 
symbol represents data from an individual animal. 
(D) Mean fast gamma Granger Causality Index for the mPFC-BLA (top), BLA-vHPC (middle), and vHPC-mPFC 
(bottom). Green, BLA lead; gray, mPFC lead; cyan, vHPC lead. *p<0.05, sign-rank. 
(E) Difference in PFC to BLA Granger lead strength (see text) between CS- and CS+, as a function of 
discrimination score. 
(F) Schematic of predominant directionality of fast gamma between mPFC, BLA, and vHPC, inferred from the data 
presented in D. A safety signal from the mPFC is propagated to the BLA, synchronizing fast gamma activity within 




BLA-vHPC (n=11) fast gamma phase-phase differences had a strong peak near 0, which was not 
found for a shift-predictor (Figure S7A). Similar results were obtained when the BLA was 
referenced to a cerebellar screw and other brain regions were referenced to a frontal screw, 
demonstrating that observed gamma dynamics reflect synchronous oscillations rather than high 
frequency activity in the reference (Figure S7B). These changes were specific to the BLA-
mPFC-vHPC circuit, as the dHPC (n=9) was not strongly engaged in gamma-gamma coupling 
with the BLA (figure 6A). 
Given the strong, zero-phase lag synchrony of mPFC-BLA-vHPC fast gamma 
oscillations, we tested the possibility that safety modulated gamma in the mPFC and vHPC, like 
gamma in the BLA. Fast gamma power was lower during the CS+ than the CS- in the mPFC of 
discriminators (Figure 6B), with no change in the slow gamma or higher spectral ranges (p>.05; 
data not shown). As in the BLA, better behavioral discrimination between the CS+ and CS- 
correlated with higher mPFC fast gamma power in the CS- (r=.52; p<.01; Figure 6B). Consistent 
with these being safety-related changes, individual animals showed an inverse correlation 
between freezing rate on a given trial and fast gamma power in the mPFC, as in the BLA (Figure 
S7C).  
Interestingly, no significant safety-related changes in vHPC gamma were found (Figure 
6B), despite strong gamma synchrony with the other two brain structures (Figure 6A). We 
reasoned that these corresponding changes in mPFC and BLA gamma power might reflect 
periods of increased gamma-gamma synchrony. Indeed, the probability of mPFC-BLA near-zero 
phase lag synchrony (Supplementary Experimental Procedures) was significantly higher during 
the CS- in discriminators (sign-rank, p<.05; Figure 6C) but not generalizers (p>.05), and there 
was a corresponding linear correlation between the change in fast gamma synchrony and 
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discrimination score across animals (Figure 6C; r=.45, p=.04). These findings indicate that the 
mPFC and BLA exhibit strong synchrony in the fast gamma range during periods of relative 
safety.  
To further explore the dynamics of the mPFC-BLA-vHPC circuit, we used the Granger 
causality index (GCI) to model potential causal influences using phase and power information. 
The GCI infers the strength of directional influences between LFPs by testing whether one LFP 
(e.g., from the mPFC) is useful in predicting the other (e.g., from the BLA), and vice versa. For 
fast gamma, we found significantly stronger Granger causality for the mPFCBLA direction 
than the BLAmPFC direction (Figure 6D; p <.05, sign-rank), suggesting that on average, fast 
gamma frequency activity in the mPFC tends to be predictive of future changes in the BLA. 
Granger causality similarly suggested predominant BLA vHPC and mPFCvHPC 
directionality (p < 0.05, sign-rank), suggesting that gamma activity flows from the mPFC to the 
BLA and then to the vHPC (Figure 6F). Moreover, the mPFC->BLA Granger lead strength, 




correlated with discrimination (Figure 6E, r=.50, p<.05), such that stronger evidence for an 
mPFC lead was present during the CS- compared to the CS+. These findings support a functional 
role for directionality in the gamma range during fear discrimination, and suggest that safety is 
associated with a shift towards greater mPFC-to-BLA directionality, similar to our previous 
findings with theta-frequency synchrony (Likhtik et al., 2014).  
 
Dynamic switches in theta-gamma coupling 
Given that gamma couples strongly to theta oscillations, we reasoned that the observed 
mPFC-to-BLA gamma directionality is at least partly a result of safety-related directional theta 
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information transfer from the mPFC to BLA (Likhtik et al., 2014). We therefore examined the 
relationship between gamma and theta activity within and across structures in the BLA-mPFC-
vHPC network. Theta-gamma coupling was qualitatively similar in all three brain regions, with 
slow and fast gamma coupling to similar phases of theta (Figure 7A; n=23, BLA; n=17, vHPC; 
n=27, mPFC). We also found considerable theta-gamma coupling across structures (Figure 7B), 
consistent with a highly interconnected network. Intriguingly, fast gamma oscillations in the 
BLA had significantly stronger coupling to mPFC theta oscillations than to local BLA theta 
oscillations (p<.001, Figure 7B). By contrast, mPFC gamma oscillations were better modulated 
by local mPFC theta than BLA theta (p<.001; data not shown). We were concerned that 
strong mPFC theta-BLA fast gamma coupling could arise if the gamma recorded in the BLA was 
not locally generated. To address this caveat, we re-examined phase-locking of BLA multi-unit 
recordings to BLA fast gamma as well as to gamma in the vHPC and mPFC. 76% of 
significantly phase-locked multi-units (40% of multi-unit recordings, Bonferonni-corrected, 
p<.0125, Figure 7C) were phase-locked to the BLA (59% to the BLA alone, and 17% to the BLA 
and at least one other brain structure). Only 24% (8% of the total) were significantly phase-
locked to another structure but not the BLA. These data confirm that BLA units are most 
strongly phase-locked to local BLA gamma, as one would expect for a locally generated 
oscillation. 
In Figure 3 we showed that local BLA theta-BLA gamma coupling increases with CS+ 
presentation, arguing that local theta-gamma coupling is associated with fear. Yet here we 
present evidence of even stronger coupling of BLA gamma to mPFC theta, which was previously 
implicated in safety signaling (Likhtik et al., 2014). These findings suggested that mPFC and 
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Figure 7. Increased BLA fast gamma is associated with mPFC-to-BLA theta directionality 
(A) Mean CS+-evoked theta phase modulation of gamma frequency activity in the BLA (left, n=23), mPFC 
(middle, n=27), vHPC (right, n=17). 
(B) CS+evoked phase-locking (MRL) of BLA fast gamma with its local theta oscillation (green) compared to BLA 
fast gamma phase locking with mPFC theta (grey, top panel), vHPC theta (cyan, middle panel), and dHPC theta 
(bottom panel). **p<.01, signrank. 
(C) The number of BLA multi-unit recordings significantly phase-locked (p<.05/4, bonferroni corrected) to fast 
gamma oscillations in the mPFC (gray), BLA (green), vHPC (blue), mPFC and BLA (gray/green), BLA and vHPC 
(green/blue), and all structures (black). All recordings that phase-locked to the dHPC gamma oscillation (2%) also 
phase-locked to the vHPC gamma oscillation and were thus included with the vHPC in this depiction. 
(D) Fast gamma power in the BLA, as a function of the percentage of time windows in which the BLA theta leads 
mPFC theta (top), or mPFC theta leads BLA theta (bottom). Data are from a representative animal; each symbol 
represents data from single trial. 
(E) Population averages quantifying BLA fast gamma power for periods when instantaneous theta directionality 
corresponds to a BLA lead (green), no lead (black), or mPFC lead (gray). 
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this idea, during fear, local BLA theta modulates BLA gamma, reducing fast gamma power, 
while during safety, mPFC theta inputs predominate, increasing fast gamma power. To further 
test this hypothesis, we examined the relationship between BLA-mPFC theta directionality and 
gamma frequency changes in the BLA. To quantify directionality in the theta range, we 
calculated the cross-correlation between the theta power in the BLA and mPFC in short (1 s) 
time windows; the lag at the peak of this cross-correlation indicates predominant theta 
directionality (Supplementary Experimental Procedures; Adhikari et al., 2010a; Likhtik et al., 
2014). We observed that on trials with a greater probability of mPFC theta lead, there was an 
increase in BLA fast gamma power, while increased probability of BLA lead was associated 
with a drop in fast gamma power (Figure 7D). This relationship held true overall for the 
population by multiple linear regression (mPFC lead: p=5.2 x 10
-5
; BLA lead: p=.0011, MLR; 
data not shown). On a moment-to-moment basis, windows in which the BLA led had lower fast 
gamma power than windows in which the mPFC led (Figure 7E; p<.05, sign-rank).  
 Along with shifts in theta frequency lead, theta-gamma coupling changed dynamically as 
well, such that BLA fast gamma was strongly coupled to local BLA theta in some epochs, and to 
mPFC theta in others. On trials when coupling to mPFC theta predominated, gamma power was 
higher; when coupling to BLA theta predominated, gamma power was lower (Figure 7F). These 
findings suggest a competitive mechanism between BLA and mPFC theta-frequency inputs for 
(green/blue), and all structures (black). All recordings that phase-locked to the dHPC gamma oscillation (2%) also 
phase-locked to the vHPC gamma oscillation and were thus included with the vHPC in this depiction. 
(D) Fast gamma power in the BLA, as a function of the percentage of time windows in which the BLA theta leads 
mPFC theta (top), or mPFC theta leads BLA theta (bottom). Data are from a representative animal; each symbol 
represents data from single trial. 
(E) Population averages quantifying BLA fast gamma power for periods when instantaneous theta directionality 
corresponds to a BLA lead (green), no lead (black), or mPFC lead (gray). 
(F) Gamma power as a function of the relative strength of coupling of BLA gamma to mPFC vs BLA theta (z-




control of the fast gamma circuit within the BLA, and provide evidence for a relationship 
between mPFC control over BLA gamma and safety signals. 
 
Theta-gamma dynamics and safety 
 Our data from fear conditioning were highly suggestive of an mPFC-to-BLA safety 
signal in the gamma range. To confirm that the same physiological correlates could be observed 
in other safe contexts, we first evaluated changes throughout extinction of conditioned fear, as 
animals learned that the previously aversive CS+ no longer posed a threat. After an additional 
two days of exposure to CSs without shock, animals returned to a baseline level of freezing 
(~20%; Figure 8A; n=11). Throughout extinction, there was a steady increase in BLA and mPFC 
fast gamma power during tone presentations (Figure 8B, C; p<.05, MLR). Notably, this effect 
was seen both for animals that began as discriminators and those that began as generalizers (data 
not shown), suggesting that these changes reflect safety signals, rather than the active process of 
discrimination, which could not be disentangled during fear recall. At the same time, we saw an 
enhancement of the GCI
mPFCBLA (Figure 8C; p=4.7 x 10
-5
, MLR), without a corresponding 
change in the GCI
BLAmPFC (p=.97), suggesting that the observed increase in fast gamma power 
was the result of enhanced mPFC input to the BLA. These data are consistent with recently 
reported changes in mPFC-BLA theta directionality during extinction (Lesting et al., 2013), and 
suggest that the enhancement of synchronous fast gamma oscillations of the mPFC-BLA circuit 
is a fundamental mechanism for suppression of fear responses during both fear discrimination 
and extinction. 
Both fear discrimination and extinction probe fear and safety using learned stimuli, but a 
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Figure 8. mPFC lead and BLA fast gamma power in extinction and the open field 
(A) Freezing values for mice undergoing extinction during extinction training (CS+ data only). 
(B) Top, power spectrogram of BLA LFP from a representative animal, showing trial to trial changes in fast gamma 
power through extinction. Bottom, population mean +/- SEM fast gamma amplitude through extinction for BLA 
(green) and mPFC (gray). 
(C) Mean +/- Granger causality index, normalized by pretone value, for mPFCBLA (gray) and BLAmPFC 
(green) directions as a function of trial number. GCI
mPFCBLA significantly increased throughout extinction (p=4.7 x 
10
-5
, MLR), without a corresponding change in the GCI
BLA mPFC (p=.97). Inset, relative mPFC granger lead strength 
(see text) from R1 to E10. 
(D) Representative paths (yellow) of an anxious (left) and a non-anxious (right) mouse during exploration of a novel 
open field. Data from center (red), periphery (blue), and transition (gray) epochs was analyzed separately. 
(E) Fast gamma power by open field zone for anxious (n=9, left) and non-anxious (n=6, right) mice. 




paradigm, we evaluated data from the same animals prior to fear conditioning in a brightly lit 
open field. Most mice tend to avoid the center, staying near the walls of the periphery, while 
some mice actively explore the entire environment (Figure 8D). We evaluated changes in fast 
gamma for both anxious (<10% center time, n=9) and non-anxious (>10% center time, n=6) 
animals (defined as in Likhtik et al., 2014). As expected, a safety-related increase in fast gamma 
power was observed only in anxious mice as they moved further from the anxiogenic center 
(Figure 8E; p=.003, MLR, zone vs. fast gamma power; non-anxious mice, p=.463). As during 
fear conditioning, we found enhanced mPFC Granger lead strength towards the periphery for 
anxious mice (Figure 8F; p=.026, MLR) but not non-anxious mice (p=.565). It is notable that 
anxious and non-anxious animals were equally likely to go on to be discriminators (56% and 
66%, respectively), suggesting that these results reflect a continuously evaluated representation 
of safety, rather than persistent animal-to-animal circuit differences. Taken together, these data 





Fear states involve amygdala interactions with an extended network and in particular, its 
dense reciprocal connectivity with the mPFC. In this study, we investigated oscillatory network 
dynamics during fear discrimination. Fear-conditioned tones elicited increased theta-fast gamma 
coupling within the BLA, while the power of these fast gamma oscillations was paradoxically 
decreased.  During the explicitly unpaired CS-, which signaled relative safety, fast gamma power 
was increased compared to the CS+, despite weaker coupling to local BLA theta. This elevated 
gamma power was associated with a predominant mPFC-to-BLA directionality and increased 
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entrainment of BLA gamma by mPFC theta. A similar increase in BLA gamma power and 
switch towards an mPFC-to-BLA directionality was also seen after extinction of learned fear, 
and in the safe areas within the open field, a test of innate anxiety. Thus the data support a 
common mechanism for the suppression of both learned and innate fear responses, involving 
directional information flow from the mPFC to the BLA and mPFC entrainment of fast gamma-
resonant circuits in the BLA. 
Based on these findings, along with results from a number of studies demonstrating 
enhanced theta-frequency synchrony during fear-related behavior (Lesting et al., 2011, 
Seidenbecher et. al., 2003, Popa et. al., 2010, Likhtik et al, 2014), we propose the following 
conceptual model (Figure S8). During fear, a threat-related theta signal strongly and reciprocally 
synchronizes BLA and mPFC, coordinating local gamma activity within each structure and 
leading to strong local theta/gamma coupling during the CS+. During safety, theta frequency 
inputs from the mPFC to the BLA predominate, suppressing the fear response via the BLA fast 
gamma circuit. The CS- is therefore characterized by strong, directional theta-theta synchrony 
from the mPFC to the BLA (Likhtik et al., 2014) and strong modulation of BLA gamma by 
mPFC theta (reported here). Because mPFC theta activity drives gamma generators locally in the 
mPFC and distally in the BLA, the CS- is also associated with strong mPFC-BLA gamma 
synchrony. This long-range gamma synchrony is predominantly directional from the mPFC to 
the BLA, either because the mPFC theta drives mPFC gamma with a shorter delay than BLA 
gamma, or because of directional projections from gamma generating circuits in the mPFC to the 
BLA. This model is consistent with the broadly accepted role of the mPFC in suppressing 
amygdala-generated fear behaviors, and has several mechanistic and conceptual implications that 




mPFC-BLA interactions during fear and safety 
The roles of the mPFC and BLA in acquisition and extinction of conditioned fear 
responses are well-characterized. While the prevailing model is that amygdala output generates 
fear responses and input from the PFC inhibits fear behavior (Maren and Quirk, 2004; Pape and 
Pare, 2010), this description is oversimplified. For example, silencing or disrupting plasticity in 
either structure impairs both acquisition and extinction of learned fear (Sierra-Mercado et al., 
2011), suggesting that both the mPFC and BLA have roles to play in fear expression and 
suppression. Furthermore, a number of experiments have suggested that specific subregions 
within the mPFC might play opposing roles in the regulation of fear, with output from the 
prelimbic (PL) area facilitating fear and output from the infralimibic (IL) suppressing fear 
(Knapska et al., 2012; Sierra-Mercado et al., 2011; Vidal-Gonzalez et al., 2006). The dynamic 
interactions described here further add to this complexity; fear and safety can be seen as different 
modes of BLA-mPFC communication. 
 More precise experimental techniques are beginning to define the microcircuit 
components within the BLA-mPFC circuit responsible for the expression and regulation of fear. 
Fear learning recruits specific populations of neurons within the amygdala, which are required 
for fear recall (Han et al., 2009). Different subpopulations of amygdala neurons are recruited 
during fear memory recall and after extinction (Herry et al., 2008), with fear recall neurons 
preferentially projecting to the PL and extinction neurons preferentially projecting to the IL 
(Senn et al., 2014). Thus, the observed involvement of the PL in fear (Burgos-Robles et al., 




While mPFC LFP recordings cannot distinguish between PL- and IL-derived activity, the 
dynamic changes in network synchrony reported here underscore the complex role that the 
mPFC plays in learning about danger and safety. Work in primates has shown that the dorsal 
anterior cingulate (dACC), the primate homologue of the rodent PL, adjusts amygdala firing 
when stimuli switch valence during aversive-reinforcement learning (Klavir et al., 2013). Given 
the findings presented here, such dACC-to-amygdala directionality could account for the safety 
signal-evoked firing acquired in the primate amygdala during training (Genud-Gabal et al., 
2013). Human data accentuate the flexibility of this circuit during learning. Consistent with data 
from animal models, the dorsal ACC/mPFC are engaged during fear expression and early 
extinction, while the ventral ACC/mPFC (IL homologue) are active during late extinction (Etkin 
et al., 2011). On the other hand, safety engages both the dorsolateral PFC (Pollak et al., 2010) 
and ventromedial PFC (Schiller et al., 2008). Thus, the role of different PFC and ACC 
subdivisions in safety signaling remains to be elucidated. 
It is unclear which circuit level changes mediate these shifts in network dynamics, though 
recent work has provided data on how communication from the mPFC to the BLA is altered after 
extinction training. Cho et al. (2013) showed that extinction altered feed-forward excitatory-
inhibitory balance for mPFC inputs to the BLA reducing  mPFC-evoked EPSPs in pyramidal 
cells but preserving excitatory drive onto BLA interneurons. Thus, the mPFC recruits local 
circuit interneurons, including intercalated cells (Amano et al., 2010), to mediate fear reduction 
during extinction (Likhtik et al., 2008). This is consistent with data from safety learning, where a 
safety-associated CS evoked a decreased lateral amygdala LFP response while a fear-associated 
CS evoked an enhanced LFP response (Rogan et al., 2005). These findings are consistent with 
the proposed model which suggests that a fast gamma-generating neuronal circuit, modulated by 
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mPFC input, is engaged during relative safety, suppressing fear. The finding that extinction 
induces remodeling of perisomatic inhibitory synapses from parvalbumin positive (PV+) 
interneurons onto pyramidal cells in the amygdala (Trouche et al., 2013) raises the intriguing 
possibility that this interneuron subtype may participate in the putative gamma-generating 
microcircuit; PV+ interneurons are implicated in gamma generation in the hippocampus and 
neocortex (Lasztóczi and Klausberger, 2014; Sohal et al., 2009). 
The activity of PV+ interneurons may also relate to the inverse relationship between 
gamma power and theta-gamma coupling that we observed. Courtin et al. (2014) demonstrated 
that the suppression of PV+ interneuron activity in the PL is necessary and sufficient for 
inducing tone-evoked theta synchrony within the mPFC and freezing. While Courtin et al. did 
not record from the BLA during inhibition of PV+ neurons in the PL, it is  possible that 
inhibiting these PV+ interneurons also increased mPFC-BLA theta synchrony, enhancing fear 
responses. Conversely, the activation of mPFC PV+ interneurons may drive circuits required for 
the directional gamma synchrony and increasing gamma power we report during the CS-.   
 
The role of the ventral hippocampus 
The ventral hippocampus also constitutes an important node in the mPFC-BLA-vHPC 
anxiety-processing network and its role has recently come under increased investigation. 
Inactivation of vHPC interferes with expression of innate anxiety, fear recall and consolidation 
of extinction learning (Kjelstrup et al., 2002; Sierra-Mercado et al., 2011). Studies looking at 
interactions between the BLA, mPFC and vHPC have begun to reveal interesting parallels in the 
way that information flow between these three areas underlies fear and anxiety. For example, 
activating region-specific BLA inputs to the vHPC and mPFC increases expression of innate 
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anxiety and learned fear, respectively (Sotres-Bayon et. al., 2012, Senn et. al., 2014, Felix-Ortiz 
et al., 2013). Conversely, vHPC inputs to both the BLA and mPFC may be important for 
providing contextual information about emotional content of learned and innate experience. In 
support of this idea, anxiety-coding mPFC neurons are phase locked to vHPC inputs (Adhikari 
et. al., 2011) and vHPC inputs to the mPFC are engaged in dampening contextual fear after 
extinction (Hugues and Garcia, 2007, Sotres-Bayon et. al., 2012). Similarly, vHPC inputs to the 
BLA become more active during contextual fear renewal (Knapska et al., 2012; Orsini et al., 
2011). The differential involvement of the vHPC in mediating increases in innate anxiety and 
decreases in conditioned fear suggests that it gates innate and learned emotional processing via 
different mechanisms. Given the substantial body of literature about the importance of vHPC for 
both fear expression and extinction, we were surprised to find that though the vHPC showed 
synchrony with the mPFC and BLA in the theta and gamma range, its LFP did not show robust 
safety-related changes during fear discrimination. This may be because we probed auditory fear 
associations in a novel context, whereas most previous work assayed vHPC involvement in 
learned fear paradigms involving contextual conditioning. 
 
Gamma oscillations and dynamic input switching 
During the CS+, BLA gamma is strongly coupled to local theta, whereas during the CS-, 
it shifts to couple more strongly with theta from the mPFC. This dynamic switch suggests that in 
the amygdala, as in the better-studied HPC, theta-gamma coupling provides a framework for 
input selection. In the HPC, theta-nested gamma organizes the firing of neural ensembles on 
different phases of the ongoing theta oscillation (Lisman and Buzsáki, 2008; Lisman and Jensen, 
2013). Distinct fast and slow bands of theta-coupled gamma oscillations (Belluscio et al., 2012) 
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differentially synchronize the CA1 region with input from the entorhinal cortex and CA3, 
respectively (Colgin et al., 2009). Switches between these two processing modes permit neurons 
in CA1 to represent prospective and retrospective spatial locations, depending upon the dominant 
input (Bieri et al., 2014; Yamamoto et al., 2014). Here we find that the fast gamma band within 
the BLA is preferentially coupled to mPFC theta input, and that this input is strongest during 
periods of safety. Periods of threat, by contrast, are associated with increased coupling to locally 
recorded theta. It is unclear from our data whether slow gamma in the BLA has a different input 
preference or behavioral analog compared to fast gamma. Nonetheless, both the HPC and BLA 





Within the amygdala, the consequences of mode switching are presumably read out in the 
behavior of the animal. Fear discrimation between learned or innnate stimuli engages 
synchronous activity within the BLA-mPFC circuit. Safety involves a specific directionality to 
this synchrony, such that theta activity within the mPFC modulates a gamma-generating circuit 
in the BLA, presumably suppressing fear and anxiety-related behaviors. Future experiments 
aimed at exploring the microcircuitry underlying these phenomena and causally testing their 
relationship to behavior will further clarify the mechanisms by which the BLA-mPFC circuit 






The current manuscript presents additional analyses of data overlapping with previously 
described experiments (Likhtik et al., 2014). A total of 21 male 129Sv/EvTac wild-type mice (3-
6 months old, Taconic Farms, Germantown, NY) were used in Likhtik et al., 2014; 9 additional 
animals are included in the current manuscript. Sample sizes reported include only animals with 
verified, accurate placements in the relevant brain regions. All procedures were conducted in 
accordance with National Institutes of Health regulations and approved by the Columbia 




Microdrive were constructed and implanted as previously described (Likhtik et al., 2014). 
Briefly, craniotomies were made using AP and ML coordinates from bregma and DV 
coordinates from brain surface (provided in mm). Tungsten stereotrodes were implanted in the 
BLA (-2.06 AP, 3.15 ML, -3.4 DV) and tungsten wires were implanted in the mPFC (+1.65 AP, 
.3 ML, -1.6 DV), dorsal and ventral CA1 (-1.85 AP, 1.25 ML, -1.15 DV; -3.16 AP, 3.0 ML, -3.7 
DV) under ketamine/xylazine anesthesia, supplemented with isoflurane. Skull screws over the 
cerebellum and frontal pole served as ground and reference, respectively. 
 
Behavioral Protocol and Data Acquisition 
After recovery to pre-surgical body weight, mice were food restricted to 85% body 
weight to increase exploration, habituated to handling and recording in a small, familiar 
environment, and then in an open field. Three days later, animals were exposed to differential 
fear conditioning as previously described (Likhtik et al., 2014). Briefly, mice received 5-6 trials 
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each of 8 kHz or white noise tones, counterbalanced and pseudo-randomly presented daily for 
three days. Each stimulus consisted of 30 pips lasting 50 ms. delivered at 1Hz. One tone type 
was paired with shock (CS+; 0.4 mA, 1 sec), and the other was explicitly unpaired (CS-). 
Assessment of freezing behavior and neurophysiological data acquisition were performed 
as previously described (Likhtik et al., 2014) and took place on the fourth day. Each animal 
received five CS+ and CS- presentations without shocks in a novel context. The discrimination 
score was calculated for each animal, and was the difference between percent time spent freezing 
in CS+ and CS-. Multi- and single-units were bandpass-filtered (600-6000 Hz) and recorded at 
32 kHz. LFP signals from all areas were bandpass filtered (1-1000 Hz), acquired at 1894 Hz, and 
referenced against the frontal screw; some recordings were simultaneously referenced to the 
cerebellar screw. 
A subset of animals (n=11) were subsequently extinguished by repeating the ten 
presentations of each stimulus over two additional days; recordings were obtained throughout. 
 
Data Analysis  
Data was imported into Matlab (Natick, MA) for analysis. A combination of custom-
written scripts and scripts provided by K. Harris (University College London, UK) were used for 
the analyses. Multi-taper spectrograms were calculated with a time window of 256 samples, 
1024 FFTs, and a time-bandwidth product (NW) of 1.5 (2 tapers). To calculate the power 
envelope and phase of ongoing theta and gamma oscillations, a bandpass filter was applied using 
a zero-phase-delay FIR filter with Hamming window (filter0, provided by K. Harris and G. 
Buzsáki, New York University, USA) and the Hilbert transform of the bandpass-filtered signal. 
Single units were clustered using Klustakwik (by Ken Harris, http://klustakwik.sourceforge.net/), 
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using the first three principal components. Clusters were kept for analysis if signal-to-noise ratio 
≥ 3 and their isolation distance was ≥ 10 using an 8-dimensional feature space. Additional details 
with regard to data analysis can be found in the Supplementary Experimental Procedures. 
 
Statistics 
Wilcoxon's sign-rank test was used for paired comparisons. Wilcoxon’s rank-sum test 
was used for unpaired, independent observations. McNemar’s test was used for proportions 
comparing two conditions (2 x 2 contingency tables). For circular statistics, the Rayleigh test for 
unimodality was used throughout. For continuous analyses, Pearson’s r was calculated. For 
correlations with multiple data points per animal, multiple linear regression (MLR) was 
performed in Matlab (regstats function). P-values indicate the significance of the explanatory 
variable of interest after accounting for within animal dependence. If given, r values refer to the 
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Supplemental Experimental Procedures 
 
Animal housing 
Mice were group housed on a 12-h light/dark cycle, until they were removed for surgery 
and moved to individual housing with enrichment (bedding squares). After surgery, mice were 
given analgesics (Carpofen, 5 mg/kg) and monitored throughout three days of recovery. 
 
Electrophysiology 
Single and multi-unit activity was recorded using five stereotrodes per animal. These 
stereotrodes were advanceable via a screw-based microdrive, while LFP wires were fixed in 
place. Stereotrode wires were never advanced within a recording day but were advanced between 
days. Stereotrodes were advanced by 80 microns after open field testing and by another 80 
microns after fear recall testing. Single units were distinguished from multi-units if they were 
well clustered, as indicated by signal-to-noise ratio ≥ 3 and an isolation distance ≥ 10 using an 8-
dimensional feature space. Other recorded spikes above threshold (30-40 μV) were grouped 




At the end of all experiments, animals were deeply anesthetized with ketamine (180 
mg/kg). Current (50 μA, 10 s) was passed through each LFP electrode and one stereotrode in the 
stereotrode bundle to create lesions for target verification (Figure S1). Animals were then intra-
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cardially perfused and post-fixed for 3-7 days with 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate-buffered 
saline. Tissue was subsequently cryoprotected in 30% sucrose in phosphate-buffered saline 
overnight. Brains were sectioned on a cryostat into 60 μm slices, mounted onto glass slides, and 
Nissl stained with cresyl violet. Only animals with proper electrode placement were included in 
the analysis (see Figure S1). Most mPFC placements (26/27) were localized to layer II/III, the 
output layer to the amygdala (McDonald, 1998), while most ventral and dorsal CA1 placements 
were in either stratum pyramidale or radiatum (Figure S1A). 
 
LFP Power and Phase Analysis 
To analyze LFP changes in multiple frequency domains, multi-taper spectrograms were 
calculated with a time window of 256 samples, 1024 FFTs, and a time-bandwidth product (NW) 
of 1.5 (2 tapers) using scripts provided by K. Harris and the Chronux Package 
(http://chronux.org; Mitra and Bokil, 2008). These parameters were chosen to provide good 
temporal resolution, but they do not offer suitable frequency resolution for activity in the theta 
range. Thus, power spectra were instead generated with 2048 samples, 1024 FFTs, and a time-
bandwidth product of 1.5, averaging across time windows. The Morlet wavelet transform (q=3, 
for frequencies between 1 and 150 Hz) was used to investigate how power and phase changed 
together dynamically across time. In particular, we were able to observe switches between 
periods of slow gamma oscillations and fast gamma oscillations as in Figure 1B. 
Only in a few recordings was a 60 Hz noise peak observable in the power spectrum. 60 
Hz noise and its harmonics were removed with a least squares regression in the frequency 
domain (rmlinesmovingwinc, Chronux) using 800 ms windows, stepping by 200 ms. The 60 Hz 
noise was episodic and did not show any observable relationship to tone presentation or behavior 
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of the animal. Thus, we were able to replicate all main results of the paper without noise 
removal. 
To calculate the power envelope and phase of ongoing theta and gamma oscillations, a 
bandpass filter was applied using a zero-phase-delay FIR filter with Hamming window (filter0, 
provided by K. Harris and G. Buzsaki, New York University, USA) and the Hilbert transform of 
the bandpass-filtered signal was calculated. Different filter orders were used for different ranges 
to avoid inducing ringing artifacts: 1894 was used for theta (4-12 Hz), 400 was used for slow 
gamma (40-70 Hz), and 240 was used for fast gamma (70-120 Hz) and higher spectral power 
(150-800 Hz). These parameters were used throughout, unless otherwise noted. Results were not 
sensitive to the precise filter orders used, as sizes +/- 50% yielded similar results. 
Due to potential asymmetries in the theta oscillations, we compared the results that we 
obtained from the Hilbert transform to phase values obtained by interpolation from troughs, 
peaks, and zero-crossings as in Belluscio et al. (2013). Likely due to less asymmetry in the BLA 
theta oscillation, these phase values would only infrequently deviate from those obtained from 
the Hilbert transform. Most analyses in the paper were repeated using both methods with no 
substantial differences obtained (data not shown), so the Hilbert transform was favored for 
computational efficiency and to be consistent with previous work (Adhikari et al., 2010, 2011; 
Likhtik et al., 2014; Sigurdsson et al., 2010). To normalize electrodes across sites and animals, 
power was calculated throughout as the fold change from pretone (30s before each tone on recall 
day, for a total of 5 minutes of data). 
For gamma trough-triggered analyses, the troughs of gamma oscillations were identified 
as elevations of the power envelope in the 40-70 Hz or 70-120 Hz bandpass signal above 1.5 SDs 
of the pretone mean (typically corresponding to the top 7-8% of the data) and the trough was 
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identified as a local minimum in the signal. Nearly identical results were obtained with peak-
triggered averages. Activity around these troughs was then averaged to produce peri-event time 
histograms. 
 
Theta-Gamma Coupling Analysis 
To investigate the relationship between low frequency and high frequency oscillations 
(Figure 1C), frequency-frequency comodugrams were generated in a way similar to previously 
published methods (Colgin et al., 2009; Tort et al., 2010; Tort et al., 2009; Tort et al., 2008). 
Bands of low frequency activity were extracted with a bandpass width of 2 Hz (centers at 1 to 30 
Hz) and tested for phase-amplitude coupling with multi-taper power between 30-150 Hz. This 
coupling was quantified by the mean resultant length (MRL), yielding a value between 0 (no 
coupling) and 1 (perfect coupling). The mean resultant length (MRL) was chosen because of the 
observed unimodal relationship of theta phase-gamma amplitude coupling in both the slow and 
fast gamma ranges and its higher statistical power compared to the non-parametric modulation 
index (Tort et al., 2010). We binned multitaper power into phase bins of width π/9 radians, 
corresponding to the contemporaneous theta phase. The resulting values were input as weights 
for calculating the MRL (circ_r, circular statistics toolbox) with a correction for binned data 
(Berens, 2009). Binned data was utilized because of the sensitivity of the MRL statistic to 
sample size. We repeated this and subsequent analyses using the modulation index, which we 
calculated as previously described (Tort et al., 2010) with phase bins of width π/40 radians, in 
order to be sensitive to possible binomial distributions. The MRL and modulation index yielded 
the same pattern of results in all cases. 
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To investigate the relationship between theta phase and gamma power (Figure 2B, 7A), 
we generated theta phase-amplitude comodugrams as previously described (Belluscio et al., 
2012). As described above, the mean multi-taper power was found for frequencies between 30 
and 150 Hz (stepping by 2.5 ms) within phase bins of width π/40 radians. Power was normalized 
within each frequency range by z-scoring. Results from this analysis were compared to a shift 
predictor, obtained by shifting the gamma power signal relative to the theta phase by an integer 
number of seconds (1 to 29 seconds), and the results were averaged. This is also how shift 
prediction was performed for all other analyses. 
For quantification of theta-gamma phase-amplitude coupling in the slow and fast gamma 
bands, we utilized the MRL for power envelope values binned into phase bins of width π/9 
radians. 
 Instantaneous theta and gamma frequency was calculated from peaks and troughs 
identified using a custom algorithm. Instantaneous frequency was taken as the reciprocal of twice 
the peak-to-trough or trough-to-peak time. For analysis of theta-gamma coupling by 
instantaneous theta frequency (Figure 2D & E), data were binned into 1 Hz bins and the MRL 
was calculated for each bin. If any bin contained less than 5 seconds of data, the results for that 
analysis were excluded due to overestimation of coupling values for small sample sizes (Dvorak 
and Fenton, 2014). 
Power-power comodugrams (Figure S2C) were generated as previously described 
(Buzsaki et al., 2003) using scripts provided by K. Harris. In brief, multi-taper power was 
calculated in non-overlapping time windows with the same parameters as above. The Pearson’s 
correlation coefficient was calculated for power in each frequency compared to the power in 
every other frequency range across time windows to quantify power-power correlation strength. 
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Phase-phase coupling was assessed as previously described (Belluscio et al., 2012). In 
brief, n:m coupling patterns were tested for by extracting Hilbert phase values in the theta range 
and either slow or fast gamma range. If there is a consistent n:m relationship, the difference 
between n*theta phase and m*gamma phase should yield a consistent value. By varying values 
of n, the strongest n:m relationship can be assessed with the MRL of the distribution. The n:m 
relationship with the maximum MRL was calculated for each animal. The average peak n:m 
values were slow and fast gamma (9:1 and 15:1, respectively) was then used for comparing CS+ 
and pretone phase-phase coupling strengths. 
 
Speed-filtered Analyis 
Animal movements were tracked in the open field by an LED mounted on the headstage. 
Instantaneous velocity was calculated from the change in x and y position at each time step (33 
Hz sample rate). Multitaper power was calculated as above and averaged from 70-120 Hz for the 
entire open field session to calculate fast gamma power. Velocity was calculated in each 
multitaper window by averaging instantaneous velocity values. For coupling analysis, the fast 
gamma power envelope was calculated for each sample (1893 Hz sample rate) and the velocity 
was calculated for each sample by smoothing with a 182 ms (6 samples at 33 Hz) boxcar filter. 
For fast gamma power vs. velocity and theta-fast gamma coupling vs. velocity plots, results were 
calculated for velocity bins with a size of 2 cm/sec, centered between 1 and 13 cm/sec (>13 
cm/sec constituted a small amount of time for this data set). 
Immobility speed-limited analysis was restricted to windows when velocity was less than 




Analysis of multi-site recordings 
Coherence between the BLA, mPFC, and vHPC was calculated using multitaper 
coherence with a 256 sample length window, 1.5 time-bandwidth product (NW), 2 tapers, and 
1024 FFTs. BLA gamma-trough triggered coherograms were calculated for a 4 second window 
around gamma troughs during periods of relatively high gamma power (>1.5 SD above pretone 
mean).  
Periods of near zero phase-lag gamma synchrony were define by (1) both BLA and 
mPFC gamma power was >1.5 SD over the mean, and (2) the phase difference less than 30 
degrees for at least one full gamma cycle. Phase differences were calculated by estimated from 
Hilbert-extracted phases. 
  Granger causality analysis was performed using arfit toolbox for Matlab. The order was 
determined for each mPFC-BLA LFP pair by Schwarz's Bayesian Criterion between 2 and 120 




BLAmPFC) for each animal.  
For Figure 7F, to correct for differences in the variance of coupling strength, differences 
in coupling were normalized by z-scoring with respect to the SD of the BLA theta-BLA gamma 
coupling.  
mPFC and BLA theta lead probabilities were determined by iteratively performing 
mPFC-BLA power-power correlations as previously described (Likhtik et al., 2014; Adhikari et 
al., 2010). In brief, the raw LFP was filtered for theta (4-12 Hz, 400 sample FIR filter) and the 
power envelope was extracted with the Hilbert transform. Cross-correlation lag analysis was 
performed with 1 second windows, stepping by 5 ms. Lead probability was determined as the 




Single and Multi-Unit Analysis 
For phase-locking analysis, to avoid spurious phase-locking due to spectral bleed of spike 
activity into the gamma range, LFPs were taken from a nearby but different stereotrode than that 
on which spikes were recorded. Phase-locking of BLA unit or multi-unit activity to ongoing 
oscillatory activity was assessed by assigning each spike to the Hilbert phase corresponding to 
the nearest simultaneously recorded local field potential sample. The significance of the phase-
locking relationship was calculated using the Rayleigh test (significance was determined at 
p<.05, unless otherwise noted). We confirmed that potential asymmetries in the oscillation did 
not cause spurious coupling by utilizing a shift predictor (as above) in which the spikes were 
shifted relative to the oscillation. This yielded significant phase-locking at a chance level (5%). 
None of the non-significant multi-units were significant with a non-parametric omnibus test 
(Hodge-Agnes), suggesting that we were not missing any non-unimodal phase-locking patterns 
by using the Rayleigh test; thus, we favored the parametric Rayleigh test for analysis. 
Phase-locking was quantified by the MRL of the resulting phase distribution. Because the 
MRL statistic is sensitive to spike number, the number of spikes used for the analysis was fixed 
for calculation of multi-unit phase-locking strength by averaging the MRL value calculated for 
150 randomly sub-sampled spikes, repeated 3000 times. Multi-units with less than 150 spikes 
were excluded from analysis. 
Spike-spike cross-correlations were calculated for simultaneously recorded multi-unit 
activity as previously described (Dayan and Abbott, 2001; Headley and Weinberger, 2013) using 
custom written scripts. In brief, pairwise differences in spike times were calculated across all 
spikes and binned into 2.5 ms time bins. The cross-correlation was calculated for spikes falling 
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within periods of elevated fast gamma power (>1.5 SDs above the pretone mean) versus baseline 
(<1.5 SDs above the pretone mean). Cross-correlations are normalized by the SD of values at 
lags of -30 to -50 and +30 to +50 ms, to account for baseline differences in spike number across 
pairs. 
Doublet rate was quantified by finding the number of pairs of spikes that occurred within 
40 ms of each other (Pape et al., 1998). Triplets and other longer trains of spikes were much less 
frequent than doublets and were not included in the count; their inclusion or exclusion did not 
affect the results, however. Mean instantaneous firing rate was quantified by averaging the 
reciprocals of each interspike interval for a single unit. 
 
Open Field Analysis 
Analyses were limited to the zones of center, transition, and periphery by finding times 
when the distance from the center was 0 to 14.29 cm, 14.29 to 16.97 cm, and 16.97 cm to 25 cm 
(0-80, 80-95, and 95-140 pixels), respectively. Gamma power envelope and theta phase values 
were extracted for times corresponding to the mouse being located in a single zone and then used 
to calculate average power and theta-gamma coupling strength.  Power and coupling strength 
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Figure S2, associated with Figure 1. Three bands of high frequency activity in the BLA.
(A) Instantaneous gamma frequency (see Supplementary Experimental Procedures) was 
calculated for activity between 30 and 150 Hz. The probability of observing each 
instantaneous frequency is plotted. The x-axis is scaled to reflect that frequency was 
calculated from the reciprocal of the peak-to-trough and trough-to-peak distances.
(B) CS+ pip-triggered multitaper power, averaged across trials for all animals. Stippled gray lines 
indicate pip onset and offset. Power was separately z-scored in each frequency band. Blue 
arrow, fast gamma band (70-120 Hz); green arrow, slow gamma band (40-70 Hz); black 
arrow, pip-evoked band (15-40 Hz)
(C)Power-power comodugram plotting the strength of power co-modulation between different 
frequency bands. Each pixel indicates the Pearson’s correlation coefficient for multitaper
power between two different frequencies for a single animal.
(D)LFP activity filtered for pip-evoked or fast gamma band for a single animal during CS+ 








































































































































































r=.737 (p = 1.3 x 10-7)





































































































r=.55 (p = .007)
Figure S3, associated with Figure 2. Theta-gamma coupling is enhanced by fear.
(A) MRL values for n*theta phase – m*gamma phase distribution for a single animal for phases filtered 
in the slow gamma (left, green) and fast gamma (right, blue) range in the CS+ (blue/green) and 
pretone (gray) along with shift predictors. 
(B) The n:m ratio at the peak MRL value for slow (green) and fast gamma (blue) with theta, averaged 
across animals.
(C)Average MRL values for phase-phase coupling of slow (green, 9:1) and fast gamma (blue, 15:1) 
during CS+ and pretone.
(D)Average fold change in theta power during CS+ presentations compared to pretone. *** p < .001, 
sign-rank (to test median of 1).
(E) Average theta–fast gamma coupling as a function of theta power with multiple linear regression. 
Error bars indicate SEM.
(F) Theta-fast gamma coupling strength in the CS+ (red), CS- (blue), and pretone (white), in different 
bands of power (defined as standard deviations of pretone mean)
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Figure S4, associated with Figure 3. Safety-related changes are specific to the fast gamma band and 
not due to changes in locomotion.
(A) Slow gamma power during CS+ (red) and CS- (blue) for discriminators (D) and generalizers (G).
(B) Multi-unit spike rate in discriminators (left) and generalizers (right) during the CS+ (red) and CS-
(blue).
(C)Pip-evoked power in the 150-800 Hz range (red) and 70-120 Hz range (blue), with superimposed 
z-scored multi-unit spike rate (violet). The grey box indicates the time of the pip.
(D)150-800 Hz power during the CS+ (red) and CS- (blue) for individual discriminators (left) and 
generalizers (right). Black lines connect data from individual animals.
(E) Trial-by-trial slow gamma power plotted as a function of trial-by-trial freezing. Data is plotted for 
discriminators (circles) and generalizers (triangles) for both CS+ (red) and CS- (blue). No 
significant correlation was found (r and p, multiple linear regression).
(F) Pie charts plotting the percentage of units phase-locked during the CS+ (red), CS- (blue), or both 
(magenta) to theta oscillations (top) or slow gamma oscillations (bottom) in both discriminators 
(left) and generalizers (right).
(G)Fast gamma power (normalized to total power) and theta-fast gamma coupling as a function of 
moment-to-moment velocity (cm/s). 
(H)Pre-tone normalized fast gamma power during the CS+ (red) and CS- (blue) for discriminators 
(left) and generalizers (right) for periods of time when speed was less than 5 cm/s (relative   
immobility). * p < .05, sign-rank test
(I) Theta-Fast gamma coupling strength (MRL) during the CS+ (red) and CS- (blue) for 
discriminators (D) and generalizers (G) for periods of time when speed was less than 5 cm/s 





























































































Figure S5, associated with Figure 4. BLA spiking is synchronized during fast gamma oscillations.
(A) Gamma trough-triggered histograms of spike counts from two representative multi-unit 
recordings, mean-normalized and separated for periods of elevated fast gamma power (>1.5 SD 
of pretone mean; left) vs baseline (<1.5 SD of pretone mean; right). Blue line, gamma trough-
triggered LFP.
(B) Example cross-correlogram for the same units as in (A) during high power (red) and baseline 
(gray).
(C)Histogram quantifying the cross-correlation change from baseline to high power for all 
simultaneously recorded multi-unit pairs at lag 0. Triangle indicates median.  *** Difference from 0, 




























































































Figure S6, associated with Figure 5. Fast gamma phase-locked cells fire in doublets.
(A) Inter-spike interval histogram for the same unit as in (A). Blue line, gamma fit for Poisson 
distributed data. Inset, expanded time scale. Blue arrow indicates ISIs corresponding to doublet 
firing.
(B)The number of doublets (defined by ISI ≤ 40 ms) for phase-locked (blue) and other units (gray), 
normalized by firing rate. ** p < .01, sign-rank.
(C)Mean instantaneous firing rate (mean of 1/ISI) vs. overall mean firing rate. Phase-locked units are 
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Figure S8, associated with Figure 8. Different patterns of theta and gamma synchrony between the 
BLA and mPFC are observed during fear and safety.
This figure represents a hypothesized conceptual model. During fear, the BLA and mPFC are 
strongly synchronized in the theta range with bidirectional information transfer (Likhtik et al., 2014). 
This state is also characterized by enhancements in BLA theta-gamma coupling and a drop in 
gamma power in both the BLA and mPFC. During safety, synchrony is predominantly in the mPFC
to BLA directional in both the theta (Likhtik et al., 2014) and gamma ranges (data from this study). 
This is associated with an enhancement of gamma power in both structures and coupling of BLA 
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Chapters 2 and 3 describe electrophysiological changes in the local field potential and 
firing of single units in the basolateral amygdala that are likely controlled by prefrontal input. In 
Chapter 5, the hypotheses developed from these studies will be probed using optogenetic tools. 
Optogenetics involves the expression of exogenous light-activated channels and pumps to 
depolarize or hyperpolarize specific populations of neurons or axons. In preparation for these 
optogenetic experiments, I investigated the potential deleterious effects of prolonged light 





Despite the increasing use of optogenetics in vivo, the effects of direct light exposure to 
brain tissue are understudied. Of particular concern is the potential for heat induced by prolonged 
optical stimulation. We demonstrate that high intensity light, delivered through an optical fiber, 
is capable of elevating firing rate locally, even in the absence of opsin expression. Predicting the 
severity and spatial extent of any temperature increase during optogenetic stimulation is 
therefore of considerable importance. Here we describe a realistic model that simulates light and 
heat propagation during optogenetic experiments. We validated the model by comparing 
predicted and measured temperature changes in vivo. We further demonstrate the utility of this 
model by comparing predictions for various wavelengths of light and fiber sizes, as well as 




Optogenetic tools have proven extremely useful for modulating neural activity in a wide 
variety of model systems (Boyden et al., 2005; Fenno et al., 2011), allowing for the activation or 
inactivation of neural activity with unparalleled temporal, anatomical and cell-type specificity 
(Williams and Deisseroth, 2013). Optogenetic experiments rely on the expression of exogenous 
light activated pumps and channels, which generate depolarizing or hyperpolarizing currents 
when exposed to light. Typically, light is delivered into the brain through a fiber optic attached to 
a laser or high power LED driver. Thus, these experiments often require prolonged illumination 
of neural tissue with high intensity light, which may cause biophysically relevant temperature 
changes (Acker et al., 2012; Christie et al., 2012; Han, 2012). Although estimates have been 
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made for calculating induced temperature changes, a biophysically realistic model of light-
induced temperature changes in the brain is lacking (Yizhar et al., 2011). 
The importance of temperature for neural function has been previously investigated. 
Raising or lowering bath temperatures leads to changes in resting membrane potential, 
spontaneous spiking, input resistance, membrane time constant, and synaptic activity in acute 
slices (Kim and Connors, 2012; Thompson et al., 1985; Volgushev et al., 2000). Evoked synaptic 
responses have also been reported to vary with temperature in vivo (Andersen and Moser, 1995; 
Moser et al., 1993). In fact, this effect of temperature has been exploited experimentally to 
reduce ongoing neural activity by cooling (Long and Fee, 2008; Ponce et al., 2008). Thus, 
optogenetics introduces the possibility of inducing physiological effects on the basis of heat 
alone, even in the absence of opsin expression (Han, 2012; Yizhar et al., 2011). 
Heat changes induced by optical stimulation have not been extensively tested, but 
existing data suggests that the temperature change induced by continuous light stimulation can 
be sufficient to alter both neural and hemodynamic activity (Acker et al., 2012; Christie et al., 
2012; Desai et al., 2011). We sought to model the spatial and temporal dynamics of heat induced 
by light stimulation by combining existing models for light and heat spread within three-
dimensional tissue (Pennes, 1948; Wang et al., 1995). We tested the results of this model in vivo, 
finding it to be an accurate predictor of the magnitude and time course of heat induction. This 





Modeling light intensity in the brain 
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We simulated light spread from an optical fiber with a Monte Carlo simulation of a 
random walk of photon packets through 3-dimensional space (Figure 1A, “Monte Carlo”). This 
is contrasted to the way that light output from a fiber in a non-scattering medium such as air or 
water (Figure 1A, “Idealized”). In order to realistically simulate light output from an optical 
fiber, we developed an approach for the initiation of photons into the simulation based on the 
light acceptance properties of the fiber. Since light can only travel along the length of the fiber at 
particular angles, we randomized the starting trajectories of photon packets such that they could 
not exceed the acceptance angle relative to the normal of the circular fiber end (Figure 1B; see 
methods, equation 2). Light spread and scatter within the tissue was then simulated using a 
model previously published by Wang, Jacques, and Zheng (Jacques, 2011; Wang et al., 1995), 
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Figure 1. Monte Carlo simulations can predict light spread through the brain in 3-dimensions 
(A) Depiction of the difference between models with idealized light spread (left) and light spread simulating 
absorption and scattering in media (right). 
(B) Model for coupling between a laser emitting collimated light and a fiber optic cable (left) and the method for 
incorporating this model into photon initiation in the Monte Carlo simulation (right). 
(C) Fluence rate (intensity) predicted for 532 nm light out of an optical fiber (62 μm, NA .22) by Monte Carlo 
Simulation as a function of distance from the fiber. Inset, intensity predicted for an idealized model as in (A). 




photon packets is absorbed as they move stochastically through the tissue, leading to both light 
attenuation and heat buildup.  
 We have implemented this Monte Carlo simulation as a Matlab function, 
MonteCarloLight (Supplemental Software), using scattering and absorption coefficients 
interpolated from published values, calculated from in vivo data (Johansson, 2010). Using this 
tool, we generated a predicted propagation pattern for 532 nm light emitting out a 62 μm (NA 
.22) optical fiber (Figure 1C; generated with function LightHeatPlotter, Supplemental Software). 
The light intensity spread predicted by the Monte Carlo simulation is notably wider than that 
predicted by the idealized model (Figure 1C); the Monte Carlo simulation also predicts increased 
light intensity dorsal to the fiber tip due to back-scattering. Our results correspond well with a 
previously published Monte Carlo simulation (Bernstein et al., 2008).  Consistent with previous 
studies, light intensity below the fiber cannot merely be approximated by an exponential fit 
(Aravanis et al., 2007), regardless of fiber optic size (Figure S1). 
 
Modeling heat diffusion in the brain 
The possibility for heat buildup around the tip of the fiber is a potential experimental 
concern, as even small fluctuations in temperature can have measurable effects on neuronal 
function (Kim and Connors, 2012; Wang et al., 2011). For this reason, we sought to expand our 
light transport model to simulate heat changes in neural tissue during illumination with either 
continuous or pulsed light. 
It is reasonable to assume that heat propagation through the tissue can be ignored for 
short pulses of light and that temperature changes can be predicted by treating light absorption as 
linear with pulse duration (Aravanis et al., 2007; Yizhar et al., 2011). These methods predict 
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large temperature changes, even for stimulation epochs on the order of 50 ms. To improve on 
these efforts, we modified Pennes bio-heat equation (Pennes, 1948), to develop a biophysically 
realistic model that predicts heat changes taking into account incident light energy as well as 
additional variables that will affect temperature in the brain, namely, perfusion by blood vessels, 
metabolic heat production, and heat diffusion in three-dimensional space (see Methods, equation 
9). This heat diffusion model was implemented as a Matlab function, HeatDiffusionLight 
(Supplemental Software). 
To investigate the usefulness of our model for predicting temperature changes induced by 
illumination through a fiber optic, we simulated the temperature change for continuous 10 mW 
output of 532 nm from a fiber optic (Figure 2A; 62 μm, .22 NA). The model predicted a steady 
buildup of temperature below the fiber over 60 seconds of illumination (Figure 2B), with a 
plateau at an average increase of ~2.2°C for depths within a few hundred microns of the fiber tip 
(temperatures at different depths were calculated as the average in successive circular slices with 
radius of 250 μm). The maximum temperature increase achieved in a single voxel was 4.1 °C 
(Figure S2A). Steady state was taken to be the temperature after 60 s of illumination, though a 
small amount (<5%) of additional temperature increase was observed from 60 to 120 s. At steady 
state, increases of 1°C or greater were observed within roughly a 1 mm
3
 cubic volume, despite 
the fact that light intensities were strongly concentrated only within a few hundred microns of 
the fiber tip (Figure S2A). 
Adding the additional step of modeling heat diffusion in the brain puts the disparity 
between light and heat spread in stark relief (Figure 3A, B; Figure S2A). To our surprise, we 
found that first order approximations of temperature change, ignoring heat diffusion, 
















































































































(Figure 2C, inset). Of course, for long light durations, the two models dramatically diverge 
(Figure 2C; Figure S2B). Importantly, temperature changes can even be observed above the fiber 
tip and increase linearly with power (Figure S3). We also evaluated the impact of heat 
convection on the results of our simulations; while removal of the heat convection term (and also 
the metabolic heat term to maintain equilibrium) had little effect on the initial phase of heating, it 
led to a slight elevation of the steady state temperature (Figure S4). Thus, heat convection is a 
less important factor than heat diffusion in the dissipation of heat induced by optogenetic 
stimulation. 
Figure 2. Realistic bio-heat models can predict light-induced temperature change 
(A) Depiction of the combination of Monte Carlo simulation with the Pennes’ Bio-Heat equation for modeling light-
induced heat changes in a homogenous block of brain. 
(B) Heat changes predicted by the bio-heat model for 532 nm light from an optical fiber (62 μm, NA .22), plotted as 
a function of time and depth. Heat was calculated as the average heat change in circles of 250 μm radius, concentric 
with optical fibers. 
(C) Temperature change for the bio-heat model with (black) and without (gray) heat diffusion as a function of time 
at the depth of 400 μm, as marked by the stippled line in (B). 




Overall, our simulations indicate that adding in a biophysically realistic model of heat 
diffusion leads to a potentially more realistic, and more widespread, estimation of temperature 
increases in the brain and that incorporation of heat diffusion is necessary for accurate 
temperature predictions even for very short light pulses. 
 
Validating model parameters 
To test the accuracy of our simulations, and to select the appropriate parameters for light 
scattering and absorption from among those in the literature, we compared our predictions to 
temperature measurements conducted during fiber optic illumination in the brains of anesthetized 
mice in vivo. While we chose to use scattering and absorption parameters obtained in vivo 
(Figure 3A-B, “Parameters 1”, see Methods) (Johansson, 2010), a set of parameters obtained in 
vitro has also been frequently cited in the literature (Figure 3A-B, “Parameters 2”, see Methods) 
(Yaroslavsky et al., 2002). We first examined the extent to which the differences in parameters 
affect predicted temperature changes. We compared light propagation and steady state 
temperature changes using both parameter sets for simulated 532 nm light (10 mW) emanating 
from an 62 μm optical fiber (0.22 NA). Both sets of parameters feature similar scattering 
coefficients, predicted light spread was similar between the two models (Figure 3A), with only a 
 20% difference in light intensity within 3 mm of the fiber. However, the two sets of parameters 
differ considerably with respect to their absorption coefficients. Perhaps due to absorption of 
light by blood, which is largely cleared away in in vitro slices, the absorption coefficient for 
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Figure 3. Optical parameters measured in vivo yield accurate predictions of temperature change 
(A) Fluence rate using optical parameters from Johansson, 2010 (left) and Yaroslavsky et al., 2002 (right). 
(B) Temperature change for model parameters, as in (A). 
(C) Temperature changes measured for various distances between an optical fiber (532 nm, 62 μm, NA .22) and a 
thermistor for both 10 mW (gray circles) and 20 mW (black circles) power output. Error bars indicate the range of 
all measured temperatures across 5 repetitions. On the same axes, predicted temperature change as a function of 
depth is plotted for both sets of model parameters with 10 mW and 20 mW light power. The effects of direct light 
were also included and plotted for the first model (dashed lines). 
(D) Temperature change as a function of time from light onset for 20 mW light power recorded at a thermistor 400 
μm away from an optical fiber as in figure 3. Super-imposed are the predictions for the model with (green, dashed) 
and without (green) a compensatory delay measured for the thermistor. Error bars indicate the entire range of 
recorded values. 
(E) Left, schema for single unit recordings with an optrode (fiber and stereotrode bundle) in the PFC. During 
ipsilateral stimulation, light (532 nm through 200 µm, .22 NA fiber) was delivered on the same side that the single 
units were recorded, while during contralateral stimulation, light was delivered on the opposite side. Right, 
Predicted peak temperature changes (after 30 seconds of illumination) and intensity values at the location of the 
stereotrode bundle (400 µm below the fiber tip) are plotted in the box above for the three light powers tested: 1, 5, 
and 10 mW. Firing rate of single units in the prefrontal cortex during 30 second periods of light illumination are 
plotted for these light powers (averaged across 5 repetitions) for ipsilateral (green) and contralateral (black) 
illumination. Firing rate was calculated as percent change from before illumination. * p < .05, ** p < .01, Wilcoxon 




Yaroslavsky et al. (Yaroslavsky et al., 2002). Thus, Parameters 1 predict a 300-500% larger 
temperature increase than Parameters 2 (Figure 3B), demonstrating how temperature prediction 
depends critically on accurate estimates of the absorption coefficient of brain tissue. Thus, 
previous studies of light spread (Aravanis et al., 2007; Bernstein et al., 2008; Yizhar et al., 2011) 
would not be sensitive to the choice of model parameters, while heat predictions will be highly 
affected.  
 To test the accuracy of the model with the two parameter sets, we measured heat changes 
in brain tissue in vivo under continuous light stimulation. Anesthetized mice were implanted with 
a thermistor and an optical fiber (532 nm wavelength, 10 or 20 mW, 62 μm diameter fiber, .22 
NA) opposing each other (anti-parallel, with centers aligned), and the distance between the tips 
of the thermistor and fiber was systematically varied (Figure 3C). The temperature changes we 
recorded were close to those predicted by the model using the in vivo-derived Parameters 1, 
though they underestimated temperature changes for short distances by as much as 1°C. This 
discrepancy was well explained by direct effects of light on the thermistor; high-intensity light 
heats the thermistor directly, an effect that we measured in a temperature controlled saline bath. 
Incorporating this artifact into the model improved correspondence of the data with the 
simulation (Figure 3C, dashed lines). The temperature changes predicted by the in vitro-derived 
Parameters 2 were several-fold smaller, suggesting that they underestimate the temperature 
change induced by optical illumination in vivo (Figure 3C). It is notable that our predicted 
temperature distribution peaks at 100-200 μm of depth, while the recorded data did not. Several 
experimental variables might account for this discrepancy, including to non-homogeneity in the 
tissue (e.g., some small amount of fluid or blood collecting near the fiber tip), increased 
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sensitivity of the thermistor probe at its center (we assumed uniform sensitivity), or experimental 
error preventing perfect alignment of the fiber with the thermistor. 
We also compared our model predictions to previously published peak temperature 
changes of .42°C/mW for blue (445 nm; 200 μm fiber) light stimulation (Christie et al., 2012). 
Our model slightly underestimated these changes, predicting .35°C/mW for 445 nm light, 
possibly owing to linear extrapolation of the absorption and scattering coefficients for 445 nm 
from the published values at 480 and 560 nm (Johansson, 2010), which do not capture the large 
hemoglobin absorption peak between 400-450 nm (Booth et al., 2010). 
 
Light-induced temperature quickly reaches steady state 
A strong advantage to modeling, compared to experimentally measuring temperature 
change, is the ability to predict the time course of temperature changes. Any device utilized to 
measure temperature change will have an intrinsic delay. When we tested the temporal dynamics 
of our model compared to measurements made with a thermistor the model reached steady state 
more rapidly than the thermistor (Figure 3D), as expected. When we compensated for the delay 
of the thermistor by adding a computationally induced delay to account for the temporal 
dynamics of the thermistor (see Methods), the model still had a slightly faster initial temperature 
increase, though the time to reach 90% of steady state was similar (Figure 3D). The same delay 
was found for the offset kinetics (Figure S5A). As expected, there was no significant effect of 
light power on the temporal dynamics (Figure S5B-C). Overall, this data suggests that at 400 µm 
below the fiber, 80% of the steady state temperature change is achieved within 5 seconds of light 
onset and 90% of the steady state temperature is reached by 14 seconds (Figure 3D, S3B-C). 
Note that, as expected, this is slower than the temporal dynamics previously reported for brain 
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tissue immediately below a fiber optic (Christie et al., 2012). Deeper locations were slower to 
reach steady state after both light onset and offset. 
 
Temperature changes from fiber optic illumination are sufficient to induce firing rate 
changes in vivo 
It has been previously demonstrated that increases in temperature can elevate neuronal 
firing rate (Reig et al., 2010). We sought to investigate whether the temperature changes induced 
by fiber optic illumination, as in optogenetic experiments, are sufficient to alter neuronal activity. 
Wild-type mice, without any opsin expressed, were implanted with optrodes in the prefrontal 
cortex; each optrode consisted of a 200 µm fiber optic affixed to a stereotrode bundle, with 
contacts 300-500 μm below the fiber tip. Predicted intensities and temperatures at 400 μm below 
the fiber were calculated for three light intensities of 532 nm light -- 1, 5, and 10 mW (Figure 
3E). Illumination and recording were performed during periods of quiet restfulness. We found 
that the commonly used intensities of 5 or 10 mW of light illumination were sufficient to elicit 
increases in firing rates of 31.3 +/- 16.2% and 42.9 +/- 17.4%, respectively (Figure 3E), while 1 
mW was not (-4.9 +/- 6.0% change). These illumination intensities corresponded to >1°C change 
in temperature. With respect to absolute firing rate, at 10 mW, this change corresponded to a 
modest but significant increase of .63 +/- .21 Hz (p < .01, paired t-test; baseline firing: 4.9 +/- 1.0 
Hz). To control for other potential confounds of fiber optic illumination (e.g. potential visually-
evoked responses), we recorded activity when light was delivered through a fiber contralateral to 
the recording electrode; no significant effect of contralateral illumination on firing rate was seen 
(Figure 3E; p > .05). Overall, this data suggests that, consistent with data from acute brain slices, 
small changes in temperature induced by fiber optic illumination are sufficient to elicit increases 
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in firing rate. It is notable that this effect on firing rate was not seen in the same mice when they 
were engaged in a prefrontal-dependent spatial working memory task (Spellman et al., 2015), 
suggesting that temperature-induced effects on firing rate can be state-dependent. 
 
Predicting heat changes for different experimental protocols 
The simulations and experiments described above demonstrate that fiber optic 
illumination can cause physiologically significant elevations in temperature of the brain. We next 
evaluated how variations in experimental design, including light wavelength, fiber diameter, and 
dynamics of light delivery, differentially affected light and heat spread. 
Typically, the wavelength is chosen based on the peak sensitivity of the opsin, which 
vary considerably (and often by design). Inhibitory opsins, in particular, range from peak 
absorption in the green (Archaerhodopsin) to yellow (Halorhodopsin) and even, red (Halo57) 
spectrum. We modeled light propagation of the most commonly used wavelengths, as illustrated 
in Figure 4. Iso-contour lines are illustrated for 3 mW/mm
2
 and 10 mW/mm
2
 light intensities 
(Figure 4A), which are in the range of the EPD50 for various opsins (Mattis et al., 2012). Our 
results for blue (473 nm) light correspond well with the extent of c-Fos activation previously 
shown for ChR2-expressing cells (Root et al., 2014). Not surprisingly, longer wavelength light 
penetrated deeper and spread more laterally than shorter wavelength light, owing to slightly 
lower scattering by the tissue (as noted above, absorption coefficient is not a significant factor in 
the attenuation of light intensity). Likewise, higher wavelengths were associated with smaller 
temperature changes since they are less readily absorbed by tissue (Figure 5). There was nearly 
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Figure 4. The effect of fiber size on light propagation and heat induction. 
(A) Left, iso-contour lines for light intensity predicted by the Monte Carlo simulation as a function of distance from 
the fiber (.22 NA) for 10 mW of various wavelengths of light out of a 62 μm (top) and 200 μm (bottom) fiber. Right, 
predicted temperature changes for 10 mW, 532 nm light for a 62 μm (top) and 200 μm (bottom) fiber. 
(B) Peak temperature change (maximum temperature change in a voxel) as a function of power output for 62 μm 
and 200 μm fibers as in (D). 
(C) Temperature change as a function of depth, quantified as in (A) for the 62 μm and 200 μm fiber of (D). 
See also Figure S5-6. 
 
Figure 5. The effect of wavelength on light propagation and heat induction. 
(A) Predicted temperature change as a function of distance from the optical fiber (62 μm, .22 NA) for 473, 532, 
561 and 593 nm light. All plots have the same color scale. Text indicates peak temperature in a single voxel. 




experiments optimized for Halorhodopsin may be less susceptible to temperature-induced 
artifacts than those optimized for Archaerhodopsin.  
We also evaluated the effect of fiber size on light spread and heat induction, as fiber sizes 
varying between 5 μm (Royer et al., 2010) and 300 μm of diameter (Goshen et al., 2011) have 
been used for optogenetic manipulations in vivo. We simulated light and heat spread using two 
commonly used fiber diameters, 62 and 200 µm. Unexpectedly, the fiber diameter had 
remarkably little bearing on the brain volume achieving light intensities necessary for opsin 
activation. While there were differences in intensity close to the fiber surface (Figure S6), both 
fibers seem to be equally suited for large volume illumination for the purpose of optogenetic 
manipulation when using high intensity light (>1 mW; Figure S6). By contrast, the higher light 
intensity at the tip of a smaller fiber optic, in excess of what is required for opsin activation, 
translated into a higher predicted heat buildup locally. Indeed, we found that temperature 
increases within a few hundred microns of the fiber tip were much larger for a 62 micron fiber 
compared to a 200 micron fiber (Figure 4A). This corresponded to over a 50% increase in peak 
temperature (largest temperature increase in a single voxel; Figure 4B). Temperature changes at 
locations further away from the tip were similar between the two fiber types (Figure 4C). These 
experiments suggest that larger fiber diameters may reduce the likelihood of temperature-based 
artifacts without substantial differences in illuminated volume. 
The dynamics of light delivery might also affect temperature changes. A recent study by 
Znamenskiy and Zador used pulsed green light for inhibition of cells expressing 
Archaerhodopsin-3 (Znamenskiy and Zador, 2013). Light was presented as 1 ms pulses of 50 
mW light every 10 ms (duty cycle of 10%), which was predicted to correspond to an effective 5 










































light intensity levels, we simulated pulsing 10 mW of 473 nm light (62 µm fiber) at a 50% and 
10% duty cycle and compared it to continuous light (100% duty cycle; Figure 6). As expected, 
temperature changes oscillated with the duty cycle, but the heat buildup was otherwise 
equivalent to continuous light at a reduced power, proportional to the duty cycle (e.g. 5 mW for 
10mW at 50% duty cycle). We used a cycle duration of 100 ms, but we found that shorter or 
longer cycle durations yielded the same results. Thus, pulsing light is an effective strategy for 
reducing induced heat while still achieving the volumetric coverage of high light intensities and 
should be considered if light induced effects are observed in opsin-negative control animals. 
 
Discussion 
In this study, we evaluate a model of light and heat spread that simulates the effects of 
fiber optic illumination of the brain on tissue temperature. We have also validated a set of 
parameters, which, in combination with our model, accurately predict the extent and timing of 
heat changes induced in mouse brain tissue by illumination through an optical fiber. We further 
Figure 6. Light-induced temperature change drops linearly with duty cycle. 
Predicted temperature change is plotted in gray as a function of time for 10 mW power light out of an optical fiber 
(473 nm, 62 μm, .22 NA) at duty cycles of 100% (top), 50% (middle), and 10% (bottom). Superimposed blue lines 





demonstrate that these modest temperature changes are sufficient to alter neural activity in vivo. 
We have reported several useful applications of this modeling method, including predicting heat 
changes for various power outputs, wavelengths, and optical fiber sizes, and confirming light 
pulses as a viable means for reducing induced temperature changes. Finally, we provide a Matlab 
toolbox that instantiates the model for use in the design of optogenetic experiments by the 
neuroscience community. 
While we believe that the results of our modeling are informative for understanding the 
way that light and heat spreads during optogenetic experiments, it is important to note that the 
results of this modeling assume illumination in homogenous gray matter with equal 
vascularization. In practice, variations in gray and white matter and vascularization will affect 
the spread of light and heat, and thus, assumptions of the model will be violated to various 
extents under different experimental conditions. Nevertheless, our results elucidate several 
important and generalizable principles of light and heat propagation that will be true in all brain 
tissues.  
 
Illuminating a desired brain volume 
For some optogenetic experiments, it is desirable for light illumination to be restricted to 
a small volume. The cylindrical version of the model is a simple way to estimate the spread and 
penetration of light, as well as to test the effect of numerical aperture, fiber size, and wavelength 
on the illuminated volume. A surprising conclusion of the Monte Carlo model utilized here is 
that light can spread slightly above the end of the fiber tip (Figure 1C), underscoring the 
usefulness of a realistic model for light propagation in the brain. While region specificity can 
often be achieved by limited viral expression, the light itself must be restricted for some 
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applications. For instance, Tye et al. sought to illuminate the terminals of the basolateral 
amygdala (BLA) in the central amygdala without directly illuminating BLA cells (Tye et al., 
2011). To this end, they restricted the light output with a beveled guide cannula, which blocked 
light out of one side of the fiber. Our model can be helpful for testing the efficacy of 
interventions of this sort, and to this end, we have included other functions, 
MonteCarloLightCartesian and HeatDiffusionLightCartesian (Supplemental Software), for 
modeling light scatter that is not symmetric about the central axis.  
 
Controlling for heat in optogenetic experiments 
Our work argues for the need of opsin-negative control animals in all optogenetic 
experiments. In this work, we predict temperature changes for continuous 10 mW light ranging 
from 1 to 4°C across a large volume of tissue, depending on wavelength and fiber size. This 
temperature range is sufficient to induce both physiological and behavioral changes (Moser et 
al., 1993; Thompson et al., 1985). It is important to note that there can be a dissociation between 
physiology and behavior as changes in temperature can induce physiological changes in the 
absence of changes in behavior (Moser and Andersen, 1994). For this reason, physiological as 
well as behavioral effects from light stimulation should be compared to opsin-negative controls 
whenever possible, even in the absence of a behavioral change. It is also important to note that 
the effects of temperature could lead to light-induced effects in non-opsin expressing cells, 
thereby compromising the specificity of effects in experiments with cell type-specific expression. 
 If effects of light presentation are seen in control animals, one may want to alter the 
stimulation parameters to reduce confounding effects of heat. To this end, we have provided 
evidence for the efficacy of pulsing light for reducing heat. Our model also highlights the 
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importance of fiber size on induced heat effects. While light propagation and heat induction are 
not grossly affected by different fiber sizes, there is a substantial difference in heat induced near 
the tip of the optical fiber. Larger fiber sizes reduce the temperature around the fiber tip (where 
the largest heat change occurs), and thus may be favored over smaller tips for certain 
applications. Lastly, heat induced effects may be reduced by using opsins activated by higher 
wavelengths of light, as temperature near the tip is predicted be approximately two-fold less 
when illuminating with 593 nm light compared to 532 nm light.  
Indeed, many optogenetic studies have thus far kept temperature changes to a minimum. 
For instance, several studies have used 5 mW (Kim et al., 2013; Tye et al., 2011) or 10 mW 
(Warden et al., 2012) of 593 nm light out of a 200 μm fiber for Halorhodopsin stimulation, 
predicted by the model to keep temperature increases below 1°C.  In these same studies, 5 mW 
or 10 mW of 473 nm light (200 μm fiber) were used for activation, which would be predicted to 
yield a higher temperature change, but because the light was pulsed with at most a 50% duty 
cycle, peak temperature increases should be confined to a range of .5-.9°C. Nevertheless, with 
the increasing use of continuous stimulation with 532 nm light to support Archaerhodopsin-
mediated inhibition, heat may become more of a concern as a confounding effect of light 




We provide here, for use by the scientific community, a Matlab toolbox for modeling 
light and heat propagation in the brain. We believe this will help researchers to optimally plan 






Monte Carlo Modeling of Light Transport 
To simulate light propagation in neural tissue, we modeled neural tissue in cylindrical 
coordinates as a cylinder of 6 mm radius and 10 mm thickness with absorbing ends. Cylindrical 
voxels were generated, discretizing space in 10 μm steps. Identical results were obtained for a 6 
mm x 6 mm x 10 mm cube of tissue in Cartesian coordinates using 10 μm
3
 voxels, but 
cylindrical coordinates were favored for computational efficiency. Cylindrical coordinates, 
however, have the notable problem of increased noise for positions directly below the light 
source, so care must be taken to run a sufficiently large simulation (10
7
 packets of photons were 
used for all simulations reported, but similar results could be obtained with 10
6
 packets). Results 
were also not sensitive to the size of voxels that were selected, in the range of 5 μm
3
 to 30 μm
3
. 
Light transport through the brain was implemented using an anisotropic scattering model 
utilizing the Henyey-Greenstein phase function: 
  (    )  
    
 (            )   
 [1] 
where g is the anisotropy parameter, between 0 (no anisotropy) and 1 (pure forward scatter). 
Photon packets were launched from the tip of an optical fiber located 4 mm deep along 
the central axis of the tissue. For each packet, the initial starting position was randomized so that 
it was equally likely to be at any position on the circular surface of the fiber. The initial direction 
of each packet was then determined from the angle in the plane of the surface, θ, chosen 
randomly between 0 and 2π, and the angle relative to the orthogonal, φ, which was selected from 
a random uniform distribution between          given by 








where NA is the numerical aperture (NA = .22 for all simulations in this paper) and n is the index 
of refraction (n=1.36) of brain (Aravanis et al., 2007; Binding et al., 2011). This models the 
conical spread of light out of the optical fiber.  
Light transport was based on a previously published model (Jacques, 2011; Wang et al., 
1995). In brief, the light transport model was initiated with packets of light with weight set to 1. 
Upon each iteration of the light transport model, light packets were moved a random distance, 
such that at time t, the n
th
 light packet moved a distance given by 
      
       
     
 [3] 
 
where    and    are the absorption and scattering coefficients of brain tissue and    is a pseudo-
random variable uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. 
After moving, some of the packet’s energy was absorbed by the tissue (and thereby 
attenuated). This was modeled by dropping the weights of the packets by a factor of 
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that 
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where       is the weight of the nth photon packet at time t, and 
         
        
      
  









The light is then scattered, choosing a deflection scattering angle in the radial plane as 
governed by the Henyey-Greenstein phase function (equation 1), and the azimuthal scattering 
angle in the depth plane is calculated as 
          . [6] 
 
where    is a pseudo-random variable uniformly distributed between 0 and 1. 
Photon packets of low weight (w<1 x 10
-4
) are extinguished with 90% probability. If not 
extinguished, their weight is increased by 10 fold with 10% chance. This process allows the 
model to reach an endpoint without leaking net weights out of the system (conservation of 
energy). Photon packets that left the simulated tissue were eliminated, but this was a negligible 
amount of photon energy for the dimensions used. Light that back-scattered upwards was 
allowed to penetrate through the optical fiber as if it were brain tissue for computational 
simplicity. More complicated models allowing for reflections off the optical fiber were simulated 
but gave nearly identical results. 
After simulation was complete, the fluence rate, the sum total of incident light power 
from all directions per unit volume at each voxel,     , was given by 
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 [7] 
 
where   is the light power,           is the number of photon packets launched in total,    is the 
discretization parameter in the radial dimension and    is the discretization parameter in the 
depth dimension. Throughout the paper, “light intensity” means the fluence rate [mW/mm
2
]. 
Values for σs, σa, and g were linearly interpolated from in vivo data (Johansson, 2010). 
Note that the absorption coefficient used is several-fold larger than that reported for in vitro 
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tissue (Yaroslavsky et al., 2002), likely due to the absorption of light by blood and melanin in 
vivo. Some in vitro measurements have yielded values closer to those obtained in vivo, possibly 
due to differences in tissue preparation (Gebhart et al., 2006). We directly compared the results 
obtained by linearly interpolating from in vitro and in vivo data in Figure 3. 
 
Modeling Heat Diffusion 
For modeling heat diffusion, tissue was again modeled as a cylinder of 6 mm radius and 
10 mm thickness with absorbing boundaries. Heat transport in the brain was treated as a 
diffusion process using the well-known modification of the diffusion equation, Pennes’ ‘bio-heat 
transfer’ equation (Pennes, 1948), which has previously been applied to brain tissue (Aronov and 
Fee, 2011): 
   
  
  
            (    )      [8] 
 
T is the local tissue temperature (37°C at baseline in the absence of heat input) and TA is the 
temperature of the blood in the main arteries supplying the scalp, assumed to be constant (36.7 
°C). k, and ρ, c are the thermal conductivity, density, and specific heat of the brain, respectively. 
Values for blood are given by ρb and cb. wb and qm are the blood perfusion rate and the metabolic 
heat production in the tissue, respectively.  Variables and input parameters were defined as in 
Supplemental Table 1 based on previous studies (Elwassif et al., 2006; Janssen et al., 2005). 
Equation 9 was modified to incorporate incident light so that 
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where   is fluence rate (intensity).  
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Equation 9 was discretized using a forward difference scheme. Space was discretized 
using steps,   , of 30 μm, which gave very similar results to 10 μm. The optical fiber was treated 
as equivalent to brain tissue for heat diffusion, for simplicity. To assure numerical stability, time 
was discretized with steps given by: 
    
(  )   
  
       . [10] 
 
In vivo temperature measurement 
Two mice (male C57/B6, 8-12 weeks old) were deeply anesthetized with isoflurane and 
mounted into a stereotax. The internal temperature of the mice (measured intra-rectally) was 
maintained at 36.7 degrees using a heating pad throughout the experiment. A craniotomy was 
made over the lateral surface of the frontal cortex, on either side. A small, 62 micron diameter 
optical fiber was coupled to a 532 nm laser (OEM lasers) and passed through the brain from left 
to right hemisphere. A thermistor probe (Wavelength electronics, TCS10K5) was pressed firmly 
into the cortex, anti-parallel to the optical fiber, so that their centers aligned. Heat measurements 
were made before, during, and after 60 seconds of illumination at various distances between the 
thermistor and fiber (0-1.6 mm). Both 10 mW and 20 mW intensities were tested. After surgery, 
the mice were euthanized with a lethal dose of ketamine. 
We chose to use a thermistor because of its high temperature sensitivity at physiological 
temperatures. Thermistor resistance readings were calibrated to temperature by touching the 
thermistor tip to temperature controlled baths of water. As expected, a log-linear relationship was 
found between resistance and temperature. To compare model outputs to thermistor readings, we 
accounted for two unavoidable sources of experimental error introduced by the thermistor 
readings. First, the temporal delays introduced by the thermistor were calculated. In a medium of 
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constant temperature, the temperature reading of the thermistor was found to be accounted for by 
a simple exponential time constant of about 4 seconds. However, in our experiment, only part of 
the metal was in contact with the brain, introducing a non-linearity into the temporal dynamics of 
the thermistor readings. To correct for this, a temporal kernel was measured by touching the tip 
of the thermistor to a water bath held at various temperatures (equivalent to step function 
increase). Since water has a similar thermal conductivity to brain, we reasoned that this should 
approximately emulate the temporal dynamics in our experiment. The calculated kernel was used 
to convolve the model output to introduce a non-linear temporal delay. Second, the effects of 
light directly hitting the thermistor and being absorbed by the metal were modeled. The 
conversion of incident light power to steady state resistance changes in the metal were measured 
in water held at 37°C by illuminating the thermistor with an optical fiber at various distances (0-




 at a distance of 0 mm, 
with the measured temperature change dropping off in a way that was well-modeled by the 
attenuation of light in saline (non-scattering medium). For modeling, the temporal dynamics for 
this direct light absorption were treated as having the same non-linear kernel as measured 
previously. 
An important caveat for any means of measuring temperature change is the potential 
contribution of the device itself to temperature changes in the tissue. In particular, direct heating 
of the thermistor by incident light might artificially elevate the temperature change in the brain. 
However, the contribution of direct light absorption was negligible past 1 mm from the fiber, at 
which distances our model reliably predicted recorded temperature changes in the brain. For this 




In vivo electrophysiological recordings 
Three mice (male C57/B6, 8-12 weeks old) were placed inside a flow box and 
anesthetized with isoflurane gas (2%) until sedated, at which point they were placed in a 
stereotax and maintained on 0.5% isoflurane for the duration of the surgery. Craniotomies were 
made bilaterally above the mPFC and skull screws placed over cerebellum and olfactory bulb 
served as ground and reference, respectively. 
An optrode was implanted in the left mPFC (1.8mm anterior, 0.4mm lateral, 1.4mm 
ventral), while a ferrule-coupled optical fiber (Thorlabs, 200 μm diameter) was implanted over 
the right mPFC. The optrode consisted of 13 stereotrodes made from 13μM-diameter tungsten 
fine wire (California Fine Wire) glued to a ferrule-bound optical fiber positioned 300-500 μm 
dorsal to the stereotrode tips, which were arrayed semi-circularly around the lateral edge of the 
fiber. 
Recordings were amplified, band-pass flitered (600-6000Hz), and digitized using the 
Neuralynx Digital Lynx system. Spikes were detected by online thresholding and collected at 
32kHz. Units were initially clustered using Klustakwik (Ken Harris, University College London) 
and sorted according to the first two principal components, voltage peak, and energy for each 
channel. Clusters were then accepted, merged, or eliminated based on visual inspection of feature 
segregation, waveform distinctiveness and uniformity, stability across recording session, and ISI 
distribution. Isolation distances were consistently above 15. 
Subsequently, electrothermolytic lesions were made to histologically confirm recording 
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Variable Parameter Value Units
 Density (brain) 1.04 x 10-6 kg mm−3
 specific heat (brain) 3.65 x 106 mJ kg−1 °C−1
 thermal diffusivity constant (brain) .527 mW m-1 °C-1
  Density (blood) 1.06 x 10
-6 kg mm−3
  specific heat (blood) 3.6 x 10
6 mJ kg−1 °C−1
  Blood perfusion rate 8.5 x 10
-3 s−1 [mm3 mm−3]
  Metabolic heat production (brain) 9.7 x 10
-3 mW mm−3
  Arterial (core body) temperature 36.7 °C
  Initial brain temperature 37 °C
Supplemental Table 1, related to Experimental Procedures. Model 




























Depth below fiber (mm)
Exponential fit (473 nm, 1 mW)
Supplemental Figure 1, related to Figure 1. Light intensity below the fiber is not well
modeled by an exponential fit.
Light intensity values are plotted for 1 mW of 473 nm light out of a 200 µm (dark blue) and
62 µm fiber (light blue, .22 NA) as a function of depth below the fiber. The best
exponential fits are plotted in black and gray, respectively.
              
  
 
     
              
  
 



















































































































































































Supplemental Figure 2, related to Figure 2. Heat changes substantially differ from
predictions based on light illumination alone.
(A) Fluence rate (top) and steady-state temperature change (bottom) from 532 nm, 10
mW light as a function of distance from a 62 µm, .22 NA fiber. Note the linear scale in
both plots.
(B) Percent difference between bio-heat models with and without diffusion at the time








































0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0
Temperature ( C)
0
Supplemental Figure 3, related to figure 2. Heat changes spread above and below the
fiber tip and increase linearly with light power.
Predicted temperature change as a function of power and depth (averaged in 250 μm
circles below a fiber at steady state; 532 nm, 62 μm, .22 NA). An example curve is
shown for 10 mW on the right.
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Supplemental Figure 4, related to Figure 2. The heat convection term in the bio-heat
model affects steady state temperature.
Temperature change for the bio-heat model with (black) and without (gray) heat
convection as a function of time at the depth of 400 μm, as in Figure 2C (532 nm, 62 μm,



















































































































Supplemental Figure 5, related to Figure 4. Temporal dynamics of light onset and
offset.
(A) Temperature change at a distance of 400 μm as in Figure 3D, but after turning off
light output.
(B) Time to reach 90% of steady state temperature for 10 mW (light gray) and 20 mW
(dark gray) power output at 400 μm distance. Predictions for the model are plotted with
(black) and without (dashed black) delay.
(C) Time to reach 10% of steady state temperature after light offset, plotted as in (B).
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Supplemental Figure 6, related to Figure 4. Fiber size does not dramatically affect the 
depth of effective opsin activation for strong light intensities.
(A) Light intensity is plotted for different depths below a fiber for 1 mW, 5 mW, and 10 
mW of 473 nm light out of a 62 μm (black) or 200 μm (gray) fiber. Power is indicated by 
line thickness. Dashed lines indicate 3 and 10 mW/mm2 light intensity.
(B, C) Same as in (A), but for 532 nm (B) and 593 (C) light.
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 Chapter 4 has provided a conceptual grounding for planning optogenetics experiments for 
the manipulation of circuits in vivo. In this chapter, I describe an optogenetics approach to probe 
basolateral amygdala microcircuits recruited by prefrontal input. The experiments described test 
hypotheses formulated from the data presented in Chapters 2 and 3: 1. Prefrontal projections to 
the basolateral amygdala are necessary for fear discrimination, 2. A particular class of inhibitory 
interneurons in the basolateral amygdala mediates a suppression of fear, 3. The prefrontal cortex 
recruits an inhibitory interneuron population to mediate safety signaling during fear 






It has been well established that inhibitory circuits of the basolateral amygdala (BLA) are 
required for proper discrimination between aversive and non-aversive stimuli. Likewise, fear 
generalization is associated with a hypoactivation of the medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) and 
hyperactivation of the BLA. It has been hypothesized that the mPFC mediates safety signaling in 
the BLA by activation of inhibitory circuits. We tested this hypothesis by silencing and 
activating mPFC inputs to the BLA, which impaired and enhanced fear discrimination, 
respectively. We determined that the mPFC makes direct synaptic contacts onto both PV+ and 
SOM+ interneurons, which mediate perisomatic and dendritic inhibition, respectively. 
Optogenetic silencing of SOM+ but not PV+ interneurons impaired fear discrimination, 
enhancing fear generalization. Likewise, SOM+ silencing impaired fear extinction, consistent 




Fear generalization is believed to develop as a result of dysfunctional safety learning 
(Dunsmoor et al., 2011), which likely requires GABAergic signaling (Sangha et al., 2009). The 
extinction of learned fear associations also relies on inhibitory circuits in the amygdala; 
attenuation of inhibition in the amygdala impairs extinction learning (Heldt et al., 2012; Sangha 
et al., 2009). The intercalated cell masses are clusters of inhibitory interneurons that surround the 
basolateral amygdala and project to the central and basolateral amygdala. Ablation of medial 
intercalated cells is sufficient to reverse extinction learning (Likhtik et al., 2008), suggesting that 
inhibition from these cells is required to maintain learned extinction (Huang et al., 2014). Both 
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fear discrimination and extinction are found to be dysfunctional in PTSD (Grillon and Morgan, 
1999; Wessa and Flor, 2007), suggesting that they may rely on the same safety circuits. 
The medial prefrontal cortex (mPFC) has previously been implicated in the acquisition, 
expression and extinction of fear memories, and it is thus a brain region that may assist in 
mediating discriminative fear learning. A prevailing view of the mPFC is that there is an 
anatomical separation of circuits that promote fear and suppress fear. Inactivation of the 
prelimbic (PL) region of the mPFC causes a decrease in freezing during fear conditioning, while 
inactivation of the infralimbic (IL) region impairs the ability of animals to consolidate the 
extinction established fear memories (Sierra-Mercado et al., 2011). In this way, the PL may be 
involved in the enhancement of defensive behavior, while IL may be involved in the suppression 
of defensive behavior.  
In our previous studies, we have recorded extracellular activity in the BLA during fear 
discrimination and extinction. To test fear discrimination, we trained mice to associate one 
aversive tone (CS+) with a shock while another non-aversive tone (CS-) was explicitly unpaired. 
Animals that successfully discriminated between CS+ and CS- tones had greater increases in 
synchronous theta frequency activity within the mPFC-BLA network for CS+ tones compared to 
CS- tones. Notably, animals that exhibited fear generalization with equal freezing to CS+ and 
CS- did not have a difference in theta frequency activity (Likhtik et al, 2014; Stujenske et al., 
2014). Thus, the mPFC and BLA are coordinated during discrimination between aversive and 
non-aversive cues.  
It is believed that the mPFC mediates top-down control of the BLA during the 
suppression of fear in both fear discrimination and extinction. We have also provided evidence 
for this electrophysiologically in our previous studies; during the CS- at fear recall and the CS+ 
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following extinction, we recorded fast gamma oscillatory activity that was associated with a 
mPFCBLA directionality of information flow and was correlated with safety as indexed by 
diminished freezing (Likhtik et al, 2014; Stujenske et al., 2014). Fast gamma activity during 
these periods of safety was synchronized between the mPFC and BLA and arose when there was 
mPFC-to-BLA information transfer, suggesting that it was induced by mPFC inputs to the BLA. 
This is consistent with previous data demonstrating the recruitment of feed-forward inhibitory 
circuits by mPFC input (Cho et al., 2013), which have been implicated in mediating fear 
extinction (Amano et al., 2010). Indeed, activating or silencing infralimbic cortex projections to 
the amygdala is sufficient to enhance or impair extinction learning, respectively (Adhikari et al., 
2015; Bukalo et al., 2015). On the other hand, activating prelimbic cortex impairs extinction 
learning in mice (Adhikari et al., 2015) and increased dmPFC-BLA synchrony has been shown 
to prevent extinction of aversive memories in primates (Livneh and Paz, 2012) 
As in the hippocampus and cortex (Buzsaki and Wang, 2012; Sohal et al., 2009), BLA 
gamma oscillations are likely driven by interneurons. In the hippocampus, fast gamma 
oscillations relate to activity on the distal dendrites of principal cells (Colgin et al., 2009). Thus, 
it is possible that dendritically-targeting interneurons of the BLA are involved in mediating the 
safety-related activity that we previously reported. In the amygdala, the predominantly 
dendritically-targeting interneuron population is immunoreactive for somatostatin (SOM+). It 
has been previously shown that inhibition of these interneurons potentiates fear learning (Wolff 
et al., 2014). On the other hand, interneurons that are immunoreactive for parvalbumin (PV+) 
inhibit SOM+ interneurons and therefore may have the opposite effect (Wolff et al., 2014). 
The post synaptic targets of the prefrontal cortex in the amygdala are not entirely known, 
but recent work has demonstrated that almost all excitatory and inhibitory cells of the BLA and 
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BMA receive prefrontal input (Adhikari et al., 2015; Cho et al., 2013). It was hypothesized that 
extinction is mediated in part by a direct projection from IL to medial ITCs (Duvarci and Pare, 
2014; Pape and Pare, 2010), given that both play a role in mediating fear extinction; however, PL 
but not IL projects to these cells based on slice electrophysiology experiments utilizing 
channelrhodopsin expressed specifically in the IL (Adhikari et al., 2015; Strobel et al., 2015). 
Thus, it is likely that the direct projection of the IL to the basal amygdala mediates extinction and 
the mITCs are recruited by feed-forward excitation. Disynaptic activation of the mITC cluster 
has been demonstrated in slice (Strobel et al., 2015), in support of this theory. 
However, the function of different populations of BLA principal cells has been shown to 
be distinct. In particular, there are distinct populations of neurons that are recruited during 
exposure to an aversive and appetitive stimulus (Gore et al., 2015). These cells likely have 
distinct outputs to the CE and Nucleus Accumbens, respectively (Namburi et al., 2015). 
Likewise, there are cells that are differentially activated by fear and extinction learning, termed 
“fear neurons” and “extinction neurons,” which also have distinct connectivity with other brain 
regions (Herry et al., 2008; Senn et al., 2014). Further, attempts have been made to distinguish 
amygdala cells based on their firing properties after CS presentation, resulting in “persistently 
firing” and “sharply tuned” cells (Herry et al., 2008; Repa et al., 2001). Cells that fire 
persistently after the CS occurred were proposed to be involved in maintaining the CS-US 
association after learning and extinction (Herry et al., 2008; Repa et al., 2001). On the contrary, 
fear neurons show firing properties that are tuned to CS onset, and decrease activity after 
extinction, and are therefore considered to have more of a direct role in fear expression (Herry et 
al., 2008). Moreover, fear neurons have a strong output to the prefrontal cortex, and in particular, 
the PL, without receiving reciprocal input back from the mPFC, while extinction neurons have 
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strong bilateral connectivity with the mPFC, outputting preferentially to the IL (Herry et al., 
2008; Senn et al., 2014). Thus, it is likely that the proposed disynaptic IL  BA  ITC 
connectivity may be specifically represented within the extinction neuron population. 
This model does not incorporate IL projections onto BA interneurons, which receive 
equally strong inputs as principal neurons from the mPFC (Adhikari et al., 2015; Cho et al., 
2013). Extinction is associated with a depotentiation of mPFC inputs to BLA excitatory cells, 
while feed-forward inhibition is unchanged (Cho et al., 2013) as well as enhanced activity in the 
IL and BLA-projecting IL cells (Burgos-Robles et al., 2007; Knapska et al., 2012; Knapska and 
Maren, 2009; Santini et al., 2008). Thus, it is likely that following extinction, there is enhanced 
recruitment of inhibitory signaling in the BA. Slice studies have demonstrated a direct projection 
of mPFC axons onto parvalbumin-positive (PV+) interneurons (Hubner et al., 2014), but the 
projection onto other interneuron subtypes has not been investigated. 
The role of prefrontal cortex in safety learning for active fear discrimination has not been 
well studied. Two studies investigated this using similar fear discrimination paradigms; the tone-
shock association for a cue depended on another stimulus—either the absence of a safety cue 
(Sangha et al., 2014) or the context in which the cue was presented (Kim et al., 2013). Both 
studies found that post-training inactivation of the PL reduced fear expression, consistent with 
previous literature, but there was no safety-dependent difference in freezing. Inactivation of the 
IL caused a lack of sensitivity to the safety cue in the absence of a significant drop in fear 
expression. These studies support the conclusion that inactivation of the PL or IL causes an 
impairment in fear discrimination. 
Another study more subtly disrupted medial prefrontal activity by knocking down 
synaptotamgin-1, the major calcium sensor for neurotransmitter release, thereby disrupting fast 
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synchronous synaptic transmission from the mPFC (Xu et al., 2012). This manipulation caused a 
generalization of contextual fear memory. In a follow up study, Xu and Sudhof demonstrated 
that this enhanced generalization was mediated by mPFC cells projecting specifically the nucleus 
reunions (Xu and Südhof, 2013); how these cells relate to those projecting to the basolateral 
amygdala is unknown. 
We investigated the role of medial prefrontal inputs to the basolateral amygdala in 
mediating safety signaling during fear discrimination using optogenetic approaches. We utilized 
the light-activated outward proton pump, Archaerhodopsin (Arch) and the light-activated sodium 
channel, channelrhodopsin (ChR), to silence or active, respectively, mPFC projections to the 
BLA. Inhibiting mPFC projections to the BLA impaired discrimination, while activating these 
projections enhanced discrimination, suggesting that the mPFC exerts top-down control of the 
BLA to mediate fear discrimination. Inhibition of SOM+ interneurons increased fear 
generalization and impaired extinction, consistent with a role for SOM+ interneurons in 
mediating prefrontal-dependent safety signaling within the BLA. Likewise, inhibiting SOM+ 
interneurons or the mPFC projection to the BLA induced corresponding electrophysiological 




To test the hypothesis that prefrontal inputs to the basolateral amygdala re necessary for 
successful discrimination between aversive and non-aversive stimuli, we expressed the inhibitory 
opsin Archaerhodopsin in the prefrontal cortex (PL and IL) of mice using an adeno-associated 
virus (AAV-CAMKII-eArch3.0-eYFP; Figure 1). A group of control mice was injected with a 












mice were trained on a fear discrimination paradigm as in our previous studies (Likhtik et al, 
2014; Stujenske et al., 2014). Mice were trained to associate one tone (CS+) with a shock, while 
another tone (CS-) was explicitly unpaired. After training, mice were re-exposed to these tones in 
a new context and their freezing in response to the tones was quantified. Six CS+ and CS- tones 
were played in a pseudorandom order; half of these tones were paired with green light (532 nm) 
Figure 1. Viral and optogenetic technique for terminal silencing 
(A) Adeno-associated viruses (AAV2/5) were used to infect neurons in the medial prefrontal cortex with either 
CamKII-eArch3.0-eYFP or CamKII-eYFP. Fiber optics were implanted above the basolateral amygdala bilaterally. 
(B) Representative fluorescence in the medial prefrontal cortex 12 weeks after injection (both prelimbic cortex, PL, 
and infralimbic cortex, IL). 
(C) Representative terminal fields in the basolateral amygdala in a mouse expressing eArch3.0-eYFP in the mPFC. 




illumination of the BLA to test the effect of silencing mPFC inputs to the BLA on discrimination 
between aversive and non-aversive tones. The behavioral paradigm is summarized in Figure 2a. 
Discrimination between the CS+ and CS- was quantified with a discrimination score 
(DS), the difference between CS+ and CS- percent freezing. As previously reported, roughly half 
of the mice that we trained discriminated appropriately, as defined by a discrimination score 
greater than 10. We called these mice “Discriminators.” We found no effect of BLA illumination 
in control Discriminators (n=3, p >.05; Figure 2b). However, BLA illumination in Arch-
expressing discriminators caused a substantial reduction in discrimination (n=8, p<.05, Figure 
2b) compared to when the light was off. This data suggested that silencing mPFC terminals in 
the BLA caused a reduction in successful discrimination between aversive and non-aversive 
cues. 
In our previous studies, we demonstrated that during fear generalization, entrainment of 
the BLA by the mPFC, particularly in the theta frequency, is impaired. We tested whether 
entrainment of downstream targets of the PL in the BLA to a 6 Hz theta rhythm was sufficient to 
promote discrimination in generalizing animals. To this end, mice were injected with an AAV 
expressing either channelrhodopsin-2 (Figure 3, AAV-CamKII-ChR2-mCherry) or no opsin 
(AAV-CamKII-mCherry) and trained on the fear discrimination paradigm (Figure 4a). Mice 
were re-exposed to CS+ and CS- tones after training with half of the tones paired with sinusoidal 
blue light (465 nm, 6 Hz, 50% duty cycle) illumination of the BLA (Figure 4a). Mice that 
generalized were induced to discriminate by activation of mPFC terminals in the BLA (n=6; p 






















































































downstream mPFC targets in the BLA is sufficient to enhance discrimination between aversive 
and non-aversive cues.  
 
Figure 2. Silencing mPFC terminals in the BLA promotes fear generalization. 
(A) Mice were trained on a discriminative fear conditioning paradigm. Mice were habituated to two tones (hab) on 
Day 1. On Days 2-4, one tone (CS+) was paired with a shock while another tone (CS-) was explicitly unpaired. On 
Day 5, mice were moved to a new context and exposed to 6 CS+ and CS- tones in a pseudorandom order, half of 
each tone paired with 532 nm light in the BLA. 
(B) Freezing of Discriminators expressing eYFP (n=3, top) or eArch3.0-eYFP (n=8, bottom) on trials when no light 
was delivered (Off) and when light was delivered (On) for the CS+ (red) and CS- (blue). Discriminators were 
defined as Discrimination Score (CS+ minus CS- freezing %) > 10 during light off. 
(C) Discrimination Score for eYFP and eArch-expressing Discriminators when the light was off or on in the BLA. p 











Figure 3. Expression of ChR2 selectively in the prelimbic cortex. 
(A) Representative fluorescence in a mouse injected with AAV2/5-CamKII-ChR2-mCherry in the prelimbic cortex. 


































































































Figure 4. Activating prelimbic terminals in the BLA promotes discrimination in Generalizers. 
(A) Mice were trained on a discriminative fear conditioning paradigm. After training, mice were re-exposed to six CS+ 
tones and six CS- tones, half of which were paired with 465 nm light (6Hz sinusoid), delivered to the BLA through 
bilateral fiber optics. 
(B) Freezing of Generalizers expressing mCherry (n=3, top) or ChR2-mCherry (n=6, bottom) on trials when no light 
was delivered (Off) and when light was delivered (On) for the CS+ (red) and CS- (blue). Generalizers were defined as 
Discrimination Score (CS+ minus CS- freezing %) < 10 during light off. 






It has been previously demonstrated that mPFC axons activate both principal cells and 
interneurons in BLA (Adhikari et al., 2015; Strobel et al., 2015). We sought to investigate inputs 
of the mPFC onto the major two classes of interneurons in the BLA, SOM+ and PV+ 
interneurons. We used a cre-dependent retrograde viral tracing strategy (Wickersham et al., 
2007) to label neurons projecting onto PV+ and SOM+ cells by injecting pseudo-typed rabies 
and a cre-dependent helper virus into the BLA of PV-cre and SOM-cre mice, respectively (see 
Methods). We used a high-efficacy rabies (Reardon et al., under review) which allowed for 
strong presynaptic labeling form a sparse starter cell population. Starter cells express both the 
helper virus (expressing GFP) and the rabies (expressing mCherry) and thus are labeled as 
yellow (Figure 5a). Rabies can only spread presynaptically from cells expressing the cre-
dependent helper virus; thus, tracing was only from cre-expressing cells infected with both 
viruses. Approximately 10-20 starter cells were doubly-infected per animal, allowing for sparse 
tracing.  We identified direct projections from the multiple subdivisions of the prefrontal cortex, 
including the PL and IL, to SOM+ interneurons (n=2, Figure 5) and PV+ interneurons (n=2, data 
not shown), as suggested by in vitro slice electrophysiology (Hubner et al., 2014). Other brain 
regions that were labeled were the anterior insula, paraventricular thalamus, central medial 
thalamus, auditory thalamus and cortex, ventral hippocampus, entorhinal cortex, and various 
sensory cortices (data not shown). 
It has been previously demonstrated that activating SOM+ interneurons impairs fear 
learning by inhibiting dendritic inputs on BLA principal cell (Wolff et al., 2014). To test the 









Figure 5. Monosynaptic retrograde tracing from SOM+ cells in the basolateral amygdala. 
(A) AAV helper virus (green) and rabies virus (red) expression in the prefrontal cortex with DAPI stain (blue). Inset, 
arrow: starter cells co-express GFP and mCherry (yellow). A small number of starter cells allowed for sparse anatomic 
tracing. 
(B) Retrogradely-labeled cells in the prefrontal cortex (anterior cingulate, ACC, prelimbic cortex, PL, medial orbital 
area, MO, and infralimbic cortex, IL). 
(C) Example retrogradely-labeled cell in the prelimbic cortex. 




with five CS-shock pairings and divided into three groups on the subsequent day for testing  
(Figure 6a). The CS+ group was re-exposed to the CS+; the CS- group was exposed to a novel, 
neutral tone; the extinguished CS+ group was re-exposed to the CS+. Thus, the CS+ group froze 
and the CS- and extinguished CS+ group were not freezing prior to tissue preparation (Figure 
6b). Testing was done in two separate sessions separated by an hour so that fear recall would not 
be confounded with extinction. We probed the activity of these cells during the expression of 
fear and safety using c-Fos as a marker of neuronal activation (Figure 6c).  
 No significant differences in c-Fos expression in PV+ cells was observed between the 
three groups (n=10; CS+, 2.5%; Ext CS+, 3.2%; CS-, 2.2%; Figure 6)e. On the other hand, there 
was significantly less c-Fos expression in SOM+ cells for the CS+ group (2.55%) compared to 
the CS- group (4.6%; p = .04, two-tailed z-test; Figure 6d). Likewise, there was enhanced c-Fos 
expression in the extinguished CS+ (4.2%) compared to the CS+ group (p = .06; Figure 6d). 
This data is consistent with a specific role of SOM+ cell activity in suppressing fear.  
To test the effect of silencing SOM+ interneurons on learned safety, Archaerhodopsin 
(AAV-Ef1a-FLEX-eArch3.0-eYFP) or a control construct (AAV-Ef1a-FLEX-eYFP) was virally 
expressed in the BLA of SOM-cre or PV-cre mice (C57/B6 background), to target expression 
specifically to SOM+ or PV+ cells, respectively (Figure 7). After waiting 4 weeks for viral 
expression in the soma, animals were trained with five CS-shock pairings (Figure 8a). The next 
day, extinction day 1, mice were re-exposed to the CS twenty times to probe extinction learning 
with fiber optic illumination of the BLA during tone presentations. On extinction day 2, mice 
were presented with another 10 CS+ presentations in the absence of illumination. Thus, we 
sought to probe the effect of silencing SOM+ and PV+ cells on same day and next day extinction 
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(A) Behavioral paradigm. All mice were fear conditioned with five pairings of a tone (CS+) with 0.4 mA shock. 
The next day, 20 tones were presented over two blocks. CS- group: all novel tones (CS-); Extinguished (ext) CS+ 
group: CS+ only; CS+ group: 15 CS- followed by 5 CS+ tones. Mice were sacrificed two hours later. 
(B) Freezing of mice in the CS+ (red), ext CS+ (green), and CS- (blue) groups during training and both testing 
sessions.  
(C) Left, representative immunohistochemistry for c-Fos (red), parvalbumin (PV, blue) and somatostatin (SOM, 
green) in the basolateral amygdala. Right, separate channels of white outlined area. 
(D) Percentage of PV+ cells and SOM+ cells that stained C-Fos-positive. Red, CS+ group; Green, Ext CS+ group; 
Blue, CS- group. Number of cells overlaid on bars. * p < .05, z-test for proportions 
 
Figure 7. Viral expression in specific interneuron populations. 
(A) Representative native fluorescence in a SOM-cre mouse injected with AAV2/5-Ef1a-FLEX-eYFP. 
(B) Antibody staining for somatostatin (SOM), parvalbumin (PV), and eYFP (as in A). Arrows, example cells. Note 
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Figure 8. Silencing SOM+ and PV+ interneurons has opposite effects on fear extinction. 
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~30% freezing on extinction day 1 (Figure 8b-c). Mice were almost fully extinguished by the 
end of extinction day 2, dropping to an average of ~8% freezing on extinction day 2. 
 Silencing SOM+ interneurons in the BLA caused a slowing of same day extinction 
(Figure 7b; Virus x Time interaction, F13,1 = 4.57, p = .038) with no effect on fear recall in the 
first five trials (p > .05, Bonferroni procedure). Next day extinction recall was significantly 
impaired compared to controls (effect of Virus, F13,1 = 7.04, p = .0139). There was no effect on 
the speed of extinction on extinction day 2, however, suggesting that extinction is normal in 
SOM-Arch mice in the absence of optogenetic manipulation (Virus x Time interaction, F13,1 = 
.86, p = .3695). On the other hand, consistent with an opposing role of PV+ and SOM+ 
interneurons in fear learning, silencing PV+ interneurons expedited extinction (Figure 7c; Virus 
x Time interaction, F8,1 = 4.19, p = .050). There was an enhanced recall of extinction learning the 
next day (effect of virus, F8,1 = 5.71, p = .030). 
To probe the role of SOM+ and PV+ interneurons in fear discrimination between 
aversive and non-aversive stimuli, we trained and trained another cohort of injected mice on the 
discriminative fear paradigm, as for mPFC terminal silencing. In the absence of optical 
illumination, mice robustly distinguished between the CS+ and CS- in terms of their freezing 
(Figure 9; 50% freezing during CS+, 10-20% during CS-). This amount of discrimination is 
substantially higher than we have previously reported (Likhtik et al, 2014; Stujenske et al., 
2014), likely indicating that C57/B6 mice have enhanced discrimination relative to 129SvEv/Tac 
mice. This is ideal for probing the role of SOM+ interneurons in mediating safety signaling. 
 (A) Fear conditioning paradigm. On Day 1, Mice were trained with 5 tone-shock (.4 mA) pairings. On days 2 and 
3, mice were exposed to 20 and 10 unreinforced tones, respectively, to extinguish fear memory. During extinction 
day 1, tones were paired with 532 nm light delivery to the BLA, but no light was delivered during extinction day 2. 
(B) Freezing during extinction in SOM-cre mice injected with AAV2/5-Ef1a-FLEX-eArch3.0-eYFP (SOM-Arch; 
n=8, purple) or Ef1a-FLEX-eYFP (SOM-eYFP; n=7, gray) in BLA. 
(C) Freezing during extinction in PV-cre mice injected as in (B). * p < .05, ** p < .01, *** p < .001 post-hoc 




Inhibition of SOM+ or PV+ cells did not cause freezing in the absence of auditory stimuli 
(data not shown); however, inhibiting SOM+ interneurons had a strong effect on freezing 
behavior in response to the CS+ and CS-. There was a significant effect of light condition (on vs. 
off; F1,18=7.03, p=.017) and light condition x group interaction (F2,306=12.42, p=.0006) but not 
group (F2,17=.09, p=.92) by mixed-factor rm-ANOVA. Post-hoc Bonferroni testing revealed a 
significant decrease in the discrimination score of SOM-Arch mice with optogenetic silencing 
(Figure 9a). In these mice, CS+ freezing did not change with light (average of -1.6% +/- 3.2%), 
while CS- freezing rose by 17.9% +/- 2.9%, yielding an average drop of 19.4% +/- 3.9% in 
discrimination score. Thus, there was enhanced generalization to the CS-. In contrast, there was 
no significant change in discrimination score for controls (n=8, Figure 9b), suggesting that light 
alone had no effect in the absence of an opsin. There was a non-significant trend in the PV-Arch 




 Switches between states of perceived safety and fear are essential for adaptation to a 
changing and potentially threatening environment. The prefrontal cortex is believed to regulate 
fear and anxiety by top-down control of the amygdala. In this paper, we provide evidence that 
input from the prefrontal cortex to the basolateral amygdala is critically important for promoting 
proper discrimination between aversive and non-aversive stimuli. Silencing prefrontal inputs to 
the amygdala disrupted discrimination between a learned fear conditioned and neutral tone, 
while activating these inputs promoted discrimination in animals that normally displayed an 































































































































reflects a lack of prefrontal control of amygdala activity.  
 To investigate the downstream microcircuits changes associated with prefrontal input, we 
looked to the two major subpopulations of interneurons in the basolateral amygdala, SOM+ and 
PV+ interneurons. Using a cre-dependent tracing approach, we provide evidence that the 
Figure 9. Silencing SOM+ interneurons impairs fear discrimination. 
(A-C) left, Freezing to the CS+ (red) and CS- (blue) with (on) and without (off) light delivery to the BLA in SOM-
cre mice expressing Arch (A) or eYFP (B) as well as PV-cre mice expressing Arch (C). right, Discrimination score 




prefrontal cortex provides direct input to both subclasses of interneurons, suggesting that it 
mediates its effects at least in part by feed-forward inhibition. C-Fos co-labeling was used to 
investigate changes in these interneuron populations during fear and safety; SOM+ interneurons 
but not PV+ interneurons decreased activity during states of fear. Thus, optogenetic silencing of 
SOM+ interneurons was sufficient to impair fear extinction and promote fear generalization. On 
the other hand, silencing PV+ interneurons hastened extinction with no effect on fear 
generalization, suggesting that if they play a role, their activity promotes fear consistent with 
data from fear learning (Wolff et al., 2014). Silencing of prefrontal input to the amygdala or 
SOM+ interneurons induced convergent effects on learned fear discrimination, suggesting 
SOM+ interneurons may be downstream effectors of prefrontal input. 
 
The role of the mPFC in fear discrimination and extinction. 
  Fear generalization and resistance to extinction are of particular relevance as clinical 
correlates of PSTD. Our data support the notion that feed-forward inhibition of the BLA by 
mPFC input is critical for fear discrimination and extinction. Thus, abnormalities in mPFC-BLA 
connectivity or inhibitory circuits of the amygdala could be responsible for aberrant safety 
signaling in patients with PTSD. This is consistent with fMRI data demonstrating hypoactivity of 
the prefrontal cortex and hyperactivity of the amygdala in patients with PTSD (Shin et al., 2005). 
PTSD patients are also believed to have changes in mPFC-BLA functional connectivity based on 
fMRI scans (Brown et al., 2014; Lanius et al., 2010) as well as decreased structural connectivity 
based on diffusion tensor imaging of white matter tracts (Kim et al., 2005). 
Likewise, mice with generalized fear have impaired functional connectivity between the 
BLA and mPFC (Likhtik et al, 2014; Stujenske et al., 2014). In mice that were able to 
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successfully discriminate, neural synchrony between these structures was associated with an 
mPFC-to-BLA directionality during the safe stimulus. This is also observed during fear 
extinction (Lesting et al., 2013; Stujenske et al., 2014). This data suggests that PFC inputs to the 
BLA are required for both proper fear discrimination and extinction, which would be consistent 
with neurophysiological findings in PTSD patients. 
This study follows up on several recent reports to more conclusively test this hypothesis. 
Lesion, inactivation, and microstimulation studies have all implicated the infralimbic cortex in 
mediating extinction, however the hypothesis that it mediated these effects by its direct 
projection to the amygdala was able to be tested until recently. Using optogenetic techniques, 
activating the infralimbic cortex (Do-Monte et al., 2015) or infralimbic cortex inputs to the 
amygdala facilitates extinction learning, while inhibiting these inputs impairs extinction learning 
(Adhikari et al., 2015; Bukalo et al., 2015). Thus, direct projections from the infralimbic division 
of the mPFC to the basal amygdala (BLA and BMA) facilitate extinction learning. It has been 
hypothesized that this is mediated, at least in part, by disynaptic activation of ITCs (Amano et 
al., 2010; Strobel et al., 2015). 
While the mechanisms of extinction learning have been well-studied, the mechanisms of 
cued fear discrimination are not well characterized. The prefrontal cortex, amygdala, and ventral 
tegmental area have been particularly implicated as being involved in proper discrimination 
between aversive and non-aversive stimuli, having activity that is strongly correlated with the 
degree of similarity of another stimulus to an aversively conditioned stimulus (Dunsmoor and 
Paz, 2015). Disrupting NMDA receptor-dependent signaling in the mPFC (Vieira et al., 2015) or 
interfering presynaptic inhibition, which is required for precise mechanisms of LTP in the BLA 
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(Shaban et al., 2006), induces fear generalization. This is consistent with the requirement for 
proper plasticity in the mPFC-BLA circuit for the encoding of discriminative fear associations.   
A subset of principal neurons of the lateral amygdala directly encode for fear 
discrimination by preferential firing in response to a CS+ compared to a CS-; this difference in 
firing is abolished after mice are induced to generalize by strong shock conditioning (Ghosh and 
Chattarji, 2015). Differential fear coding in the LA is also abolished by a blockade of NMDA 
receptor-dependent plasticity in dopaminergic neurons, leading to fear generalization (Jones et 
al., 2015). Thus, differential firing in the basolateral amygdala is crucially important for proper 
fear discrimination. Our data suggests that prefrontal inputs to the amygdala may be crucially 
important for maintaining this discriminative firing, however this hypothesis needs to be tested.  
 
Disinhibition and inhibition as causative mechanisms of fear and safety learning. 
 In the cortex and hippocampus, SOM+ interneurons are involved in feedback inhibition 
of pyramidal neurons at their dendrites. In dorsal hippocampal area CA1, these neurons also 
receive cholinergic inputs from the medial septum that are sufficient to activate these neurons 
and suppress principal neuron firing (Lovett-Barron et al., 2014). Likewise, SOM+ interneurons 
likely play a similar role in mediating feedback inhibition at principal cell dendrites within the 
basolateral amygdala. Our data support a model whereby medial prefrontal cortical inputs to the 
BLA activate SOM+ interneurons, directly or indirectly, to mediate dendritic inhibition on 
principal cells. In this way, SOM+ interneurons may be gate keepers for inputs from brain 
structures carrying CS, fear, and anxiety-related information that are under the control of the 
mPFC. In this view, SOM+ interneurons may be important for discrimination by gating inputs 
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onto distinct populations of BLA principal cells which specifically respond during fear  termed 
“fear neurons” (Herry et al., 2008; Senn et al., 2014). 
Disinhibition is believed to be a general mechanism important for mediating learning and 
memory recall in multiple brain structures (Letzkus et al., 2015). Fear learning is associated with 
a reduction in presynaptic release probability onto mITCs by axons from auditory thalamus and 
auditory cortex, reducing feedback inhibition onto BLA principal cells (Asede et al., 2015). 
During acquisition of fear memories, SOM+ interneuron activity drops in response to the tone, 
causing a disinhibition of inputs carrying auditory information that facilitates learning the CS-US 
association (Wolff et al., 2014). This is consistent with our finding that during fear expression 
there is a reduction in SOM+ activity, likely aiding in the differential recruitment of fear neurons 
by upstream inputs. The rebound in SOM+ activity following extinction suggests that extinction 
involves disinhibition of fear-related inputs to the amygdala, thereby reducing fear neuron 
output. 
This is consistent with other findings following extinction learning. It has been 
previously demonstrated that after extinction learning, those fear neurons that are reduced in 
activity have more perisomatic boutons from multiple classes of inhibitory basket cell (Trouche 
et al., 2013). Likewise, post-extinction lesions of medial intercalated cells reverses extinction 
learning (Likhtik et al., 2008), suggesting that plasticity in these inhibitory cells is necessary for 
the maintenance of extinction learning. Thus, there is likely enhanced inhibition of silenced fear 
neurons both at the level of the soma and the dendrite following extinction learning. Further, 
there is an alteration in E/I balance for prefrontal inputs to the amygdala, such that following 
extinction there is a drop in ESPCs, while IPSCs remain of equal magnitude (Cho et al., 2013). 
Thus, extinction may be mediated on the short-term (same day) in part by a reduction in 
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disinhibition of fear-related inputs by SOM+ interneurons, while long-term maintenance of this 
memory involves plasticity reducing excitatory input and enhancing tonic inhibitory inputs onto 
principal cells from many different interneuron subclasses, especially intercalated cells. 
This is consistent with an impairment of extinction learning by optogenetic silencing of 
SOM+ interneurons and the enhancement of extinction learning by optogenetic silencing of PV+ 
interneurons, which have been demonstrated to directly inhibit SOM+ interneurons (Wolff et al., 
2014). An outstanding question is whether this reflects a normal role for PV+ interneurons in 
extinction learning. During fear learning, there is an increase in PV+ interneuron activity that is 
hypothesized to be the causative mechanism for the drop in SOM+ activity (Wolff et al., 2014). 
While our data based on c-Fos activity suggests that PV+ interneurons do not change their 
activity during extinction, given that c-Fos activity is also affecting by firing patterns of neurons 
and is notably lower at baseline in PV+ interneurons, direct recordings of PV+ interneurons 
during extinction will be needed to conclusively determine how their firing changes during 
extinction. If indeed PV+ interneurons do not decrease their firing during extinction learning, 




 The amygdala is an important structure for discriminating between aversive and non-
aversive stimuli; when this processing is impaired, fear is generalized inappropriately. In this 
study, we provide evidence that prefrontal cortex inputs to the basolateral amygdala and BLA 
SOM+ interneurons are both necessary for proper discrimination. PFC axons make direct 
synaptic contacts on SOM+ interneurons, suggesting that activation of these cells may be a 
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causative mechanism for mediating discrimination by inhibiting and disinhibiting BLA principal 
cells to signal safety and fear, respectively. This process may also be mediated through other 
interneuron populations including PV+ interneurons. Future studies recording from specific 
interneuron populations during fear expression and extinction learning will help refine our 




Transgenic lines, viral delivery, and optogenetic strategy  
3-5 month old male mice expressing cre-recombinase in either SOM+ cells (SOM-IRES-
cre) (Taniguchi et al., 2011) or PV+ cells (PV-IRES-cre) (Hippenmeyer et al., 2005) were raised 
on a C57/B6 background. Mice were stereotaxically injected (ML 3.3, AP -1.7, DV, 4.3) with an 
adeno-associated virus (AAV, serotype 2/5) that expresses the gene for Arch in a cre-dependent 
manner (AAV2/5-Ef1a-DIO-eArch3.0-eYFP) or a control virus (AAV2/5-Ef1a-DIO-eYFP). Pair 
housed littermates were divided equally into Arch and control groups to control for any potential 
genetic or environmental differences. During the same surgery, bilateral ferrule-coupled fiber 
optic implants (200 um core, .39 NA) were inserted over the BLA (ML 3.3, AP -1.7, DV, 3.9). 




After behavioral testing, all mice were deeply anesthetized and intra-cardially perfused 
with 4% paraformaldehyde (PFA) in phosphate-buffered saline (PBS). Brains were extracted and 
post-fixed in 4% PFA for at least three days. After cyroprotection in 30% sucrose in PBS, 40-
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micron histological sections were prepared on a cryostat to localize viral expression and ferrule 
location. A subset of sections was utilized for immunohistochemistry to validate expression 
patterns of the cre-dependent viruses. Mice were excluded from the study based on two criteria: 
1. expression in an improper location, especially the central amygdala, which is strongly SOM+ 
(Li et al., 2013); 2. ferrule locations that would not properly illuminate the BLA. This will be 
evaluated using the results of Monte Carlo modelling (Stujenske et al., 2015) that predict the 
coverage of light sufficient to mediate Arch-induced neural silencing (Mattis et al., 2012). 
 
Open field 
Mice were first habituated to handling, optical fiber connection, and fiber optic light 
illumination in a small rectangular box (30 × 20 cm) in the dark for twenty minutes. 532 nm light 
was direct through their fiber optic for two minutes, followed by two minutes of no light, for 
twenty minutes. They were re-exposed to this box the next day with the same pattern of 
illumination. 1 hour later, mice were place in the open field arena (25 cm radius, 40 cm high), 
which was brightly lit (300 Lux). For 21 minutes, fiber optic illumination with 532 nm light was 
delivered in a 3 min light on-light off pattern. 
 
Fear Discrimination 
Two days after open field testing, mice were habituated to the fear conditioning chamber 
(Med Associates) and exposed to two separate tones: 2kHz and 8 kHz pure tones (5 times each, 
pseudorandom order, presented as thirty 50 ms pips, once per second). Mice were unresponsive 
to these tones, exhibiting a baseline freezing level of 0-20%. Mice were trained on the next three 
days to associate one tone (CS+) with a co-terminating shock (0.4 mA), while the other tone 
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(CS-) was explicitly unpaired. The freezing of mice to these tones was blindly quantified in a 
new context on the next day (Recall). Mice were exposed to six CS+ and six CS- tones 
(pseudorandom order), half with 532 nm (10 mW) optical illumination of the BLA and half with 
no illumination. Illumination turned on five seconds before tone presentation and turn off five 
seconds after. Between and within group comparisons were made to evaluate the effect of light 
in Arch and control groups. 
 
Extinction Learning 
Two days after open field testing, mice were run on a behavioral paradigm similar to a 
well-established extinction protocol used in rats (Sierra-Mercado et al., 2011). Mice were trained 
with 5 CS-US pairings (.4 mA). The day after training, they were exposed to twenty CS+ 
presentations in a new context. All 20 CS+ presentations were paired with 532 nm illumination 
of the BLA. The freezing behavior of mice was tested the next day during five CS+ presentations 
in the absence of illumination. 
 
Quantifying SOM and PV activity during fear and extinction 
12-week-old, male, wildtype C57/B6 mice (Jackson Laboratory) were used. The activity 
of PV+ and SOM+ populations was probed using expression of the immediate-early gene c-Fos, 
which is upregulated 1-3 hours after activation of neurons (Kovács, 1998). Three groups of mice 
were trained to probe the effect of fear and extinction. All mice were fear conditioned to 
associate an auditory stimulus with a one-second footshock (.35 mA, 5 CS+-shock pairings). On 
the next day, tones were presented in two blocks of 10 tones, spaced apart by 1 hour. Mice were 
divided into three groups, which were: 1. repeatedly exposed to the CS+ until they extinguish 
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their freezing response (Ext CS+ group), 2. repeatedly exposed to a novel tone, eliciting no fear-
related behavior (CS- group), 3. exposed to the novel CS- until the last five tones, when the CS+ 
was again presented (CS+ group). The two tones were very distinct (pure 2 kHz tone and white 
noise, pseudorandomly assigned to CS+ or CS-) to prevent generalization. Freezing during the 
tone presentations was scored blinded with respect to group and tone. 
Two hours later, all mice were deeply anesthetized and their brains fixed to make 
histological sections, as above. Slices were subsequently washed in PBS, blocked with 10% 
Normal Donkey Serum and 1% Triton, and incubated with primary antibodies for c-Fos (Rabbit, 
Calbiochem, 1:5000), PV (Guinea Pig, Synaptic Systems, 1:2500), and SOM (Goat, Santa Cruz, 
1:500) overnight at 4°C. The next day, slices were washed in PBS, incubated with secondary 
antibodies (Donkey, Jackson Immunoresearch) for 1 hour at room temperature and again washed 
with PBS before being mounted onto slides (ProLong® Gold liquid mount). Slides were imaged 
on a confocal microscope (Zeiss LSM 700) at 20X and positive cells counted, blinded with 
respect to group. C-Fos co-labeling with either PV or SOM was quantified as the percentage of 
total PV or total SOM cells also labeling with c-Fos for the three groups. 
 
Silencing mPFC terminals in the BLA 
To selectively silence the projection from the mPFC to the BLA, the light activated 
proton pump Archaerhodopsin (Arch) was specifically expressed within the mPFC of 
129SvEv/Tac mice. Mice were anesthetized with isoflurane and an injection of 500 nL of 
AAV2/5-CamKIIa-eArch 3.0-eYFP (experimental) or AAV2/5-CamKIIa-eYFP (control) virus 
were made into the prelimbic and infralimbic cortices bilaterally (ML +/-.3 mm; AP 1.65 mm; 
DV 1.6 and 2, respectively). Stereotrodes and tungsten electrodes were implanted to record 
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activity in the BLA, dHPC, vHPC, and mPFC. Terminals in the BLA were silenced by light 
delivery through implanted optical fibers. Behavior and electrophysiological activity were 
compared for periods of light on and light off during the open field paradigm and fear recall after 
fear conditioning, as described above. 
 
Rabies tracing 
 Viral tracing was done in a similar way to previously described by Callaway and 
Colleagues (Wickersham et al., 2007), except viruses for rabies tracing experiments were custom 
made by T.R. Reardon to dramatically increase transynaptic efficacy (Reardon et al., under 
review). SOM-cre and PV-cre mice were stereotaxically injected in the BLA (3.3 ML, -1.7 AP, -
4.3 DV), with .4 nL of an AAV helper virus expressing GFP and glycoprotein in a cre-dependent 
manner, such that helper virus only expressed in cre expressing cells. Two weeks later, the same 
mice were injected with 1 µL of Glycoprotein (G)-deleted rabies expressing mCherry. Thus, 
starter cells were labeled with both GFP and mCherry, while presynaptically connected cells 
were labeled only with mCherry. GFP-expressing cells not expressing mCherry were not traced. 
Due to the high efficacy of the novel, custom-engineered rabies virus, 100-400 presynaptic cells 
were labeled per starter cells. Thus, sparse population of starter cells (10-20 cells per BLA)  was 
sufficient to label many presynaptic targets for anatomically connectivity studies. 
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Pavlovian conditioning is the association of an innate response to a potent stimulus (e.g. a 
shock) with a normally neutral stimulus (e.g. a tone). The first example of this was presented by 
Ivan Pavlov, who trained a dog to associate a bell with receiving food; after several repetitions of 
this pairing, the bell began to induce salivation. This simple example ignores the importance of 
forming specific associations; while one bell signals dinner for the dog, a siren from a fire trunk 
blaring down the street should signal avoidance. Thus, forming specific associations is critical 
for survival. This also requires the capacity of animals to extinguish previously formed 
associations so that dependencies can dynamically change. 
 To determine how this process is mediated for discrimination between aversive and non-
aversive stimuli, I investigated activity and connectivity within the mPFC-BLA circuit. These 
structures are highly interconnected with functional subdivisions of circuits mediating fear, 
reward, and safety. The mPFC and BLA have been implicated in the pathology of PTSD, which 
is associated with pronounced fear generalization and an impairment in extinguishing fear 
memories. We utilized fear discrimination and fear extinction paradigms to investigate the 
function of this circuit in safety signaling. Likewise, we also investigated mPFC-BLA activity in 
the open field paradigm, which requires distinguishing between aspects of an environment that 
are innately aversive and others that are relatively safe. In evaluating activity of this circuit 
during these three separate behaviors, we sought to develop a unified understanding of safety 
signaling in the mPFC-BLA circuit. 
  
Directional information transfer associated with fear discrimination 
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 It has been hypothesized that the prefrontal cortex mediates top-down control of the 
basolateral amygdala to gate fear expression. While activation of the prelimbic cortex or its 
inputs to the BLA promotes a retention of fear memories, activation of the infralimbic cortex or 
its BLA inputs promotes extinction of fear memories (Adhikari et al., 2015; Bukalo et al., 2015; 
Do-Monte et al., 2015; Sierra-Mercado et al., 2006; Sierra-Mercado et al., 2011; Sotres-Bayon et 
al., 2012; Vidal-Gonzalez et al., 2006). Likewise, activating IL inputs to the LA is anxiolytic, 
supporting the hypothesis that this circuit is also involved in encoding innate anxiety associations 
(Adhikari et al., 2015). However, the mPFC and BLA are bilaterally connected, with functional 
circuits in the BLA that mediate fear connecting with the PL and circuits mediating extinction 
connecting with the IL (Herry et al., 2008; Senn et al., 2014). mPFC cells projecting to the BLA 
receive strong reciprocal inputs compared to other mPFC projection cells (Little and Carter, 
2013). Thus, disconnecting prefrontal inputs to the BLA likely disrupts overall mPFC-BLA 
communication. We thus sought to investigate activity within the intact network during fear 
discrimination and innate anxiety in chapters 2 and 3. 
 Using local field potential and single unit recordings, we provided evidence that during 
periods of relative safety (CS- or periphery of the open field), the predicted directionality of 
synchronous activity in both the theta and gamma range is from mPFC-to-BLA. This 
directionality is eliminated during fear with enhanced BLA-to-mPFC information transfer. Thus, 
our data supports the notion that dynamic switches in mPFC-BLA communication normally 
occur during fear discrimination. This is consistent with the finding that fear neurons unilaterally 
project to the mPFC, while extinction neurons are reciprocally connected (Herry et al., 2008). If 
this model is correct, it is somewhat inconsistent with a purely top-down view of prefrontal 
control of the amygdala. While our local field potential data cannot differentiate between the PL 
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and IL, it suggests that BLA inputs to both of these structures are strongly engaged during fear. 
The importance of these inputs has not been well-established. In one study, Sotres-Bayon and 
colleagues inactivated ventral hippocampus or basolateral amygdala using muscimol and 
recorded changes in prelimbic unit activity (Sotres-Bayon et al., 2012). They found that BLA 
inactivation a reduction in conditioned tone response in pyramidal cells with less of an effect on 
interneurons. This would be consistent with a role of BLA inputs to the PL in mediating fear. 
The role of BLA inputs to the IL has not been investigated.  
Beyond the simplistic view that the PL and IL being involved in fear and extinction, 
respectively, the prelimbic cortex may receive fear related input from the BLA, transform it, and 
convey it back to the basolateral amygdala. This is consistent with our data which supports an 
active role of the prefrontal cortex in maintaining discriminative fear associations. For instance, a 
recent study simultaneously recorded single unit activity from the dorsal anterior cingulate 
(ACC; homolog of the mouse PL) and basolateral amygdala in monkeys during discriminative 
aversive learning and its reversal (Klavir et al., 2013). The process of learning involved first the 
emergence of unsigned surprise signals that were equivalent for the CS+ and CS- in the BLA that 
was subsequently conveyed to the dACC; later, signed responses that differentiated between the 
CS+ and CS- arose in the dACC and were then conveyed to the amygdala. In another  study of 
predictive fear learning, it was demonstrated that differences in associations formed for expected 
and unexpected CS-US pairings were blocked by reversible inactivation of the PL but not IL 
(Furlong et al., 2010). In this study, a previously learned CS-US pairing blocked association 
between another CS the US when both CSs were paired with the US together. This associative 
blocking of fear learning was abolished by PL inactivation, suggesting that the PL may be 
necessary for regulating proper plasticity within the BLA to prevent fear generalization. 
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Our data from chapter 5 is consistent with this view of the mPFC. Disrupting mPFC 
inputs to the BLA was sufficient to disrupt fear discrimination in a way that was not specific to 
the CS+ or CS-, which supports the notion that mPFC input plays a role in conveying both fear 
and safety information. Specifically, the prelimbic cortex seems to be involved in both of these 
processes, contrary to the classic view of the PL based on inactivation and lesion studies. 
Activation of PL inputs in a way that mimicked physiological activity was sufficient to enhance 
discrimination, consistent with the PL transferring back appropriate associations of aversive and 
non-aversive stimuli to the BLA. It is unclear if the IL play a similar role, though it has been 
demonstrated that activating these input enhances extinction, while activating PL inputs impairs 
extinction (Adhikari et al., 2015; Bukalo et al., 2015). How to unify extinction data with our 
results on fear discrimination is unclear. 
 
Downstream activation of inhibitory networks by prefrontal inputs to the BLA 
  
In chapter 3, the downstream consequences of directional synchronous information 
transfer from the mPFC to the BLA were investigated. In chapter 2, we focused on theta 
frequency activity, which has been demonstrated to be pronounced during fear (Lesting et al., 
2013; Lesting et al., 2011; Narayanan et al., 2007; Sangha et al., 2009; Seidenbecher et al., 
2003). As in the hippocampus, the basolateral amygdala has different frequency of gamma 
oscillations that couple to this theta oscillation, and this coupling is enhanced during fear. Fast 
gamma oscillations were depressed in power when they were entrained to the local theta 
oscillations during fear, but became more pronounced when they became entrained to the 
prefrontal theta oscillations during safety in the three separate paradigms we tested—fear 
discrimination, extinction, and open field. Thus, gamma oscillations are engaged during multiple 
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forms of safety signaling in the amygdala, suggesting they reflect an underlying circuit activity 
that is engaged in multiple modalities. 
As in the hippocampus and cortex (Buzsaki and Wang, 2012; Sohal et al., 2009), these 
BLA gamma oscillations are likely driven by interneurons. BLA interneurons have been 
repeatedly implicated in the suppression of fear responses (Duvarci and Pare, 2014; Ehrlich et 
al., 2009; Heldt et al., 2012; Pape and Pare, 2010; Shaban et al., 2006) and it appears that a 
subset are selectively engaged by mPFC input during discrimination and extinction learning 
(Cho et al., 2013; Lesting et al., 2013; Likhtik et al., 2014; Phelps et al., 2004). Thus, 
dysfunction in inhibitory circuits of the amygdala, controlled by mPFC input, could interfere 
with both discrimination between fearful and safe stimuli and extinction of fear memories. 
Consistent with this hypothesis, knockout mice for GAD65 (one of two isoforms of glutamate 
decarboxylase, which synthesizes GABA) demonstrate enhanced fear generalization, along with 
decreased mPFC-amygdala synchrony (Bergado-Acosta et al., 2008) and  knock-down of 
GAD67 activity in the amygdala impairs extinction learning (Heldt et al., 2012; Sangha et al., 
2009). Thus, both fear discrimination and extinction rely on intact GABAergic circuits, possibly 
because inhibitory cells gate inputs into the amygdala (Shaban et al., 2006). 
For this reason, in chapter 5, the role of the two major subtypes of BLA interneurons, 
PV+ and SOM+, in fear discrimination and extinction was investigated. Connectivity of the 
mPFC with these two interneuron populations was confirmed using cre-dependent retrograde 
monosynaptic tracing with rabies virus (Wickersham et al., 2007). It was previously established 
that these two cell types play unique roles in fear learning; the firing rate of PV+ cells increases 
during CS presentation, while the firing rate of SOM+ cells decreases, consistent with dendritic 
disinhibition of principal cells by direct PV+ to SOM+ inhibition (Wolff et al., 2014). Consistent 
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with this model, we determined that SOM+ interneurons drop firing during fear, promoting 
disinhibition of inputs onto principal cells; this is reversed by extinction learning. Thus, silencing 
these cells impairs extinction learning. Silencing PV+ cells enhanced extinction learning, 
consistent with reducing inhibitory drive on SOM+ cells. However, we did not observe any 
change in PV+ cellular activity during fear or extinction. Thus, we hypothesize that this effect 
does not mirror changes occurring in a normally functioning BLA circuits during extinction. This 
hypothesis remains to be tested. 
Alternatively, the lack of correspondence in our data may reflect heterogeneity in the 
PV+ interneuron population. The present work and previous studies largely ignore the 
heterogeneity of PV+ interneurons, which are not all basket cells in the BLA. Using in vivo 
whole cell recordings and post-hoc reconstructions, Bienvenu et al. identified at least three 
distinct subtypes of PV+ interneurons—basket cells, axo-axonic cells which are activated by 
noxious stimuli, and AStria-projecting neurons which were suppressed by noxious stimuli 
(Bienvenu et al., 2012). Thus, there is anatomical and functional hetereogeneity of PV+ 
interneurons, complicating an interpretation of experiments where they are all manipulated 
indiscriminately. However, it is unknown to what extent transgenic lines label these separate 
PV+ subtypes; in the hippocampus, it seems that there is preferentially expression in basket cells 
for PV-IRES-cre mice (Lovett-Barron et al., 2012). Thus, it may be that our manipulations affect 
a specific sub-population of PV+ interneurons, while our immunohistochemical investigation of 
PV+ interneurons was not specific to this sub-population. 
Our data also contradicts data suggesting that PV+ interneurons are required for 
extinction learning. One study investigated their role using molecular techniques to label up 
principals cells activated by a fear conditioned CS (Trouche et al., 2013). Some of these “fear 
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cells” were silenced following extinction; those cells that drop in firing had more inhibitory 
perisomatic terminals from basket cells, including PV+ and CCK+ interneurons. This would be 
consistent with a role of parvalbumin-positive perisomatic inhibition in promoting fear 
extinction. This data suggests that the effect that we observed when silencing PV+ cells during 
extinction reflects primarily an effect of altering PV-dependent inhibition of other interneuron 
subtypes, in particular SOM+ interneurons, and not alteration of PV+ perisomatic inhibition. 
Specific alteration of PV-dependent perisomatic inhibition without an effect of PV-dependent 
inhibition of interneurons has been demonstrated for dopaminergic inputs from the ventral 
tegmental area (Chu et al., 2012), which are likely upregulated during fear learning. Thus, it is 
likely the PV-principal cell and PV-interneuron functional connectivity are differentially altered 
during fear and extinction learning. This hypothesis remains to be robustly tested. 
Our data in SOM+ interneurons strongly suggests a specific role for SOM+ interneurons 
in gating fear-related input onto principal cells in order to mediate proper fear learning (Wolff et 
al., 2014), fear discrimination, and extinction. This is consistent with a wide body of literature 
implicating disinhibition of principal cells in successful learning and memory recall in multiple 
brain structures (Letzkus et al., 2015). Our data specifically highlights a potential role for 
prefrontal control of SOM+ interneurons, which we have demonstrated to receive direct input 
from the mPFC. Optogenetic silencing of mPFC inputs to the BLA or BLA SOM+ interneurons 
yielded the same disruptions in prefrontal-dependent safety signaling—an impairment of 
extinction (Adhikari et al., 2015; Bukalo et al., 2015) and fear generalization. The most 
parsimonious hypothesis explaining this data is that direct or indirect alterations of BLA SOM+ 
interneurons by prefrontal inputs mediates a decrease in fear expression (Figure 1) . 
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 This is consistent with 
our findings that fast gamma 
oscillations in the BLA were 
strongly coupled with theta 
oscillations in the prefrontal 
cortex and associated with 
periods of relative safety. In the 
hippocampus, fast gamma 
oscillations relate to activity on 
the distal dendrites of principal 
cells (Colgin et al., 2009). Thus, 
it is possible that dendritically-
targeting SOM+ interneurons of 
the BLA were involved in mediating the safety-related activity that we previously reported. This 




There are at least three outstanding issues that need to be addressed to fully understand 
the implications of the present work: 1. The role that the PL and IL plays in fear discrimination, 
2. SOM+ and PV+ firing rate changes during normal fear expression, extinction, and 
discrimination, 3. Functional connectivity between PV+ and SOM+ interneurons and 
downstream targets following fear and extinction learning, 4. Components of BLA LFP activity 
Figure 1. Putative circuit regulating fear discrimination. 
The medial prefrontal cortex is interconnected with pyramidal cells in the 
basolateral amygdala. In addition to mediating direct and feedforward 
excitation of BLA pyramidal cells, the medial prefrontal cortex also 
mediates feedforward inhibition, presumably through both SOM+ and 
PV+ interneurons. Based on the data in this study, it is likely that 
projections from the mPFC to the BLA are necessary for mediating fear 
discrimination. In this diagram, we illustrate the functional connectivity 
that may mediate specifically a suppression of fear responses; the medial 
prefrontal cortex has primarily an inhibitory role on downstream fear-
related BLA neurons by recruitment of SOM+ interneurons for feed-
forward inhibition. The role of PV+ interneurons is unclear, but if 




generated by SOM+ and PV+ interneurons. I will discuss these outstanding issues and how they 
might be addressed in the future. 
 
The role of the PL and IL in fear discrimination 
 
While our data has demonstrated that silencing both PL and IL input to the BLA impairs 
fear discrimination, it remains unclear to what extent the PL and IL contribute to this process. To 
get at this question, we determined that activating the PL to BLA input was sufficient to increase 
discrimination. However, it is unknown whether this effect is specific to the PL input. To test the 
role of the IL, the corollary IL to BLA optogenetic activation study will need to be performed. 
Another plausible experiment to dissect this circuit is to repeat the silencing study with PL and 
IL specific expression to confirm the effects of the activation experiment. 
It remains unclear whether there are differences in the downstream circuits of the BLA 
that are activated by the PL and IL. While both subdivisions of the mPFC are connected with 
PV+ and SOM+ interneurons based on our retrograde tracing data, it is unclear whether these 
interneuron subtypes are functionally activated by PL and IL inputs. A promising hypothesis 
based on our data is that projections mediating fear discrimination (PL) and extinction (IL) both 
activate SOM+ interneurons. There are two possible experiments to test this hypothesis. For both 
experiments, channelrhodopsin must be selectively expressed in the PL or IL. In the first 
experiment, in vitro slice electrophysiology can be performed to patch SOM+ or PV+ 
interneurons. GAD67-GFP mice can be used to aid in targeting interneurons followed by post-
hoc immunohistochemical identification. This same technique was used by Wolff et al. to 
investigate SOM-PV connectivity (Wolff et al., 2014). The second possible experiment would 
investigate c-Fos expression induced by terminal stimulation in the BLA. As in Chapter 5, co-
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labeling with c-Fos, PV, and SOM antibodies can be used to investigate activation of SOM+ and 
PV+ interneurons. Two hours after 30 minutes of terminal stimulation, brain slices would be 
prepared for immunohistochemistry. Mice expressing a control virus would be used for 
comparison. 
  
SOM+ and PV+ firing rate changes during normal fear expression, extinction, and 
discrimination 
 
In chapter 5, we sought to investigate how the activity of SOM+ and PV+ interneurons 
changed during fear and extinction by quantifying c-Fos co-labeling. This data indicated that 
SOM+ activity dropped during fear, while PV+ activity didn’t change. Expectedly, silencing 
SOM+ interneurons impaired extinction, but unexpectedly, silencing PV+ interneurons enhanced 
extinction. Thus, it is unclear how to reconcile these two pieces of data. One possibility is that 
PV+ silencing causes a disinhibition of SOM+ interneurons but does not reflect the normal 
process active during extinction; alternatively, this may be the normal process engaged during 
extinction and the c-Fos data does not properly capture changes in PV+ firing. The later 
explanation is possible either due to heterogeneity in PV+ interneuron subtypes such that 
different subtypes have different changes in firing during extinction. Alternatively, c-Fos does 
not faithfully reflect firing per se but instead is affected by such factors such as burstiness. To 
disambiguate these three possibilities, it is possible to record PV+ interneuron activity 
extracellularly. PV+ interneurons can be identified optogenetically by expressing 
channelrhodopsin selectively in PV-cre animals as has been previously performed in the BLA 
(Wolff et al., 2014). Thus, a diversity of PV+ cell responses to the CS can be recorded during 
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fear expression and extinction. Recording from SOM+ interneurons would help to corroborate 
the c-Fos results. 
 
Functional connectivity between PV+ and SOM+ interneurons and downstream targets 
following fear and extinction learning 
 
A full understanding of the role of PV+ and SOM+ interneurons in mediating fear 
expression and extinction requires an understanding of how connectivity changes between these 
neurons and downstream targets, namely, principal cells and local interneurons. The present 
work is limited to an investigation of changes in activity and the effects of silencing, which 
ignore the importance of plastic changes in connectivity. To investigate this, mice expressing 
channelrhodopsin selectively in PV+ and SOM+ interneurons can be used to prepare slices for in 
vitro electrophysiology. Mice would be either unconditioned, fear conditioned, or conditioned 
and extinguished and used to evaluate the strength of connectivity between PV+ and SOM+ 
interneurons and their postsynaptic targets following fear conditioning and extinction, which 
would be recorded in whole cell while pulses of blue light were used to evoke terminal release. 
This technique was previously used to investigate changes in connectivity of the mPFC with 
postsynaptic targets in the BLA following extinction (Cho et al., 2013). Based on the present and 
previous work, it is hypothesized that PV-principal cell connectivity will be enhanced by 
extinction, while PV-SOM connectivity will be diminished. Likewise, SOM-principal 
connectivity may be enhanced by extinction.  
 




A significant limitation of the present work is that the changes in gamma oscillations 
described in Chapters 2 and 3 have yet to be explicitly tied to the inhibitory microcircuits we 
investigated in Chapter 5. This can be investigated by implanting mice with both fiber optics and 
stereotrodes in the basolateral amygdala, recording single unit and local field potential activity 
during silencing of SOM+ and PV+ interneurons. Based on the correspondence of the data in 
Chapter 5 with the data on theta and gamma in Chapters 2 and 3, it can be hypothesized that 
silencing SOM+ interneurons would disrupt proper generation of fear and safety-association 
patterns of activity that differ during the CS+ and CS-. Particularly, it would be expected that 
safety-related mPFC-to-BLA directionality and high gamma oscillations may be diminished 
during SOM+ interneuron silencing. Likewise, differences in theta power and theta-gamma 
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